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Commodore VIC-20
A fully-fledged, fully expandible, computer with large typewriter -
style keyboard, programmable function keys, PET compatible.
Gives 24 colours and sound, (to the degree that it can be used to
compose music). High resolution graphics module available as
extra. Speaks BASIC. Easy -to -use, even for beginners. New
VIC-20 material is available and more is on the way. Supplied
with easy -to -read, easy -to -use manual, suitable for beginners
and children. Programs can be stored on optional VIC tape
recorder. Commodore approved supplier.

Texas Instruments TI -99/4
(PAL colour TV compatible)
Usable literally within minutes of unpacking. Anyone can use it
without previous computer experience or programming
knowledge. Powerful 16K. BASIC language. Special features:
high resolution graphics let you create animated displays,
charts, graphs; built-in music synthesizer allows you to build
notes and chords; equation calculator for maths solutions.
Designed for home management, educational and
entertainment use. Large amount of educational software
available on modules for youngsters. Programs can also be
stored using good quality tape recorder. Texas Instruments
approved supplier.

Trust the
Supermarket be first with
the unique new
computers. Four new -technology computers bring you colour, sound, high

resolution graphics. All with plug-in program modules. All at
unique Computer Supermarket prices.

To Computer Supermarket Ltd, Douglas House,
I enclose my cheque for £

Queens Square, Corby, Northants.

Please send me Or debit my Access/Barclaycard/Diners Card No. 10 1. I,

0 Commodore VIC-20 at £192.50

Signature
0 Texas Instruments TI -99/4 at £282.50

0 Atari 400 at £348.50

0 Atari 800 at £648.50 Name

Address0 Hardware/Software list

0 Atari tape recorder at £45 inc. VAT, p&p

0 VIC tape recorder at £40 inc. VAT, p&p
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Atari 400
Brings the family music, art, education, entertainment. A general
purpose personal computer that's easy to operate and offers 16
colours, each with 8 intensities; high resolution graphics; 4
sound synthesizers; 57 key alphanumeric keyboard with upper/
lower case, inverse video, full screen editing, four-way cursor
control, 29 graphics keys. Programming languages: BASIC,
ASSEMBLER, PILOT. Programs can be stored on optional Atari
tape recorder. Atari approved supplier.

Atari 800
Top -of -the -line personal computer. Advanced peripheral
components, comprehensive software library. Modular design
precludes obsolescence. 16 colours (8 intensities), 4 sound
synthesizers; 57 keys with upper/lower case, inverse video, full
screen editing, four-way cursor control, 29 graphics keys.
Programming languages: BASIC, EXTENDED BASIC,
ASSEMBLER, PILOT, PASCAL. Programs can be stored on
optional Atari tape recorder. Atari approved supplier.

THESE EXCITING NEW PERSONAL
COMPUTERS CONNECT TO VIRTUALLY
ANY COLOUR OR MONO TV. Full range of
peripherals will be available for each computer.
All units are complete and ready to use. 13 amp
plug fitted. Thorn colour N's can be supplied
for use with these computers. Details on
application.

Prices include VAT. P&p & insurance £3.50

Your remittance should be made payable to 'Computer Supermarket
Ltd', and shall remain your money until the goods have been
despatched to you at the address specified. All goods offered are
subject to Computer Supermarket conditions of sale, copies available
on request. Registered in England No. 2646589.

PRESTEL SERVICE Prestel subscribers can obtain further details
on these computers - and place orders for them - through the Prestel
service. PRESTEL No. 400400
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COMPUTER SUPERMARKET LTD, DOUGLAS HOUSE, QUEENS SQUARE, CORBY, NORTHANTS. TELEPHONE 05366 61587/8 AND 62571
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AMPLIFIER
WITH
HEAT SINK

Which amplifier?
I.L.P. Amplifiers now come in three basic types, each of which is available with
or without heatsink. Having decided the system you want - home hi-fi
(models HY30, 60 or 120 for example), super quality hi-fi with extra versatility
(MOS120, MOS200) or Disco/PA/Guitar (HD120, HD200 or HD400) you will
then decide whether amplifiers housed within their own heatsinks or plate
amplifiers for bolting to a metal chassis will suit. With choice such as this and a
brilliant new range of I.L.P. functional modules to choose from you now have
the chance to build the finest audio system ever offered to the constructor.

BIPOLAR Standard, with heatsinks Without heatsinks

DISTORTION
OUTPUT T.H.D. I.M.D. SUPPLY

MODEL POWER Typ 60HZI7kHz VOLTAGE SIZE WT PRICE VAT MODEL SIZE WT PRICE VAT

NUMBER Watts rms at 1kHz 4:1 TYPIMAX mm gms NUMBER m mm gms

HY30 15w14812 0.015% <0.006% ±18±20 76x68x40 240 E7.29 £1.09

HY60 30w14.837 0.015% <0.006% ±25±30 76x68x40 240 £8.33 £1.25

HY120 60w1480 0.01% <0.006% ±35±40 120x78x40 410 £17.48 £2.62 HY120P 120x26x40 215 £15.50 1 (2.33

HY200 120w1480 0.01% <0.006% ±45±50 120x78x50 515 £21.21 £3.18 HY200P 120x26x40 215 £18.46 E2.77

HY400 240w1412 0.01% <0.006% ±45±50 120 a 78 x100 1025 E31.83 (4.77 HY400P 120 x26x70 375 E28.33 £4.25

Protection: Load line, momentary short circuit (typically 10 sec) Slew rate. 15Vlus Rise time.. 51.zs

SIN rana. 100db frequency response I -3d81: 5Hz - 50kHz

Input sensitivity: 500mV rms Input impedance: 1001d2 Damping lac or: (801100Hz)>400

HEAVY DUTY with heatsinks Without heatsinks

HD120 60w14.81-1 0.01% <0.006% ±35±40 120x78x50 515 E22.48 f3.37 fiD120P 120x26x50 265 E19.84 f 2.98

H0200 120w14 80 0.01% <0.006% ±45±50 120x78x60 620 E27.38 (4.11 HD200P 120x26x50 265 E23.63 (3.54

H0400 240w14S2 0.01% <0.006% ±45±50 120x78x100 1025 £38.63 f5.79 HD400P 120x 26x 70 375 £34.28 £5.14

Protection: load line, PERMANENT SHORT CIRCUIT (ideal for discolgroup use should evidence of short circuit not be immediately apparent).

The Heavy Duty range can claim additional output power devices and complementary protection circuitry with performance specs. as for standard types.

MOSFET Ultra-Fi, with heatsinks Without heatsinks

MOS120 60w14 -13E2 <0.005% <0.006% ±45±50 120x 78 x 40 420 E25.88 E3.88 MOS120P 120x26x40 215 £23.32 £350

MOS200 120w14 811 <0.005% <0.006% ±55±60 120x78x80 850 E33.46 (5.02 MOS200P 120x26x80 420 £28.53 £4.28

MOS400 240w1412 <0.005% <0.006% ±55±60 120x 78a100 1025 E45.39 f 6.81 MOS400P 120x26x100 525 E38.91 f5.84

Protection: Able to cope with complex loads, without the need for very specia protection circuitry (fuses will suffice).

Ultra.fi specifications:
Slew rate: 20Vlys Rise time: 3ys S/N rano: 100db frequency response I- 3d& -15H2 - 100kHz
Input sensitivity.' 500mV rms Input impedance: 100k12 Damping lactor:18121100Hzl>400

POWER SUPPLY UNITS
MODEL NO. FOR USE WITH PRICE VAT

PSU30 t- 1 5V combinations of HY 6/66 series to
a maximum of 100mA or one HY 6 7 £4.50 £0.68
The following will also drive the HY 6/66
series except HY6 7 which requires the PSU 30.

PSU36 1 or 2 HY30 £8.10 £ 1.22
PSU 50 1 or 2 HY60 £ 10.94 £ 1.64
PSU60 1 x HY 1 20/HY 1 20P/HD 1 20/1 -ID 1 20P £ 1 3.04 £ 1.96
PSU65 1 x MOS120/1 x MOS 1 20P £ 13.32 £ 2.00
PSU70 1 or 2 HY 1 20/HY 1 20P/HD 1 20/HD1 20P £ 1 5.92 £ 2.39
PSU 75 1 or 2 MOS 1 20/MOS 1 20P £ 1 6.20 £ 2.43
PSU90 1 x HY 200/HY 200P/H0200/HD200P £ 16.20 £ 2.43
PSU95 1 x MOS200/MOS 200P £16.32 £ 2.45
PSU 180 2 x HY 200/HY 200P/HD200/HD200P or

1 x HY 400/1 x HY400P/HD400/HD400P f 2 1.34 £3.20
PSU185 1 or 2 MOS200/MOS 200P/1 x MOS400/

1 x MOS400P £ 2 1.46 £3.22
All models except PSU3O and PSU36 Incorporate our own tom dal transformers

FP480
BRIDGING UNIT FOR
DOUBLING POWER
Designed specially by I.L.P. for use
with any two power amplifiers of the
same type to double the power output
obtained and will function with any
I.L.P. power supply. In totally sealed
case, size 45 x 50 a 20mm, with edge
connector. It thus becomes possible to
obtain 480 watts rms (single channel)
into 852. Contributory distortion less
than 0.005%.
Price: E4.79 + 72p. V.A.T.

IL WI ELECTRONICS LTD.
FREEPOST 8 Graham Bell House, Roper Close, Canterbury, Kent CT2 7EP.

Telephone 102 7 71547 78 {Technical 102271 64723) Telex 965 780
Available also from MARSHALLS, TECHNOMATIC, WATFORD ELECTRONICS and certain other selected retailers.

GOODS BY MAIL ORDER DESPATCHED WITHIN 7 DAYS
2 SEPTEMBER 1981 E&MM



OF A EW ERA ®ILIIF
Which modules?
In launching eighteen different units all within amazingly compact cases to help make
complete audio systems using I.L.P. power amplifiers, we bring the most exciting, the
most versatile modular assembly scheme ever for constructors of all ages and
experience. Study the list - see how these modules will combine to almost any audio
project you fancy - and remember all I. L. P. modules are compatible with each other,
they connect easily. Modules HY6 to HY13 measure 45 x 20 x 40mm. HY66 to HY77
measure 90 x 20 x 40mm. They are so reliable that all I.L.P. modules carry a 5 year no
quibble guarantee.

MODEL
NO. MODULE DESCRIPTION/FACILITIES

CURRENT
REQUIRED PRICE VAT

HY6 MONO PRE AMP Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tuner/Tape! 10mA £6.44 £0.97
Aux + Volume/Bass/Treble

HY7 MONO MIXER To mix eight signals into one 10 mA £5.15 £0.77

HY8 STEREO MIXER Two channels, each mixing five signals
into one

10mA f 6.25 £0 94

HY9 STEREO PRE AMP Two channels mag. Cartridge/ 10 mA £6.70 £1.01
Mic + Volume

HY11 MONO MIXER To mix five signals into one 10mA £7.05 £1.06
+ Bass/Treble controls

*HY12 MONO PRE AMP To mix two signals into one 10mA £6.70 £1.01
+ Bass/Mid-range/Treble

*HY13 MONO VU METER Programmable gain/LED overload driver 10mA £5.95 £0.89

HY66 STEREO PRE AMP Mic/Mag. Cartridge/Tape/Tuner/Aux 20 mA £12.19 £1.83
+ Volume/Bass/Treble/Balance

HY67 STEREO HEADPHONE Will drive headphones in the range of 80 mA £12.35 £1.85
451 - 2K0

HY68 STEREO MIXER Two channels, each mixing ten signals
into one

20 mA £7.95 £1.19

HY69 MONO PRE AMP Two input channels of mag. Cartridge/ 20 mA £10.45 £1.57
Mic + Mixing/Volume/Treble/Bass

HY71 DUAL STEREO Four channels of mag. Cartridge/Mic 20 mA £10.75 £1.61
PRE AMP + Volume

*HY72 VOICE OPERATED Depth/Delay 20 mA £13.10 £1.97
STEREO FADER

*HY73 GUITAR PRE AMP Two Guitar (Bass/Lead) and Mic 20 mA £12.25 £1.84
+ separate Volume/Bass/Treble + Mix

tHY74 STEREO MIXER Two channels, each mixing five signals
into one + Treble/Bass

20 mA £11.45 £1.72

tHY75 STEREO PRE AMP Two channels, each mixing two signals
into one + Bass/Mid-range/Treble

20 mA £10.75 £1.61

tHY76 STEREO
SWITCH MATRIX

Two channels, each switching one of
four signals into one

20 mA To be announced

tHY77 STEREO VU
METER DRIVER

Programmable gain/LED
overload driver

20 mA £9.25 £1.39

 Ready August - may be ordered now
- Ready September - may be ordered now

All the above modules operate from 215V minimum to 30V maximum higher voltages be ng
accommodated by use of dropper resistors. HY67 can only he used with the PSU 30 power supply unit.

TO ORDER USING OUR
FREEPOST FACILITY
Fill in the coupon as shown, or write details on a separate
sheet of paper, quoting the name and date of this journal.
By sending your order to our address as shown at the
bottom of the page opposite, with FREEPOST clearly
shown on the envelope, you need not stamp it. We pay
postage for you. Cheques and money orders must be
crossed and made payable to I.L.P. Electronics Ltd. If
sending cash, it must be by registered post. To pay
C.O.D. please add E 1 to TOTAL value of order. When
ordering, U.K. customers must include the appropriate
V.A.T: as shown.
PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ACCESS OR
BARCLAYCARD IF REQUIRED.

OF RECEIVING YOUR ORDER
E&MM SEPTEMBER 1981

The modules are
encapsulated and include
latest design high quality
clip -on edge connectors.

For easy mounting we
recommend

B6 Mounting board for
modules HY6 - HY13

7Bp +12p. V.A.T.

B66 Mounting board for
HY66 - HY77

99p + 13p. V.A.T.

All I.L.P. modules include
full connection data.

I.L.P. Products
are of British
Design and
Manufacture.

ALL WITH ILP'S 5 YEAR NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE

To: I.L.P. ELECTRONICS LTD. FREEPOST 8, ROPER CLOSE, CANTERBURY CT2 7EP

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque [1] PostaL Orders E International Money Order Li

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No

NAME

ADDRESS

Signature

3



Studio Supply for the Creative Musician

TEAC Portastudio

£539
£579 including
mike and cans

At last, affordable multitrack for every musician. TEAC's new
Portastudio combines a mixer and multitrack tape recorder in
one compact unit. The solenoid, cassette transport runs at twice
normal speed and with the built in Dolby system produces

remarkable sound fidelity. Precision heads enable
four tracks to be recorded with full sel-sync

and ping-pong facility. The mixer
section accepts any signal

with bass, treble, echo
send and pan on each
channel. These are
switched from laying

tracks to performing
mixdown. The simplified

monitoring allows you to
listen to the mix you

are recording, plus the tracks
already on tape. Use the

powerful internal headphone
amplifier or an external speaker/

amp system. Track bouncing, signal
processing, memory rewind and

varispeed are more facilities that put
this remarkable unit on par with what you will get from
systems costing many times the price. Just plug in a
microphone and a pair of cans and you have your own four
track demo setup. You make the music, Portastudio does
the rest. Full details on request.

tunkey
Plugs to24 tracks, we

specialise in professional audio
equipment from major manu-
facturers. Call us with your
system requirements. Our
business is helping you with
yours.

Comp -Cards

FILE TRAY

£6.50 £1.20
A new concept in neat and efficient
parts storage. File your small components
in these vacuum formed trays, each with
24 compartments, with see through,
snap -on lids. The modified ring binder
takes up to 7 cards - that's 168 orderly
locations in the size of a book. Ideal
for servicing, constructors and research
work.

Microchip
£35.95 Orchestra

.1111P. 11111 MI
1 1 1 1 1 1 II

IT-TT-TTI 1T III 1

The revolutionary musical instrument
that turns you into an instant musician.
Order the Casio VL-Tone now, and try
it out at no obligation for 14 days.

SECK 611 10 6 446 6  6    III   6    6 
6 41 4 4 

£108.33
Professional

Mixer in
Kit Form

£152.25
ASSEMBLED

A six input stereo mixer featuring
wide range gain, treble, bass, echo,
foldback and pan on each channel.
For compact IA, keyboards, stage
monitoring or recording, the ultra slim
design is at home anywhere.

Accessit A unique range of add-on signal processors for
PA or studio use. As reviewed in this magazine.

Compressor £31.97 Variable threshold and speed give scope for effects
Parametric £31.97 Low and high band, tunable equaliser design
Booster £33.12 Four way line amplifier solves all matching problems
Compander £34.27 Up to 30dB of noise reduction for semi -pro recorders
Reverb £33.12 Custom spring and variable EQ ensure a natural sound
Power Supply £28.52 Mains operated, will power up to four Accessit units
RacKit £19.55 Mounts three Accessit units to standard 19in rack

Send for the new data folder including specification cards, application
notes, review reprints and details of the 21 day free trial offer.

Books
"Are you ready for
Multitrack?" explains
recording techniques
from sound on sound
through to eight track,
with many pages about
The equipment to use. 60p
"The Multitrack
Primer', from TEAC is a practical
guide to setting up a home studio with
many tips on wiring, acoustics, mike
placement etc. The book is packed with
superb illustrations. The best guide
around by far.

£3.50

1A;11 you rendll
imultitrafew ek T

TE;1,Y,

1111111111111M111111

BARCLAYCARD f

I Name

Address

All prices shown are inclusive
of postage and VAT. You can
order by phone using Visa or
Access Cards, or drop in and
see us! Export enquiries
welcome. 01

01 Please send,
me a free copy of

your 32 -page catalogue.

E & M M 9

bEnkey
I8 East Barnet Road, New Barnet,

Herts EN4 8RW Tel: 01-440 9221

II um Ea NE
4 SEPTEMBER 1981 E&MM



As a classically trained musician,
it may be surprising that I even
ask this question. I would be

the last person to want to stop playing
my acoustic piano, but as a com-
poser using electronics, I have
reached a turning point in my
approach to making music. The two
traditional methods of writing are
either done with your instrument
helping you along or by translating
musical ideas straight onto manu-
script. Plenty of acceptable modern
music comes from experimentation
although I am very often drawn to-
wards traditional form. But now I am
concerned with many other factors
that lead me through several tasks to
make my final piece.

First, the sounds have to be con-
structed and here I might spend
several days linking devices with
treatments that give the expected re-

,ELEC. 11 flocs
wiluslicavaire
Can You Make Music Without Electronics?
by Mike Beecher, Editor
Electronics & Music Maker.

suit. Sometimes, a different sound
will emerge that takes me in
another direction. More and more
along the chain of composition in
electronic music I am 'playing with
dials', interfacing and even construc-
ting to overcome limitations of exist-
ing equipment. Limitations in playing
- in polyphonic playing due to the
inability to cope with many parts at
the same time or in monophonic, due
to poor accuracy on fast notes - can
all be overcome using dedicated
micro/instrument storage and se-
quencing. Programming can set me
back a week for just one small 'event'.

The more instruments and pro-
cessing equipment I have, the more I

must be able to select the right
devices from the start. Then at last, I

reach my actual composing stage
(usually planned earlier) and after-
wards spend considerable time eva-
luating tracks as to their quality and
accuracy. The final mix down to
stereo or quad marks the end of the
piece, although it will be some time
before I feel it is acceptable.

And so my piano is neglected, the
instruments need maintaining and
updating and further projects are
planned for making new sounds and
treatments. Listening to a wide range
of music is vital in between times as a
stimulus for new ideas. Discussing
with other musicians problems and
methods of composition is also an
essential part of creating music.

E&MM can help in many ways to

fill gaps in your knowledge of elec-
tronics, and provide information on
musical events and performance that
is essential for the modern musician.
Like a good composer, it thrives on
suggestions and feedback from its
readers.

In choosing the spheres of elec-
tronics, computing and music as our
specialist subjects, the magazine em-
braces the areas that are motivating a
huge consumer industry into action
and it is only the indiscriminate few
who will reject or miss the oppor-
tunities for the future.

Dear Sir,
I intend to build the E&MM Synwave but
note that it must be triggered by a pulse of
+7 to +15V. I wish to trigger it from a Roland
DR55 which outputs a pulse of +4V, 10ms.
What changes are required to the limiter
section to permit this?
Secondly, I wish to add the trigger input of
July '81 (page 40) to the Syntom. Figure 3
agrees with Figure 1 if the dotted lead
means the Veropin or thick wire but para-
graph 8 describes this as connecting to
JK1. Which is correct?
I agree with I Cal leja of Malta and hope you
will manage a circuit for a Colour Negative
Analyser.

J. E. Day
Herts

An input voltage of at least 7 volts is needed
in order to trigger the 'Synwave' properly
and there is no simple way of altering the
circuit to trigger from only 4 volts. It would
be necessary to have a non -inverting ampli-
fier between the Roland and the 'Synwave'
in order to obtain satisfactory results.

Dear Sirs,
Owners of the ZX 81 quickly realise it's
severe shortage of useable RAM. The
obvious way out is to purchase the optional
16k RAM pack, but at £50, it may be more
both in price and capacity than many wish
to stretch to, at least until the bug has
bitten!
A very useful extension can be made, with
little effort which more than doubles the
useable RAM.
The Hitachi HM 6116 2k x 8 Static RAM is
pin compatible with the 4118 1k x 8 RAM
fitted, and by shopping about may be
obtained for less than £15 and prices are
falling.
To convert:
Remove IC 4 (the 4118 RAM). Remove link
Ll at the side of IC 4 and fit link L 2,

carefully plug in the new HM 6116 observ-
ing the precautions necessary with CMOS.
Some owners may have two 2114 1k x 4
RAMs fitted. If so remove them both (but
not the sockets).
Carefully solder in two rows of twelve
Soldconn pins or a Texas 24 pin dil socket,
with the centre spacing bars removed over
IC 4A socket (check it is fitted correctly in
the 24 pin IC 4 position, not over the 28 pin
markings).
Fit link L2 and install the HM 6116.
Refit PCB in case and test. Use the test
programme in chapter 23 of the ZX 81
manual and see the difference.
For purchasers of ready made ZX 81's the
case is held together with five small screws
(posidrive head), three of which are located
under the sponge feet, and the PCB is held
in by two similar screws. Refit all screws in
their original positions i.e. two short in
board, two short in front holes of case and
three long in rear holes.

T. J. Cartwright
Leicester

None of the staff at Sinclair Research Ltd
have actually tried the HM6116, but appar-
ently the Mk4802, its Mostek equivalent,
works fine. Note that the board is laid out for
the 28 -pin 4816 also; conversion proce-
dure is the same but using a 28 pin socket
of course.
Soldercon pins are definitely not a good
idea: they can short out against other tracks
on the top of the board, especially those
which pass between the RAM pins.
Generally speaking, adding static RAM is
easy provided you don't load the buses too
much. Theoretically, D6 requires an access
time no worse than 390ns (which is why 2'
different grades of 2114 are used) - in
practice, RAMs are specified at 70°C and
get faster at room temperature: so 450ns
parts are usually quite acceptable.

PeterMaydew

Send to: Reader's Letters, Electronics & Music Maker
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Dear Sir,
I have just received the April and May
issues of E&MM. Thank you very much for
fast and efficient service.
Now, I have a difficulty regarding one of the
little ideas featured in 'Circuit Maker' in the
June issue, i.e. the 'Dashboard Light Dim-
mer' on page 40. I have constructed this
gadget as shown and fitted it in my car. The
dimmer works well in that it dims the lights
as it should. The only thing that is wrong
with it is that the lights are dimmer than
they were originally, when the dimmer is on
'bright', with the result that the lights are not
bright enough when used when it is still
twilight. I have tried changing the resistor
values but to no avail. I would appreciate it
if you would advise me as to what could be
wrong. Thank you.

P Scerri
Malta

There are two possible sources for the type
of problem you describe. First, it is possible
that the output voltage of the 555 is not
reaching +12 volts, in which case the
output voltage will fall to the 555 high
output minus about 600mV. The cure here
is to increase the drive available to the
transistor by strapping a 100R resistor
between pin 3 and +12 volts. Such a
resistor will increase the output voltage,
which can tend to fall on load.
The other possibility is that the timing
capacitor is taking longer to discharge than
it should, presumably due to limitations
within the 555 itself resulting in the dis-
charge transistor not being driven hard
enough. A quick and easy cure might be to
reduce the timing capacitor to 0.1uF to
reduce the current loading on this tran-
sistor.
The prototype has been in use without any
trouble, although it should be noted that the
lights will never be quite as bright because

the simple nature of the circuit means that
there is some voltage loss across the output
transistor and the mark space ration never
reaches 100% mark. Nevertheless, the
actual dimming resulting from the factors
is very small indeed.

Chris Lare

Dear Sir,
Thank you for such a superb magazine; as a
student of electronics and working with
rock groups, your magazine has become a
bible for me and I'm sure many others in my
situation.
Could I humbly suggest you consider
including a sound mixer (for recording and
P.A.) in your future projects.

Harold Barber
London W14

We are hoping to publish a mixer project in
the near future.

Dear Sir,
First of all I must thank you for a most
comprehensive magazine and I must say
that the demonstration cassettes were the
best thing that your magazine has done.
Thank you again.
I have been following the 'Matinee Organ'
project since it started in the first issue, and
I am at present thinking about purchasing
the kit myself. Though it would be a good
idea if there was a DIN socket on the organ,
(at the rear of course), so that you could
record your music and replay it at a

different time. This idea could then be
carried on a bit, so you could connect the
organ to a external speaker system.
Well thank you again for the magazine.

Peter Taylor
South Wirral
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UMW

PARTYLITE
A 3 -Channel sound -to -light modulator

by Clive Button

* No connection to your sound system required

* Automatic level adjustment
* 3 -channel operation
* Operates from any sound level

The idea of a three -channel
sound -to -light modulator is
obviously not a new one,

there being a multitude of units of
this type already available, rang-
ing from professional products to
the types available at super-
markets for domestic use. Never-
theless, the Partylite is a worthy
addition to the range because of
its simplicity. It is fully automatic -
no knobs to re -adjust every time

MIC 1

R1 'IMO

+ve

4

-ye

C1

the level or tonal content of your
music alters. The Partylite also
has its own built-in microphone
eliminating the need for an audio
connecting lead, making a com-
pletely free-standing unit and
also avoiding the possibility of
damage to your hi-fi or power
amp. The Partylite employs zero
voltage triggering of the thyris-
tors. Consequently no interfer-
ence is generated to produce

PARTS COST
GUIDE

f6
assembled board

R3

luO

R2
47k

10k 3

12

R4

1MO

IC2a

4

11

+ve

14

C2 mm
10nF

-ve R6
15k

C3 10nF D1

85
10k 02

C81 R8
1u011. 47k

FS 1
L Bridge

0 1 1 4 x 1N4004

ON

2A D7-10

R24
22k

_3W W/W

C14 t=1
470 NM
uF

9V1

C15
47uFmm

o +ve

R25
47k

R26
47k

-ye

pC4
2u2

C5
47nF

R7
15k

- C6
47nF

E&MM

D4 E

C7

T
lOnF

ICI:LF351
IC2:3403
IC3:4001

D6E

05

c=,C9
lug

C12r1-1
1u011I

811
47k

R12
47k

R14
47k

R9
47k

R10 lom
1

R15
C13= 47k
1u0oln

6

5

9

10

81310M

R16 10M

823
100k

R17 2k2
IC 3a

Treble

LP1I

818
3908

390R

+ve

14
10 R21 2k2

IC3c
8

 

R27
22k

1312 VI
9V1

R22
3908

T
Bass

LP2

CSR

CSR 1

Mid

LP3

CSR

3

Figure 1. Partylite circuit diagram.
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those annoying clicks through the
speakers, so common with
cheaper sound -to -light units. It
will work effectively on all three
channels with music at normal
domestic listening levels or in a
disco environment with say 100W
pumping out. This is achieved by
having independent, automatic
level control circuits for treble,
middle and bass frequencies.

Circuit Description
The circuit diagram of the

Partylite is shown in Figure 1. ICI
acts as the input amplifier for the
crystal mic; this signal is then fed
to IC2a which provides amplifica-
tion to a level sufficient to feed
into the three filter networks. C2,
C3 and R5 pass treble frequenc-
ies; R6, C4 and C5 pass bass
frequencies, and R7, C6 and C7
pass mid -band frequencies. The
outputs of these filters feed indi-
vidual diode pump/comparator/
automatic level control circuits
(ALC). We only need to look at one
of these in detail because all three
are identical in operation. Con-
sider the circuit around IC2b, the
treble ALC. Its input comes from
C3 with D1 passing the positive -
going parts of the waveform and
'pumping -up' capacitor C8 with a
positive charge. This level change
is fed to the inverting input of the
comparator IC2b and every time
the level exceeds the non -invert-
ing input, the comparator output
will change state from positive to
negative. Across C8, however, is a
47k resistor leaking its charge
away, giving only short term level
changes in response to the treble
input. Working against this posi-
tive charge is D2, passing the
negative part of the waveform and
pumping up C9 in a negative
direction but with no resistor
across it, thus giving a slow
response to the treble input. This
negative charge is summed with
the positive charge on C8 via
resistor R9 giving ALC action as
follows. If the input level in-
creases (i.e. the music loudness
increases), C8 will charge to a
higher positive voltage, C9 will
also charge, but negatively, con-
sequently they will cancel each
other out and the fast response of
C8 to the input peaks will be the
only signal to flip over the com-
parator output. This ensures that
no matter what the level of the
music is or what its tonal content
may be, all three channels will
always function and never stay
permanently on or off. As C8 also
has a delay time constant, even
the fastest of treble spikes will
give a finite 'on' time for the com-
parator not just an instant flip
over, eliminating the annoying
flicker associated with many

The 10M resistor R10 ensures
that all lamps are properly ex-
tinguished when no signal input is
present by providing a small
negative bias to the comparator
input. IC3 provides zero voltage
triggering making sure no inter-
ference is generated by the circuit
(another common fault of cheap
units). IC3 is a quad NOR gate of
which three gates are used. Look-
ing again at the treble channel
IC3a has two inputs both of which
must be at logical '0' for it to give
an output. One input is fed from

1 8

405
IC1 p a

k

14 CSR 1,2,3

8
IC 2,3

All viewed from
above

350V

ov

9V1

ov

+ve

ov

-ve

9V1

ov

lal

Ibl

lc

c E&MM

dl

Figure 2. Triggering waveforms.
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the comparator that goes to '0' on
detecting treble pulses; the other
input is fed directly from the
bridge rectifier with 100Hz posi-
tive pulses; these are suitably
attenuated and limited to 9.1V to
suit the inputs (see Figure 2).
Thus an output can only be
obtained when the mains voltage
is zero, which happens at a rate of
100Hz, providing suitable gate
pulses for switching the
thyristors.

Warning:
The entire circuit is at live

mains potential so be sure that it
is properly mounted and avoid
tampering with it when the unit is
plugged into the mains supply.
This includes the crystal mic
which must be of the metal body
type for input screening purposes
and MUST be mounted to the PCB
and not the unit case. The case
must also be securely earthed.

Construction
The unit can be built either as

a complete set-up containing
modulator and lights as shown in
the photographs, or as a separate
modulator having output sockets
to which the lights can be con-
nected. In either situation the
maximum power handling with
the circuit as shown is 150W per
channel. This limitation is im-
posed by the rating of the diodes
in the bridge circuit and can
easily be up -graded to 500W per
channel by using 1N5004 diodes
instead of 1N4004's and increas-
ing the mains fuse to 6A.

Pay special attention to the
warning given at the end of the
circuit description and when
wiring up the lamps/lamp outlets
avoid running leads too close to
the microphone end of the PCB as
pick-up from these may be
enough to operate the bass
channel.

Mount all components and
wire links to the PCB leaving the
ICs until last (handle the 4001
carefully as it is a CMOS device).
Mount the PCB on plastic mounts
to keep it well isolated from
surrounding casework etc. If
necessary, insulate it from close
proximity metal by covering the
metal with insulating material. Fit
a fuse external to the board in the
live side of the mains input; this
fuse should have a maximum
rating of 2.5A for the circuit
shown. Mount the microphone by
twisting a length of heavy gauge
tinned copper wire around its
circumference, point solder it in
position at, say, three points, and
use this as the connection to the
non -inverting input of IC1, thus
providing a rigid mounting for the
mirrnnhinno

Fully assembled PCB.

The microphone must be
mounted to the PCB and not to
any casework, for the unit to
operate successfully. Use a short
length of screened lead to con-
nect the microphone input to the
circuit board; the sensitivity of the
unit is sufficient to cause pre-
mature turn -on if a plain lead is
used.

Testing
After the unit has been com-

pleted and the lamps connected,
check that there is no continuity
between the board and the case.
The unit can then be plugged into
the mains for testing. Should it
not function correctly, disconnect
the unit from the supply before
making any checks. If the bass
channel lamp stays on it is
probably due to pick-up either
from lamp outputs or main leads;
re-route these and try again. If the
unit is not sensitive enough the
10k resistor from the output of the
first op -amp to the input of the
second may be reduced in value
or alternatively, a 10k pre-set may
be fitted in its place to allow
adjustment of the sensitivity.
(Use an insulated screwdriver for
adjusting this pre-set if it is fitted).

E&MM

PARTYLITE PARTS LIST
Resistors - all !SW, 5% carbon unless specified
R1,4 1M 2 off (M1M)
R2.8,9,11,12.14,

15,25,26 47k 9 off (M47K)
R3,5 10k 2 off (M 10K)
R6,7 15k 2 off (M15K)
R10,13,16 10M, 10% 3 off (M10M)
R17,19,21 2k2 3 off (M2K2)
R18,20,22 390R 3 off (M390R)
R23 100k, 1/2W, 5% carbon (8100K)
R24 22k, 3W, wire wound Min (W22K)
R27 22k (M22K)
Capacitors
C1,8,9,10,11,12,13 lu, 100V PC electrolytic 7 off (FF01 B)
C2,3.7 10n minidisc ceramic 3 off (YR73Q)
C4 2u2, 63V PC electrolytic (FFO2C)
C5,6 47n minidisc ceramic 2 off (YR74R)
C14 470u, 16V PC electrolytic (FF15R)
CI5 47u, 25V PC electrolytic (FF08J)
Semiconductors
ICI LF351 (WQ30H)
IC2 3403 (QH51F)
IC3 CD4001 (QX01B)
D1-6 1N4148 6 off (QL80B)
D7.10 1N4004 4 off (QL76H)
D11.12 BZY88C9VI 2 off (QH13P)
CSR1 3 C106D 3 off (QH3OH)
Miscellaneous

Case
Light fittingsl.
Lamps
Mains. cable
Mains plug
PCB mounting pillars
Fuse holder
Fuse, 2 Amp
Crystal mic (HY33L)
PCB (GA42V)
OIL socket. 14 pin 2 oft (BL18U)
DIL socket, 8 pin (Bt.' 7T)

*A suitable case with light fittings is Maplin part number XY00A

ititernative 3 -light mounting (modulator can be housed in cnannei base).
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RICHARD ALLAN HP12B £35.75
RICHARD ALLAN DT20 £10.75
RICHARD ALLAN DT30 £11.50
SEAS H107 £8.95
SEAS H211 ferrofluid £10.95
SHACKMAN ES units pair £136.00
SHACKMAN ES with cabs, pr.£170.00
TANNOY DC386 £199.00
TANNOY DC316 £159.00
TANNOY DC296 £118.00
VOLT 13250 £58.00
VOLT 10" ABR £32.00
VOLT B220 £49.00
VOLT 8" ABR £25.00

ib Pijbl
#4(.4WILMSLOWo

The firm for Speakers j
HI-FI
DRIVE
UNITS

AUDAX HD12.9D25 £8.75
AUDAX HD100D25 £8.75
AUDAX HD11P25EBC £7.50
AUDAX HD20B25H4 £14.95
AUDAX HD13D34H £12.95
AUDAX HD24S45C £21.95
AUDAX WFR15S £23.95
COLES 4001.. ........ ........... ......... £7.65
COLES 3000 £7.65
COLES 3100 £7.95
COLES CE2000 8" £14.95
CELESTION HF1300 II £13.60
CELESTION HF2000 £13.60
DALESFORD D10 ferrofluid £8.95
DALESFORD D30/110 £11.95
DALESFORD D50/153 £12.95
DALESFORD D50/153 polymer£15.25
DALESFORD D50/200 £12.95
DALESFORD D50/200 polymer£15.25
DALESFORD D100/250 £29.95
DALESFORD 0300 £35.75
DECCA LONDON HORN £89.95
ISOPHON KK8/8 £8.25
ISOPHON KK10/8 £8.75
JORDAN 50mm unit £31.50
JORDAN Crossover pair £31.90
JORDAN Watts module Mk III ..£28.50
JORDAN Watts HF kit £10.50
KEF T27 £9.45
KEF 8110 £12.25
KEF B200 £13.50
KEF 8139 £27.75
KEF DN12 £9.95
KEF DN13 SP1106 £7.75
KEF DN13 SP1017 £6.95
LOWTHER PM6 £63.00
LOWTHER PM6 Mk I £67.75
LOWTHER PM7. £99.90
PEERLESS K010DT f11.50
PEERLESS DT1OHFC £10.95
PEERLESS K040MRF £14.75
RICHAD ALLAN CG8T.. £14.25

PA GROUP &
DISCO UNITS

CELESTION G12/5OTC ...... ....... £19.50
CELESTION G12/80CE £24.50
CELESTION G15/100CE £37.95
CELESTION G15/100TC £38.50
CELESTION G18/200 £64.75
CELESTION G18/250 £81.75
FANE CLASSIC 10/100 £17.50
FANE CLASSIC 12/50 £15.75
FANE CLASSIC 12/100 £21.75
FANE CLASSIC 15/100 £29.75
FANE CLASSIC 15/150 £38.50
FANE CLASSIC 15/200 £44.00
FANE CLASSIC 18/200 £47.95
FANE CLASSIC 18/250 £51.75
FANE DISCO 100/2 £28.75
FANE GUITAR 100L £26.75
FANE GUITAR 1008 £27.50
FANE PA 100 £26.75
FANE BASS 100 £39.00
FANE STUDIO 12L, 12B £45.50
GAUSS 12" models £146.00
GAUSS 15" models £162.00
GAUSS 18" models £220.00
GOODMANS PP12 £22.50
GOODMANS DI12 £25.50
GOODMANS GR12 £24.95
GOODMANS Hifax 50HX £21.85
GOODMANS Hifax 100HX £24.50
McKENZIE C12/100GP £24.45
McKENZIE C12/100TC £24.45
McKENZIE C12/100 Bass £24.45
McKENZIE C12/125GP £39.95
McKENZIE C12/125TC £39.95
McKENZIE C12/200 £54.25
McKENZIE GP15 £35.10
McKENZIE TC15 £35.10
McKENZIE C15 Bass.. £59.60
McKENZIE C15/200 £63.25
McKENZIE C10/100 £22.50
MOTOROLA PIEZO 31/2" £4.50
MOTOROLA PIEZO 2" x 6" £8.75
RCF L12P24 £63.50
RCF L12P11C .............................£82.75
RCF L15P03 £68.95
RCF L15P/100A £85.50

RICHARD ALLAN CG12T super £30.95 RCF L15P/06C £87.75
RCF TW101 £39.95
RCF TVV25 £21.95
RCF TW105 £18.75
RCF H2010 flare £8.75
RCF H4823 flare £32.50
RICHARD ALLAN HD8, HD8T £21.25
RICHARD ALLAN HD10, HD1OT£22.95
RICHAD ALLAN HD12P £31.25
RICHARD ALLAN HD1 2 super £41.75
RICHARD ALLAN HD15 £55.25
RICHARD ALLAN Atlas 18 £99.75

4*4P,
WILMSLOW
AUDIO
KITS FOR MAGAZINE DESIGNS etc.

EVERYTHING IN STOCK FOR
THE SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR!
BAF, LONG FIBRE WOOL,
FOAM, CROSSOVERS, FELT
PANELS, COMPONENTS, SPEAKER
STANDS & BRACKETS ETC.,
LARGE SELECTION OF GRILLE
FABRICS (send 30p in stamps for
fabric samples).

Kits include drive units, cross-
overs, BAF/Long fibre wool etc.
for a pair of speakers

Carriage £3.95
unless otherwise stated

Prices per pair
Everyday Electronics EE70......£144.00
Everyday Electronics EE20 £29.95
Hi-Fi Answers Monitor £148.00
Hi-Fi for Pleasure Compact Monitor

f116.00
Hi-Fi for Pleasure ECM inc. foam, felt

panels etc £77.50
Hi-Fi News State of the Art £205.00
Hi-Fi News Midiline £119.75
Hi-Fi News Miniline £49.00
Hi-Fi News Tabor with J4 bass units

£69.00
Hi-Fi News Tabor with H4 bass units

£73.50
Popular Hi-Fi Boxer £299.00
Popular Hi-Fi Boxer cabinets, pair

Ye 109.00
Popular Hi-Fi Jordan system 1(120.00
Popular Hi-Fi Mini Monitor £84.00
Practical Hi-Fi PRO9TL inc. felt panels

and level controls £156.75
Practical BSC3 £68.00
Wireless World T.L. Kef units .£125.00

Flat -pack cabinet kits
LS3 micromonitor, B
pact monitor, EE20,
dale E50, E70, E90
disco style).

Wilmslow Audio BA1
fier/crossover kit

37.95

are available for
SC3, HFP corn-
EE70, Wharfe-

(also E90 in Pro

sub bass ampli-

plus £1 carriage

Building speakers
is easy

with the new
WILMSLOW

AUDIO FLAT
PACK CABINET

KITS!

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 15%
AND ARE CORRECT AT 1.7.81

SWIFT
OF WILMSLOW
The firm for Hi-Fi
DEPT E&MM9

5 Swan Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Send 50p for our 80 page catalogue --- (or price list only free of
charge) packed with pictures and specifications of speakers,
kits, cabinets, crossovers, mics, amps, mixers, grilles, effects
etc. Export catalogue £1 or $3 U.S.

Tel: 0625-529599 for speaker drive units, kits, PA equipment, mail order
enquiries, and all export enquiries.
Tel: 0625-526213 for Hi-Fi equipment and complete speaker enquiries.

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

r

+"*

IA'

SPEAKER
K ITS
Speaker kits. Prices per pair. Carriage
£3.95 unless otherwise stated.
COLES NUMBUS mounted on baffle ..£69.00
DALESFORD D including cabinets £69.95
DALESFORD D Major inc. cabinets.. £139.00
DALESFORD ROCK kit inc. flatpack cabinet kit

£73.50
KEF Ref. 104AB (carr. £5) £1 33 .00
KEF Cantata £199.00
LS3 Micro Monitor £ 84.00
LS3 Micro Monitor inc. cabinets etc. £103.95
LOWTHER PM6 kit £132.75
LOWTHER PM6 Mk 1 kit £139.95
LOWTHER PM7 kit £199.00
RICHARD ALLAN Tango Twin
RICHARD ALLAN Maramba Triple 8 £83.00
RICHARD ALLAN Charisma Triple.... £1 19 .50
RICHARD ALLAN RA8 £67.50
RICHARD ALLAN RA82 £106.50
RICHARD ALLAN RA82L £116.50
RICHARD ALLAN Super Sarabande 11E169.95
SEAS 223 £42.50
SEAS 253 £67.00
SEAS 403 £79.95
SEAS 603 £134.95'
SEAS Disco 47 £167.50
SEAS Disco 47 cabinets, pair, assembled

Icarr. £151 £167.50
WHARFEDALE Denton XP2 £31.45
WHARFEDALE Shelton XP2 £40.40
WHARFEDALE Linton XP2 £56.20
WHARFEDALE L60 £52.50
WHARFEDALE L80 £72.00
WHARFEDALE L100 £87.00
WHARFEDALE E50 £129.00
WHARFEDALE E70 £160.00
WHARFEDALE E90 £ 249 .00

WILMSLOW Audio WE50 Total kit - Wharfe-
dale E50 kit plus WE50 flat -pack cabinet kit
including reflex pon trims, acoustic wadding
grille fabric, nuts, bolts, terminals, etc../182

Pair carriage f8
WILMSLOW Audio WE70 Total kit as above
but with E70 pair £220

carriage £8
WILMSLOW Audio WE90 Total kit as above
but with E90 pair £330

carriage £10
WILMSLOW Audio WE90 Pro Total kit -
Wharfedale E90 kit plus WE90 flatpack grille
fabric, heavy duty handles, castors with
brakes, protective corners, black vynide cabi-
net covering, input panels, protective fuses,
nuts, bolts etc. An ideal high quality disco
speaker for amplifiers up to 150 watts (disco)
or 200 watts (domestic Hi-Fi) each £187

carriage £ 8 or £369 pair carriage £10

CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Tweeters/Crossovers 70p each
Speakers:
4" to 61/2" 90p each
8" to 10" £1 .10 each
12", 13" x 8", 14" x 9"f2.00 each
15" £3.00 each
18" £5.00 each
Speaker Kits £3.95 pair
Mag. Design Kits £3.95 pair
unless otherwise stated

WILMSLOW
afiRT
The firm for Speakers

DEPT E&MM9

35139 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.
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TAPE SLIDE
SYNC
* Synchronise your slide

show and sound track
* Compact low cost unit
* Suitable for mono or

stereo systems
* Easy to operate

by Brian Milthorp

This useful Tape -slide syn-
chroniser can be utilised in
a number of ways with either

stereo or mono tape recorders to
give automatic slide changing.
Units of this type have two basic
sections; a tone generator which
records 'bleeps' on to the tape
and a tone detector which
activates a relay and operates the
slide change mechanism of the
projector when it detects each
'key' during playback. The Tape -
slide synchroniser can be used in
a number of ways as follows:
1. With a mono recorder as a

programmable slide timer.
Here the tape is only fed with
the 'bleeps' and there is no
music or commentary on the
recording.

2. With a mono recorder, the
music, commentary, and
bleeps being recorded on to
the tape. This gives a re-
corded accompaniment and
automatic slide changes, but
the 'bleeps' are audible when
they occur during playback.

3. With a stereo recorder, a mono
accompaniment being re-
corded on to the left-hand
channel, and the 'bleeps'
being recorded on to the right-
hand channel.

4. With a stereo recorder, ac-
companiment being recorded
on to the left-hand channel,
accompaniment and 'bleeps'
being recorded on to the right-
hand channel. This gives a full
stereo accompaniment, but
the 'bleeps' will be audible.
A LED indicator lights when-

ever triggering occurs and
manual operation is possible at
all times. The synchroniser is
powered by an internal 9 volt
battery.

PARTS COST

GUIDE
f11.50

Circuit Description
The circuit is built around a

556 timer IC (dual version of the
popular 555 device); one circuit
being used to generate the tone
bursts, the other acting as the
relay driver. The circuit diagram
of the synchroniser is shown in
Figure 1.

S2 is the record/playback
selector and when the unit is in
the playback mode S2a contacts
are made such that the input from
the right-hand tape channel is
then fed via SKI. (pin 2) to the
sensitivity control RV1. Cl is a DC
blocking capacitor and R2, R3

provide positive bias to the base
of TR1. This bias is not quite
sufficient to bring TR1 into con-
duction. Positive input half -cycles
from the tone bursts on the tape
track to the base of TR1 cause it to
conduct and charge C2 via DI,
taking pins 6 and 2 of IC1 to a low
voltage. This results in the output
at pin 5 going high and activating
the relay and LED indicator D3.
The projector is then operated via
a pair of normally open relay con-
tacts, RL1/1, which close and
extend an earth to the projector
unit, via JK1.

When the input tone ceases
R4 quickly discharges C2 and the

SK1

)
)

1-10 S4

)
)
)

81
10k

S1a

-0 I

S2a0,

JK1

S2

R2
150k

t=1 C2
4u7

1 R4
4k7 a--

4 14
ICI

D1

.111-- I
C1

RV1 100nF
47k

TR1

1g38nF

RL111

R3
10k

RV2
47k

7

R5
47k

13

RL1
1

0 8

R6
33k

2

C5
10nF

c E&MM

1 R7

D2
2k7

a_
C4

100
nF

0
S3

//
D3

Figure 1. Circuit diagram of tape -slide synchroniser.
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circuit reverts to its original state
with the relay and D3 switched off.

The second section of IC1
forms the tone generator and the
values of R5, R6 and C5 give an
operating frequency of approxi-
mately I kHZ. RV2 is the preset
output level control and C3
couples the output signal to the
pin 4 of SK1 when S2 is in the
record mode. The 'bleeps' are
obtained by operating S4. This
takes pins 6 and 2 of IC1 low so
that the output at pin 5 goes high,
operating the relay and D3. In
addition to giving the relay and
operating the projector, pin 10 of
IC1 is taken high so that the tone
generator (which was previously
disabled) functions in the normal
way and generates the tone burst.

The left-hand channel signal
is coupled straight through the
unit.

In the mono mode the right-
hand input is coupled through the
unit via RI and the tones are
mixed into the output. The left-
hand channel is unused.

Construction
The unit can be constructed at

an economic cost and made very
compact. Most of the components
including the relay are mounted
on a piece of copper -clad Vero -
board (cut to size 13 strips by 38
holes) which is bolted to the base
of the case through spacers.
Figure 2 shows the layout of the
component panel.

Virtually any case having
dimensions of about 130 x 75 x
60mm or more should accom-
modate all the components with-
out difficulty. SK1 and JK1 are
fitted on the rear of the case on
the right-hand side (as viewed
from the rear). The battery com-
partment is fitted on the other
side of the rear panel and fits into
a rectangular hole which has to be
drilled out and filed smooth. S4 is
mounted on the left-hand side of
the front panel with the LED fitted
above it. RV1 is mounted on the
opposite side of the front panel
with the three toggle switches
grouped around the centre of the
panel. These switches require M2
fixings.

Recording
Arrange the DIN connections

so that the music or commentary
if used, is entering the appro-
priate channel or channels. If the
unit is to be used with 'bleeps' and
music on the right-hand channel
set Si to 'stereo'. For other modes
set S1 to mono. S2 is switched to
'record' of course. The output
from SK1 connects to the input of
the tape recorder, and S4 is then
held down while RV2 is adjusted
for a VU meter reading of about
0dB on the recorder. Then con-

nect the slide projector's remote
control socket to JK1 and begin
recording. Press S4 for about one
second or so where slide changes
are required, in the same way as
using the normal slide change
button. The slide projector will
change slides at the same time as
the 'bleeps' are recorded. When
recording 'bleeps' and an accom-
paniment on to the same channel,
make sure that the music or
commentary is not too loud or it
may trigger the unit on playback.

Internal view from rear.
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Figure 2. Veroboard and unit wiring details.
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Interior view of unit with the battery compartment lifted out.

Playback
This time play the output from

the recorder into the input socket
to the synchroniser and take the
output from the synchroniser to
the input of the amplifier. JK1 of
the synchroniser connects to the
remote control socket of the

projector, as before. Set S2 to
playback, play the tape, and when
a pulse occurs adjust the sensi-
tivity control so that the relay just
operates reliably. This reduces
the risk of mis-triggering, par-
ticularly if the right-hand channel
is carrying music or commentary
in addition to the 'bleeps'. E&MM

TAPE -SLIDE SYNC PARTS LIST

Resistors - all 5%'/3W carbon unless specified
R1.3 10k
R2 150k
R4 4k7
R5 47k
R6 33k
R7 2 k7
RV1 47k pot. lin.
RV2 47k hor. preset

Capacitors
C1,3,4
C2
C5

Semiconductors
TR1
ICI.
D1,2
93

Miscellaneous
S1,2,3
S4
SKI
JK1
RL1

100nF polyester
4u7 63V PC electrolytic
0.01uF ceramic

BC108C
NE556V
1N914
LED orange

Switch miniature slide
Switch push-button
5 -pin din socket
3.5mm jack socket
5A SPDT relay
IC holder 14 -pin
Veroboard
Bolt 6BA V2in.
Bolt 6BA lin.
Bolt M2 6mm
Spacers 6BA
Nuts 6BA
Solder tags 6BA
Case TP1
9V battery holder
Scaled knob
LED clip
Rubber feet

2 off (M10K)
(M150K)
(M4K7)
(M47K)
(M33K)
(M2K7)

(FW04E)
(WR60Q)

3 off (BX76H)
(FFO3D)
(BX00A)

(QB32K)
(QH67X)

2 off (QL71N)
(WL29G)

3 off (FF79L)
(YR67X)

(HH34M)
(HF82D)
(FX23A)
(BL18U)
(FLO7H)

1 pkt (BF06G)
1 pkt (BFO7H)
1 pkt (BF41U)
1 pkt (FW34M)
2 pkts (BF18U)
1 pkt (8F29G)

(LH43W)
(XX33L)

(RX11M)
(YY4OT)

1 pkt (FW19V)

BACK ISSUES
can be obtained
from E&MM at
£1 each (inc. postage)

MARCH Matinee Organ Pt. 1
* Spectrum Synthesiser Pt. 1

* Hi-Fi Sub -Bass Woofer *
Balanced line system * Car
batt&y monitor * Thrnaha SK20
review * BBC Radiophonic
Workshop

APRIL Syntom Drum Synthesiser
* Workshop Power Supply * Car
Ignition Timing Strobe * Direct
Inject Box * Ultravox * Paia
8700 review * Matinee Pt. 2 *
Spectrum Pt. 2

MAY Noise Reduction Unit *
6 Vero Projects * Car Digital Rev
Counter * Lowrey MX -1 review
* Apple Music System * Matinee
Pt. 3 * Spectrum Pt. 3.

JUNE Wordmaker * Guitar Tuner
* Hi-Fi/Group Mosfet amp *
Select -a -Match * Fairlight CMI
review * David Vorhaus *
Matinee Pt. 4

JULY Alphadac 16 Synthesiser
Keyboard Controller * Synwave
effects unit * Car Cassette
PSU * Matinee Pt. 5 * Car
Digital Petrol Gauge * Atari
Music * Duncan Mackay * PPG
Wave 2/Wersi Pianostar reviews

AUGUST PA Signal Processor *
Powercomp * Car Aerial Booster
* Hexadrum * Matinee Pt 6 *
Model Car Race Starter *
Resynator/Casio VL-Tone
reviews * lrmin Schmidt

SPECIAL PARTS
FOR PROJECTS IN
THIS MAGAZINE

The following items shown in parts lists in this issue of
Electronics and Music Maker are not listed in the current
Maplin Catalogue, but are available from Maplin Electronic
Supplies Ltd at the following prices:-

GA06G PA Controller PSU PCB f3.30
GA12N Crossover PCB f2.25
GA13P Balanced Line Driver PCB f1.90
GA42V Partylite PCB f1.95
GA43W Noise Gate PCB f1.20
HY33L Crystal Mic Insert (metal body) 75p
YK25C 12VA 15V Transformer

(PCB mounting) £7.25

Send orders to.

Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd.,
P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex.
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EXPANDABLE POLYPHONIC SYNTHESISER

Cabinet size 31.1" x 19.6" x 7.6" rear 3.4" front

OUR
CATALOGUE

IS FREE!
WRITE OR PHONE

NOW!

COMPLETE KIT
ONLY

£320 00 VATI
(single voice)

Plug in extra
Voices - Kit price f52 + VAT
(f48 - + VAT if ordered with kit)

TRANSCENDENT POLYSYNTH
By brilliant design work and the use of high technology components the
Polysynth brings to the reach of the home constructor a machine whose
versatility and range of sounds is matched only by ready built equipment costing
thousands of pounds. Designed by synthesiser expert Tim Orr and being
featured in Electronics Today International, this latest addition to the famous
Transcendent family is a 4 octave (transposable over 71/2 octaves) polyphonic
synthesiser with internally up to 4 voices making it possible to play
simultaneously up to 4 notes. Whereas conventional synthesisers handle only
one at a time.

The basic instrument is supplied with 1 voice and up to 3 more may be plugged
in. A further 4 voices may be added by connecting to an expander unit, the
metalwork and woodwork of which is designed for side by side matching with the

main instrument. Each voice is a complete synthesiser in itself with 2 VCO s, 2
ADSRS, a VCA and a VCF (requiring only control voltages and a power supply, the
voice boards are also suitable for modular systems). One of these voices is
automatically allocated to a key as it is operated. There are separate tuning
controls for each VCO of each voice. All other controls are common to all the
voices for ease of control and to ensure consistency between the voices.

Although using very advanced electronics the kit is mechanically very simple with
minimal wiring, most of which is with ribbon cable connectors. All controls are
PCB mounted and the voice boards fit with PCB mounted plugs and sockets. The
kit includes fully finished metalwork, solid teak cabinet, professional quality
components (resistors 2%, metal oxide or metal film of 0.5% and 0.1%), nuts,
bolts, etc.

Kit also

Pack

POLY 15
POLY 16
POLY 17
POLY 18
POLY 19
POLY 20
POLY 21

POLY 22

POLY 23
POLY 24
POLY 25

available as separate packs Pack
POLY 1

Price

Pots, switches, diodes, Cs for VOICE PCB £4.80
PCB for plug in voice £8.20
Rs, Cs, presets, connectors for one voice £16.30
IC's, IC skts, diodes for one voice £27.50
Transformer 0-120-240, 17-0-17, 0-7.7 £6.30
Pitch bend control £3.90
Misc parts e.g. jack sockets, knobs,
mains switch etc. £13.00
Ribbon cable, ribbon cable connectors,
mains cable £8.45
Fully finished metalwork and fixing parts £25.60
Solid teak cabinet £25.80
Construction manual 11.50

Total cost for individually purchased packs for single
voice instrument £355.15
Special kit for 4 voice expander kit including
connectors £295.00

POLY 2

POLY 3
POLY 4

POLY 5

Price

Pair of PCB's for multiplex cct. K.B. contacts£9.50
IC's IC sockets, Rs, Cs, for multiplex cct. £8.20
Superior quality keyboard £32.25
Contacts and bus bars £12.00
Double sided plated through PCB for digital
control and pitch/gate generator cct £17.25

POLY 6 Rs, Cs, heat sink for fitting to Pack 5 £10.50
POLY 7 IC's IC sockets, diodes for fitting to Pack 5£31.30
POLY 8 Double sided mother board

(for plug-in voices) £18.90
POLY 9 Rs, Cs, connectors for mother board £14.10
POLY 10 IC's IC sockets, Trs, heat sinks for

mother board £13.10
POLY 11 PCB for master controls

(left of section marked VOICES) £18.80
POLY 12 IC's IC sockets, diodes, Trs, Rs, Cs for

master control PCB £9.30
POLY 13 Pots, Switches for master control board... £11.80
POLY 13 Pots, Switches for master control board... £11.80
POLY 14 PCB for VOICE controls £6.80

ADSR IC
CEM 3310 £4.00

VCO IC
CEM 3340 ,,,,,,, £6.00

ICs and details of all
packs in our

FREE
CATALOGUE

FREE
CARRIAGE

ALL PRICES VAT EXCLUSIVE

REMEMBER
DIY SAVES

YOU Es

tip NM I= MI INN INN MIN I= MI El
all rt.1111.11.1 To POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, Poway Industrial Estate,PRICE STABILITY: Order with confidence. Irrespective of any price changes we will honour

prices in this advertisement until October 31 1981 if this month's advertisement in Electronics & Music
Maker is quoted with your order. Errors and VAT rate changes excluded.
EXPORT ORDERS: No VAT. Postage charged at actual cost plus £1.00 handling and postal
documentation.
U.K. ORDERS: Subject to 15% surcharge for VAT. No charge is made for carriage, or at current rate if
changed. Quote E&MM on all enquiries
SECURICOR DELIVERY: For this optional service (U.K. mainland only) add £2.50 (VAT inclusive)

,per kit.
SALES COUNTER: If you prefer to collect your kit from the factory call at Sales Counter Open 9 a.m.-12
noon, 1-4.30 p.m. Monday -Thursday.

Andover, Hants SP10 3WW

Please supply..

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque O Postal Orders O International Money Order CI

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No.

I
I

All protects on this page can be purchased as separate packs, e g PCBs, components sets hardware sets
etc. See our free catalogue for full details and prices

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW

ANDOVER (STD 0264) 64455

NAME

ADDRESS

Signature
EPT ERMM

IM MEI NM 111= NMI MN MI a

1

I
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ELECTRONICS

Starting Point
by Robert Penfold

As it is hoped this series will show, it is within the
capabilities of practically anyone to gain a good basic
understanding of electronics.
Each part of the series is accompanied by a simple
constructional project which demonstrates the practical
application of the theory that has been covered, as well
as being a useful and worthwhile piece of equipment
in its own right.

Alternating Current
(AC)

So far we have only considered
voltages and currents that are of fixed
polarity and constant amplitude (or
change in amplitude relatively
slowly). Signals of this type are known
as 'direct currents' or DC if the
accepted abbreviation is used. There
is another and equally important type
of signal known as an 'alternating
current' or just AC in its abbreviated
form. An alternating current starts at
zero and increases to its peak positive
value, after which it then falls back to
zero again. It then increases in ampli-
tude again, but with the opposite
polarity to the first part of the signal.
As before, it climbs to a peak value
and then falls back to zero again. One
transition from zero to peak amplitude
and back to zero again is a 'half cycle',
and two half cycles of opposite polar-
ity together give one complete 'cycle'.

An alternating signal can be rep-
resented graphically, as shown in
Figure 1(a). Here the horizontal axis
represents time and the vertical axis
is representative of voltage. Alterna-
tively, if the signal is fed to a resistive
load the vertical axis could represent
the current flowing through the load
since the voltage and current would
be proportional to one another. The
waveshape shown in Figure 1(a) is
known as a 'sinewave' and is im-
portant in that it is comprised of just
one 'frequency'. Frequency is simply
defined as the number of cycles in a
given length of time and the basic unit
of frequency is the 'Hertz'. One Hertz
is equal to one cycle each second. A
signal having (say) 300 cycles in a one
second period has a frequency of 300
Hertz, or 300Hz in its abbreviated
form.

In electronics it is quite normal to
encounter quite high frequencies,
and in order to avoid the use of exces-
sively high numbers it is normal to use
the following prefixes to the word
Hertz:
kilo (kHz), equal to 1 000 Hertz
Mega (MHz), equal to 1 000 000 Hertz
Giga (GHz), equal to 1000 000 000
Hertz

Thus a signal having 200 000
cycles per one second period could
be said to have a frequency of 200 000
Hertz, but would normally be said to
have a frequency of 200 kHz.

Synpac Battery Eliminator

As stated earlier, a sinewave has
just one frequency component, but
any other waveshape will actually
contain at least two frequencies, and
could comprise any number of fre-
quencies. When dealing with other
waveforms it is quite normal simply to
state the fundamental frequency of
the signal and ignore the fact that
other frequencies are present, but it is
nevertheless important to bear in
mind that these other frequencies are
present as it can sometimes be of
considerable practical importance.

Power Supplies
We have all used AC signals as the

ordinary UK mains supply is just one
of many common examples of AC

SYNPAC

9voit
:47Alk

signals. The amplitude of AC signals
can be expressed in several ways and
the figure of 240 volts normally
quoted for the UK mains supply is 240
volts RMS (Root Mean Square). In
simple terms, an AC power, voltage, or
current figure given in RMS is an
equivalent quantity to the same figure
given as a DC quantity. For example, if
18 volts RMS are applied to a resistor,
the power dissipated in the resistor
and the heat generated within it will
be the same as if 18 volts DC were to
be applied to the resistor.

AC quantities are sometimes given
in terms of peak value, or peak -to -
peak value. The peak value is simply
what it says: the highest value
achieved during one cycle. For a

0

0

0

Time

Time

Time

[al

1bl

1.1

Figure 1. (a) Sine wave.
(b) Half -wave rectification of a sine wave.
(c) Full -wave rectification of a sine wave.

sinewave signal this is more than the
RMS value; about 1.414 times larger
in fact. The peak -to -peak value is
simply the peak positive value added
to the peak negative value. For a
sinewave signal this is obviously
double the peak value and 2.828
times the RMS value.

It is often necessary to change an
AC signal to a DC one, and a simple
example of this would be if it was
necessary to power low voltage DC
equipment from the AC mains supply.
The first step in converting the high
voltage AC input to a low voltage DC
output is to reduce the input voltage to
the required level. This could be done
using a potential divider circuit but
there are two drawbacks to this
method. Firstly, the potential divider
circuit would waste a great deal of
power. For example, if we required an
output voltage of 24 volts from a 240
volt AC input, there would be 216 volts
across the dropper resistor and 24
volts across the output. The current
flowing through the dropper resistor
would be the same as that flowing at
the output, and the power developed
across the dropper resistor and
across the output would be propor-
tional to the voltages across these.
Thus just 10% of the input power
would appear at the output with the
other 90% being wasted in the drop-
per resistor as heat. Lower output
voltages would give even lower
efficiency. The second drawback is
that a potential divider circuit would
give no isolation from the mains
supply, and anyone touching the
wiring at the output of the dropper
circuit would be in danger of receiving
a severe electric shock.

A much better way of obtaining the
reduction in voltage is to use a com-
ponent called a 'transformer'. This
consists of two coils in close proximity
to one another, and relies on the fact
that if an AC signal is applied to a coil
of wire (or even just a straight piece of
wire) a varying magnetic field is
produced around the coil (or piece of
wire). If a coil is placed within a
varying magnetic field, an AC signal is
induced into the coil. Thus, by placing
two coils close together and feeding
an AC signal into one, an AC output
signal can be taken from the other.

What makes a transformer so use-
ful is that by having more turns on the
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TRANSCENDENT 2000 SINGLE BOARD SYNTHESISER
Designed by consultant Tim Orr (formerly synthesiser designer for EMS Ltd.) and featured as a
constructional article in ETI, this live performance synthesiser isa 3 octave instrument transposable
2 octaves up or down giving sweep control, a noise generator and an ADSR envelope shaper. There
is also a slow oscillator, a new pitch detector, ADSR repeat, sample and hold, and special circuitry
with precision components to ensure tuning stability amongst its many features.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fully assembled solid teak cabinet, filter sweep pedal,
professional quality components (all resistors either 2% metal oxide or 1/2% metal film), and it really
is complete - right down to the last nut and bolt and last piece of wire! There is even a 13A plug in
the kit - you need buy absolutely no more parts before plugging in and making great music!
Virtually all the components are on the one professional quality fibreglass PCB printed with
component locations. All the controls mount directly on the main board, all connections to the board
are made with connector plugs and construction is so simple it ca t be built in a few evenings by
almost anyone capable of neat soldering! When finished you will possess a synthesiser comparable
in performance and quality with ready -built units selling for many times the price.
Comprehensive handbook supplied with all complete kits! This fully describes construction and tells
you how to set up your synthesiser with nothing more elaborate than a multi -meter and a pair of
ears!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY f168.50 VAT!

Cabinet size 24.6" x 15.7" x 4.8" (rear)
3.4" (front)

TRANSCENDENT DPX
MULTI VOICE SYNTHESISER

Cabinet size 36.3" x 5.0" x 5.0" (rear) 3.3" (front)

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £299 VAT

The Transcendent DPX is a really versatile 5 octave keyboard instrument. These are two audio outputs
which can be used simultaneously. On the first there is a beautiful harpsichord or reed sound - fully
polyphonic, i.e. you can play chords with as many notes as you like. On the second output there is a
wide range of different voices, still fully polyphonic. It can be a straightforward piano as a honky tonk
piano or even a mixture of the two! Alternatively you can play strings over the whole range of the
keyboard or brass.over the whole range of the keyboard or should you prefer - strings on the top of the
keyboard and brass as the lower end (the keyboard is electronically split after the first two octaves) or
vice -versa or even a combination of strings and brass sounds simultaneously. And on all voices you can
switch in circuitry to make the keyboard touch sensitive! The harder you press down a key the louder it
sounds -just like an acoustic piano. The digitally controlled multiplexed system makes practical touch
sensitivity with the complex dynamics law necessary for a high degree of realism. There isa master
volume and tone control control, a separate control for the brass sounds and also a vibrato circuit with
variable depth control together with a variable delay control so that the vibrator comes in and only after
waiting a short time after the note is struck for even more realistic string sounds.
To add interest to the sounds and make them more natural there isa chorus/ ensemble unit which isa
complex phasing system using CCD (charge coupled device) analogue delay lines. The overall effect of
this is similar to that of several acoustic instruments playing the same piece of music. The ensemble
circuitry can be switched in with either strong or mid effects. As the system is based on digital circuitry
data can be easily taken to and from a computer (for storing and playing back accompaniments with or
without pitch or key change, computer composing, etc., etc.).

.Although the DPX is an advanced design using a very large amount of circuitry, much of it very
sophisticated, the kit is mechanically extremely simple with excellent access to all the circuit boards
which interconnect with multiway connectors, just four of which are removed to separate the keyboard
circuitry and the panel circuitry from the main circuitry in the cabinet.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, solid teak cabinet, professional quality components (all
resistors 2% metal oxide), nuts, bolts, etc., even a 13A plug.

4

1024 COMPOSER

1D24 CROWN

111491RAN

Programmed from a synthesiser, our latest design to be featured in Electronics
Today International, the 1024 COMPOSER controls the synth. with a sequence
of up to 1024 notes or a large number of shorter sequences e.g. 64 of 16 notes all
with programmable note length. In addition a rest or series of rests can be
entered. It is mains powered but an automatically trickle charged Nickel
Cadmium battery, supplying the memory preserves the program after switch off.

The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCB, controls, wire etc. -
complete down to the last nut and bolt!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £89.50 + VAT!

OUR
CATALOGUE

IS FREE!
WRITE OR PHONE

BLACK HOLE CHORALIZER
De Luxe version (dual delay line system) also available
for (59.80 + VAT
Cabinet size 10.0" x 8.5" x 2.5" (rear) 1.8" (front)
The BLACK HOLE designed by Tim Orr, is a powerful new musical
effects device for processing both natural and electronic instru-
ments, offering genuine VIBRATO (pitch modulation) and a
CHORUS mode which gives a "spacey" feel to the sound achieved
by delaying the input signal and mixing it back with the original.
Notches (HOLES), introduced in the frequency response, move up
and down as the time delay is modulated by the chorus sweep
generator. An optional double chorus mode allows exciting
a ntiphase effects to be added. The device is floor standing with foot
switch controls, LED effect selection indicators, has variable
sensitivity, has high signal/noise ratio obtained by an audio
compander and is mains powered - no batteries to change! Like all
our kits everything is provided including a highly superior, rugged
steel, beautifully finished enclosure.

All protects on tOis sige can be purchased as separate pack:,, e g. PCBs components sets eloi\vae sets
etc. See our free catalogue for full details and prices

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW

ANDOVER (STD 0264) 64455

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.80 VAT!
(single delay line system)

1111 MMI IMM 111111 .....
 To POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, Portway Industrial Estate,

Andover, Hants SP10 3WW

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque 0 Postal Orders O International Money Order 

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME

ADDRESS

DEPT E&MM
MB MEM OMR ME ti OM NM MO
Signature

I

I
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input coil than on the output coil it is
possible to obtain a step-down in
voltage. By having more turns on the
output coil than on the input winding
it is possible to have a voltage step-up
through the component. The input
winding is called the 'primary' and the
output winding is called the
'secondary'.

In a theoretically perfect trans-
former the step-up or step-down ratio
of the transformer is equal to the
number of primary turns divided by
the number of secondary turns.
Therefore, in order to step-down the
240 volt mains supply to a level of 24
volts there would need to be ten times
as many turns on the primary as on
the secondary in order to give the
required ten to one input to output
ratio. Also in a theoretically perfect
transformer there are no losses and if
(say) 24 volts at 1 ampere is taken
from the secondary, 240 volts at 100
milliamps would be needed at the
input to the primary. In other words
the input power matches the power

AC
Input

T ansformer

Diode

la)

Half wave
rectified
DC output

E&MM

Figure 2. (a) Half -wave rectifier circuit.

AC
Input

Transformer

Ibl

Fullwave
rectified
DC output

E&MM

(b) Push-pull rectifier circuit.

AC
Input

Transformer

Bridge
rectifier

D3 +

D4

.gIE&MM

Fullwave
rectified
DC output

(Cl

(c) Bridge rectifier circuit.

taken from the secondary, and both
are 24 watts in our example above.

In a practical transformer there
are substantial losses despite steps
being taken to give high efficiency,
such as the windings having a special

laminated core. However, even if
losses of around 40% occur through a
transformer, this is likely to be far less
than would be obtained using a

potential divider circuit. The reduc-
tion in output voltage produced by the
losses is simply overcome by increas-
ing the number of secondary turns in
order to restore the secondary voltage
to the required figure.

As there is no direct connection
between the primary and secondary
windings of a transformer, when used
in a mains power supply the trans-
former used to give the voltage step-
down also isolates the output from the
potentially dangerous mains supply.

Rectification
Having obtained a low voltage AC

signal it is now necessary to convert
this to a DC signal. The most simple
wave of achieving this is shown in
Figure 2(a), and this simply consists
of passing the output signal through a
rectifier. When the transformer
applies a positive -going signal to the
diode it conducts and the signal
passes through to the output. When
the transformer supplies a negative
going signal to the diode it does not
conduct and blocks the signal from
the transformer. This gives an output
waveform of the type shown in Figure
1(b). Obviously this does not give a
constant output voltage suitable for
powering equipment such as musical
effects units and transistor radios,
and there is actually no output at all
for about 50% of the time! As we shall
see shortly, it is not difficult to
'smooth' out these fluctuations in the
output voltage.

This type of rectification is known
as half -wave rectification because
only half of the input waveform
appears at the output. It has two main
drawbacks which result in it being
little used in practical circuits. The
main one is that since half of each
output half -cycle from the mains
transformer is unused, rather inef-
ficient use of the transformer results.
The second drawback is simply that
the fairly long time between signal
peaks makes the signal comparative-
ly difficult to smooth to a reasonably
steady DC output.

Much better efficiency and easier
smoothing can be achieved using a
full -wave rectifier circuit. Circuits of
this type give an output waveform of
the type shown in Figure 1(c), and
here the part of the input waveform
that was simply removed in the ha If -
wave circuit has been inverted so that
it is of the required polarity and
partially fills the gaps between signal
peaks.

There are two common types of
full -wave rectifiers and Figure 2(b)
shows one of these. This is the push-
pull type which requires just two
rectifiers, and needs a mains trans-
former having a centre tapped
secondary winding. When the upper
secondary connection is positive rela-
tive to the centre tap, the lower
connection will be negative relative to
the tapping point. On opposite half
cycles when the upper secondary
connection becomes negative, the
lower one becomes positive in rela-
tion to the centre tapping.

When the upper connection is

Transformer

la I

Smoothing
capacitor

E&MM

smoothed
DC output

Figure 3. (a) A circuit giving full -wave rectification and smoothing.
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(b) Output waveform of a full -wave smoothed power supply.

positive -going, D1 conducts and sup-
plies a signal at the output. D2, on the
other hand, blocks the negative -going
signal from the lower secondary con-
nection of the transformer. On the
opposite set of half cycles D2 con-
ducts and supplies a positive signal to
the output, while DI blocks the nega-
tive signal that it receives. Thus DI
and D2 alternately supply an output
half cycle and give full -wave recti-
fication.

The other type of full -wave rectifier
needs only a single non -tapped
secondary winding, but uses four
rectifiers. The latter are connected in
a bridge circuit and this will not be
considered in detail here as this type
of circuit has been covered in a
previous part of this series (Starting
Point Part 4, E&MM June 1981).

Smoothing
Smoothing of the raw output of a

rectifier circuit can be achieved
simply by adding a capacitor across
the output, as shown in Figure 3(a).
The capacitor charges up during
signal peaks when one or other of the
diodes becomes forward biased. At
other parts of the output waveform of
the rectifier circuit, the voltage across
the capacitor is greater than the
output voltage of the transformer and
the diodes are reverse biased. The
capacitor therefore has to discharge
into the load connected across the
output of the supply during the gaps
between signal peaks, to maintain a
reasonably steady output voltage.

In order to do this the capacitor
needs to have quite a high value
unless only a very low output current
is drawn. In practice this means that
an electrolytic component must be
used. However large the smoothing
capacitor is made in value, if an
output current is drawn from the unit

there will be some drop in output
voltage between output peaks from
the rectifier circuit. This gives an
output waveform of the type shown in
Figure 3(b) (the broken line rep-
resents the output waveform of the
rectifier circuit with no smoothing
used).

If a fairly high output current is
needed together with a very well
smoothed supply, the value of the
smoothing capacitor becomes im-
practically high. There are ways of
overcoming this and the most com-
mon these days is to use a voltage
regulator to give additional smooth-
ing, with a smoothing capacitor of
only fairly modest value being used.
There can be quite a high level of
'ripple' on the input to the regulator,
but provided the input voltage does
not fall to a level which is too low for
the regulator to maintain its output
voltage, a virtually ripple -free output
will be obtained. The only problem
with this system is that the trans-
former must give a slightly higher
output voltage than would otherwise
be required, in order to compensate
for the voltage drop through the
voltage regulator circuit. However,
this is only a minor drawback and
using a regulator to provide electronic
smoothing is preferable to using a
very high value smoothing capacitor.

Note that the smoothing capacitor
charges to the peak output potential
of the transformer, less any voltage
drop through the regulator circuit. It
does not charge to the RMS output
voltage, which is the figure normally
quoted in transformer specifications.
It is also worth noting that in any of the
rectifier circuits shown here the
polarity of the output signal can be
altered simply by reversing the polar-
ity of the rectifier or rectifiers em-
ployed in the circuit.
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Quite simply the best way
to make "Mu_NC"

ELECTRONICS

r Prices to suit every pocket - complete kits from f33-£320.
Over 10 years experience in quality kit design and manufacture.

Working diagrams and comprehensive instructions with every kit.
Efficient and friendly mail order service direct to your door.
Regularly tested parts and components to ensure highest quality performance.
Technically designed by experts for precise reproduction.

Reliable sales and service, ensure complete satisfaction to our customers.
Available for immediate despatch or for collection at our factory.

Nothing extra required - all kits are complete including a 13A plug.

r DJ90 STEREOMIXER
as being featured in Electronics Today International - July issue!

This versatile new mixer, shown fitted to our console, has 2 stereo inputs for
magnetic cartridges, a stereo auxilliary (e.g. cassette or jingle machine) input
and a microphone input. The decks can be automatically panned either fast or
slow and all 3 music inputs can be mixed with slider controls. There is a 5 -
section graphics equaliser and a beat -lift control. Also there is a voice-over unit
(ducking) and an override button for interrupt announcements. The microphone
input can be modulated at a variable rate to produce 'growl' effects and there is
monitoring of any music input (pre -fade listen) via the stereo headphone socket
and a pair of LED PPMs. The kit includes fully finished metalwork fibreglass,
PCBs, controls, wire etc. - complete down to the last nut and bolt! The console is
shown fitted with two 19" panel units - a Chromatheque 5000 lighting controller
and an SP2-200 stereo 100W/channel power amplifier. For a 200W/channel
system two SP2-200s could be fitted.
Power supply for mixer with screening metal box f9.90+VAT. Console
complete with switch panel, lid feet and carrying handles f69.50+VAT. 8SR
P256 - their latest belt -drive disco turntable E29.50+VAT.

ETI VOCODER

t ETI VOCODER

x :

Features as a construction article in Electronics Today Inter-
national this design enables a vocoder of great versatility and high
intelligibility to be built for an amazingly low price. 14 channels are
used to achieve its high intelligibility, each channel having its own
level control. There are two input amplifiers, one for speech either
from microphone or a high level source e.g. mixer or cassette deck
and one for external excitation (the substitution signal) from either
high or low level sources. Each amplifier has its own level control
and a rather special type of tone control giving varying degrees of
bass boost with treble cut or treble boost with bass cut. The level of
the speech and excitation signals are monitored by LED PPM
meters with 10 lights - 7 green and 3 red which indicate the level at
3d13 steps. There are three internal sources of excitation - a noise
generator and two pulse generators of variable frequency and
pulse width. Any of the internal sources and the external source
can be mixed together. There is a voiced/unvoiced detector which
substitutes noise for the excitation signal at the points in speech
where the vocal chord derived sounds of the speaker are
substituted for by the unvoiced sounds of sibilants, etc. There is a
slew rate control which smooths out the changes in spectral
balance and amplitude enabling a change of the speech into
singing or chanting and other special effects. A foot switch is
provided to permit a complete freeze in spectral balance when the
freeze is in operation.
An output mixer allows mixing of the speech, external excitation
and vocoder output. The majority of the components fit into the
large analysis/synthesis board with the rest on 8 much smaller
boards with the controls and sockets mounted on them for ease of
construction. Connectors are used for the small amount of wiring
between the boards.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, professional quality
component r resistors 2% metal oxide), nuts, bolts, etc - even a
13A plug!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £195 + VAT!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £97.50 + VAT!

MPA 200 100 WATT (rms into 8 ohm)
MIXER/AMPLIFIER

Featured as a constructional article in ETI, the MPA 200 is an exceptionally low priced - but professionally finished
-- general purpose high power amplifier. It features an adaptable input mixer which accepts a wide range of
sources such as a micrphone, guitar, etc. There are wide range tone controls and a master volume control.
Mechanically the MPA 200 is simplicity itself with minimal wiring needed making construction very
straightforward.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs, controls, wire, etc. - complete down to the last nut
and bolt. COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.90  VAT,

SP2-200 2 -CHANNEL 100 WATT AMPLIFIER

The power amplifier section of the MPA 200 has proved not only
L...very economical but very rugged and reliable too. This new

CHROMATHEQUE 50005 CHANNEL
LIGHTING EFFECTS SYSTEM
This versatile system featured as a constructional
article in ELECTRONICS TODAY INTER-
NATIONAL has 5 frequency channels with indi-
vidual level controls on each channel. Control of
the lights is comprehensive to say the least. Your
can run the unit as a straightforward sound -to -
light or have it strobe all the lights at a speed
dependent upon music level or front panel control
or use the internal digital circuitry which pro-
duces some superb random and sequencing
effects. Each channel handles up to 500W arid as
the kit is a single board design wiring is minimal
and construction very straightforward. Kit in-
cludes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCB
controls, wire etc. - Complete right down to the
ast nut and bolt!

All prty,!cts on this page can be purchased as separate packs r q PCB,. turpor
etc See our free catalogue for full details and prices

POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3WW

ANDOVER (STD 0264) 64455

I
I
I

design uses 2 of these amplifier sections powered by separate
power supplies fed from a common toroidal transformer. Input
sensitivity is 775mV. Power output is 100 rms into 8 ohm from
both channels simultaneously.
The kit includes fully finished metalwork, fibreglass PCBs,
controls, wire etc. - complete down to the last nut and bolt!

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £64.90 - VAT!

41stoe.:Stitt% t t

COMPLETE KIT ONLY £49.50 VAT!
MIMI MIN MI INN MIN MEI MI MINI
To POWERTRAN ELECTRONICS, Portway Industrial Estate,

Andover, Hants SP10 3WW

Please supply

Total purchase price £

I enclose Cheque El Postal Orders O International Money Order CI

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard Account No.

NAME

ADDRESS

Signature
- IOW DEPT ERMM

I
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Monolithic Regulators
We covered simple voltage regu-

lators using discrete components in
the previous part of Starting Point.
Modern circuits often use integrated
circuit regulators which enable highly
efficient stabilisation to be achieved
using very few components. The
simplest type of IC regulator is the
three terminal type which is primarily
intended for use in fixed output
voltage supplies, and is available with
various output voltages.

This regulator is used in the
manner shown in Figure 4(a), and as
can be seen, requires only two
discrete components. These are both
decoupling capacitors which are
needed to ensure that the regulator IC
does not become unstable and in
practice these should be connected
physically close to the regulator
device.

One problem with three terminal
regulators is simply that there may
not be a type available which has the
output voltage you require. In such
instances one solution to the problem
is to use a four terminal IC regulator as
this enables the output voltage to be
set at virtually any desired level.

Figure 4(b) shows the way in which
a four terminal regulator is used and
this is very similar to using a three
terminal device. The only difference
is that the four terminal type has its
additional leadout connected to the
output of the circuit via a potential
divider (R1 and R2). By a feedback
action, the regulator is actually stabi-
lising the additional terminal (the
control or cont. terminal) at a certain
potential, rather than stabilising the
output at one particular voltage. The
control input is often stabilised at 5
volts, although some devices use a
different voltage. If we assume a
figure of 5 volts is used and the control
terminal is connected direct to the
output, obviously the output will be
stabilised at 5 volts. If the potential
divider is introduced into the circuit
there is obviously a voltage drop from
the output to the control terminal, and
the output will stabilise at somewhat
more than 5 volts in order to maintain
5 volts at the control terminal. If we
take a simple example, making the
two arms of the potential divider the
same value would give half the output
voltage at the control terminal, and
the output would stabilise at 10 volts
in order to give 5 volts at the control
input. The output voltage is equal to
R1 plus R2, divided by R2, and
multiplied by 5 (or whatever voltage is
needed at the control terminal).

Incidentally, both three and four
terminal regulators incorporate cur-
rent limiting circuitry which protects
them against damage due to short
circuits across the output.

The Synpac
Battery Eliminator

This month's project is a battery
eliminator which gives a well
smoothed and regulated output of
nominally 9 volts and can supply
currents of up to 500mA. It is primar-
ily intended to be used with musical
effects units and it has four output
sockets so that up to four units can be

ever, it can be used to power any 9 volt
equipment that does not consume
more than 500mA, and can power any
number of units provided the total
current drain does not exceed
500mA.

The circuit diagram of the Battery
Eliminator is shown in Figure 5. T1 is
the isolation and step-down trans-
former and the mains supply is
coupled to its primary winding via
on/off switch 51. LP1 is a neon on/off
indicator and is a type having a built-
in series resistor for 240 volt mains
use (do not use a type which does not
have this resistor). There are two
identical 6 volt secondary windings on
T1, which are wired in series to
effectively produce a single 12 volt
winding. Note that the 0 volt terminal
of one winding must connect to the 6
volt terminal of the other (not 0 volt to
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0 volt or 6 volt to 6 volt), otherwise the
output from one secondary will cancel
out the signal from the other winding
and there will be no output whatever!

The output of T1 is coupled to a
bridge rectifier by way of fuse FS1. As
the circuit has output current limiting,
FS1 is included as a protection
against faults in the circuit rather than
output overloads. Cl is the smooth-
ing capacitor.

The regulator circuitry uses
exactly the same configuration as the
one shown in Figure 4(b) and des-
cribed earlier. The specified regulator
is a type which stabilises with 5 volts
at the control terminal, and R1 and R2
therefore give a nominal output
potential of fractionally over 9 volts
(which is comparable to a slightly
used 9 volt battery). R1 and R2 are
precision (1%) components so that
the output voltage is set with good
accuracy. The output sockets are
simply wired in parallel across the
output of the unit, and as few or as
many sockets as desired can be used
here.

Construction
An instrument case having

approximate outside dimensions of
114 x 152 x 44mm. makes a good
housing for the Battery Eliminator, but
it is not essential to use a case of this
type. For reasons of safety though, the
case should be a metal type and
earthed to the mains earth lead. It
should also be a type having a screw -
on lid, rather than one having a lid
which simply clips in place.

Reference to the photographs
shows the general layout of the unit. A
solder tag is fitted on one of the
mounting bolts of T1 in order to
provide a chassis connection point for
the mains earth lead.

Figure 6 shows the component
layout of the Veroboard panel and the
wiring of the unit. The board has 24
holes by 25 holes and there are no
breaks in the copper strips. IC1 is

Synpac Internal layout.

fitted with a small finned heatsink
which is simply bolted on to the heat -
tab of the component. FS1 is fitted in a
chassis mounting fuseholder which in
actual fact is bolted on to the com-
ponent panel. When the board and all
the point-to-point wiring has been
completed, mount the board on the
base panel of the case using tin.
spacers to keep the underside of the
board well clear of the metal case.

Thoroughly check all the wiring,
especially the mains wiring, and fit
the lid of the case in position before
connecting the unit to the mains and
testing it. If possible, check that the
output voltage is correct before con-
necting the unit to any equipment and
be careful to connect the output of the
unit with the correct polarity (the tip of
the plug is positive and the barrel is
negative). E&MM

SYNPAC PARTS LIST
Resistors - I/2W 1% carbon
RI 3k9
R2 4k7

Capacitors
CI
C2.3

Semiconductors
ICI
01,23,4

Miscellaneous
FS1
LP1
Si
T1

JK1,2,3,4

(T3K9)
(T4K7)

1000uF 25V electrolytic (FB83E)
220nF Mylar 2 off (WW83E)

uA78MGU 1C (WQ78K)
1N4001 4 off (QL73Q)

500mA 20mm. quick blow
Green Mains Panel Neon
Rotary Mains Switch
Mains transformer having two 6 volt 500mA
secondary windings
Jacksocket 3.5mm 4 off
Case
Veroboard
Mains cable
Mains plug
Wire
Cabinet Feet
Control knob
Grommet
Fuseholder 20mm chassis mounting
Heatsink
Bolts 6BA lin.
Nuts 6BA
Spacers 6BA

(WRO2C)
(RX98G)
(FH57M)

(WBO6G)
(H F82 D)
(LH44X)
(FLO7H)
(XR02C)

(RW67X)
(BLO2C)
(FW19V)
(YX02C)
(FW59P)
(RX49D)
(FL58N)
(BFO7H)
(BF18U)
(FW35Q)

-GREENWELD
4 TERMINAL REGS: uA78MG in power mini -dip case 5-30V @ 1/2A
£1.00. uA79MG Negative version of above £1.20. Only 4 extra
components required (50p extra) to make a fully variable supply! Data
supplied.

1W AMP PANELS: A01 1 - Compact audio amp intended for record
player on panel 95 x 65mm including vol control and switch,
complete with knobs. Apart from amp circuitry built around LM380N
or TBA820M, there is a speed control circuit using 5 transistors. 9V
operation, connection data supplied. ONLY £1.50.

VU METERS: V006 -Very attractive 55 x 48mm scaled -20 to +5dB.
250uA movement. ONLY £1.75, or £3.00 pr.

OP -AMP PSU KIT: A198 -All parts + instructions to make a 50mA +
15, 0, -15V supply from mains input. ONLY £1.95.

COPPER CLAD BOARD: K522 - All pieces too small for our
etching kits. Mostly double sided fibreglass. 250gm (approx. 110sq
ins) for just £1.00.

JOB LOT OF COMPONENTS: 9500 1N4006; 10000 .033/50;
22000 10pF/50; 1500 .22/12; 1 1000 270pF/50; 15000 68pF/50.
30000 various resistors. Total 112,500 components for £400 inc.
VAT & carr.

12 VOLT INDICATORS: Ideal for light chasers etc. Miniature 12V
75mA wire ended lamps in yellow, red, green, blue and clear. 10p
each. 20 each colour, total 100 for £5.50.

BUY A COMPLETE RANGE OF COMPONENTS
AND THESE PACKS WILL HELP YOU. All packs
contain full spec. brand new marked devices -sent by
return of post. VAT inclusive prices. K001 -50V
ceramic plate capacitors 5%, 10 of each value 22pF to
1,000pF, total 210. £4.80. K002 - Extended range
22pF to 0.1 uF, 330 values £7.66. K003 - Polyester
capacitors. 10 each of these values 0.1, 0.015, 0.022,
0.033, 0.047, 0.068, 0.1, 0.15, 0.22, 0.33, 0.47u, 110
altogether for £5.40. K004 Mylar capacitors, min
100V type 10 each all values from 1,000pF to
10,000pF. Total 130 for £4.70 K007 - Electrolytic
capacitors 25V working small physical size 10 each
of these popular values 1, 22, 7, 10, 22, 47. 100uF.
Total 70 for £3.59. K008 - Extended range, as above,
also including 220, 470 and 1000uF. Total of 100 for
£6.35. K021 - Miniature carbon film 5% resistors
CR25 or similar 10 of each value from 1OR to 1M. Et 2
series. Total 610 resistors £5.95. K022 - Extended
range. Total 850 resistors from 1R to 10M £8.20.
K041 - Zener diodes 400mW 5% BZY88 etc. 10 of
each value from 2.7V to 36V. E24 series. Total 280 for
£15.95. - New K051 LEDs - 10 each red, green &
yellow 3mm & 5mm with clips. Total 60 LEDs for
f8.95.
ALFAC PCB TRANSFERS: Lines, curves, dots,
pads, DIL pads etc. Pack of 13 different sheets £6.15.

A504 - Black case 50 x 50 x 78mm with octal base.
PCB inside has 24V reed relay, 200V 7A SCR, 4 x 5A
200V rects etc. 60p.

BARGAIN LIST NO. 13: 10A4 Pages!! Hundreds of
different items!! Switches, pots, relays, C's, Ft's,
semi's, connectors, panels etc. etc. Send 9 x 4 SAE for
your FREE copy of never to be repeated bargains!!

All prices Include VA7 just add 50p post to all orders SAE bulk buyers list Official orders from schools etc welcome

CALC CHIPS 60p!!! New full spec, supplied with data. Type MK50321 - full function
including memory. ONLY 60p

DISPLAYS: 8 and 9 digit 7 -segment bubble type for above chips - most have minor faults
dud segment etc. Mixture of 2 or 3 different types with data. 5 for £1.00.

COMPONENT PACKS: K503 - 150 wirewound resistors, 1W -12W. Wide range of values.
£2.00. K511 - 200 small value poly, mica, ceramic caps from a few pF to 0.2uF f1.20. K518
- 200 disc ceramic caps. Big variety of values and voltages. £1.00.

THE SPECTACULAR 1981 GREENWELD COMPONENT CATALOGUE
 Bigger & better than event  60p discount voiichers * First class pre pad envelope  Free bargain list

Priority older l or in  VAT inclusive pr  Q.,,,ty h.:1k h,yoro Send 75p for co,p, NOV'

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFERS TO
E&MM READERS

EM1 100 6 8uF 35V tants £10
EM2 20 100V 12A stud meing rects £4
EM3 1 8" x ';a" NAB spool £2
EM4 1000 1N4148 £12
EM5 1000 1N4003 £20
EM6 100 BCY70 £8
EM7 10 2N3055 £4
EM8 20 sub -min SPCO slide swit'es £2
EM9 100 0 1uF 35V tants f5
EM10 100 BC1823 f4

DISC CERAMICS: 0.22uF 12V 9mm dia.
Ideal for decoupling. 100 for £2.75; 1000
£20.00. 0.05uF 12V 15mm dia. 100 £1.50;
1000 £12.00. Pack of disc ceramics, assorted
values and voltages - 200 for £1.00.
TRANSFORMERS: Mains primary, 50V 20A
sec. £20.00. Mains pri. 110V 15A sec.
£30.00; 20A £40.00.
TRANSISTOR PACK K516: Take advantage
of this unbelievable offer!! Small signal NPN/
PNP transistors in plastic package at an
incredibly low, low price! Almost all are
marked with type number - almost all are full
spec devices, some have bent leads. Over 30
different types have been found by us,
including BC184 / 212 / 238 / 307 / 328;
8E196/7; ZTX107/8/9/342/450/550 etc.
Only available as a mixed pack at £3 100; f7
250; f25 1000.
1N4006 DIODES: Special purchase of 1A
rects, Russian made. Packed in boxes of 300,
£8.50 per box; 4 boxes £30.00; 10 boxes
£75.00.

GREENWELD
WHOLESALE/RETAIL SUPPLY OF ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS & EQUIPMENT

Dept. E&MM/9, 443c Millbrook Road,
Southampton SO1 OHX. Telephone: (0703) 772501
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NOISE GATE
by Dave Roffey
* Provides automatic shutdown of unwanted noise

during 'pause' conditions
* Compander technique eliminates

'signal snapping'
* User adjustable characteristics for high or low

level network insertion
* Allows the use of otherwise 'too noisy to use'

effects units
* Can effectively cancel crosstalk in

multi -microphone set-ups
* Can be used in multi -instrument layouts for

instant unit shutdown on changeovers
* Will eliminate 'beehiving' in older type 'spaghetti'

wired organs
* No circuit trimming required or tight specification

devices used
* Can be used in its own right as an effect to

create soft attack bowing characteristic
* Uses only two low cost and readily available ICs
* Self contained, jack -in -jack -out unit allows

instant in -line connection
In these modern times of multi -
device usage, noise or cross-
talk can often become such a

nuisance that desired sounds
often have to be forfeited. Al-
though this unit can do nothing
for the possibly distracting noises
emanating from audiences, pro-
ducers etc., it can considerably
reduce, or even eliminate, pause
noise from devices in which it is
otherwise impossible to improve

on signal to noise ratios.
Several types of noise gate

are available for this kind of noise
elimination - 'snap -off units -
programmable types - externally
controlled units - low level ex-
pansion devices etc. In order that
the unit may have as wide a range
of applications as possible, the
low level expansion or dynamic
gate has been selected. This type
tends to be less critical in set-up
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram for noise gate.
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and general use, giving a more
musically acceptable sound en-
trance and exit than the 'sudden
shutdown' units.

Having a wide range of user
adjustable characteristics, it
should find many a useful work-
ing place with, for example,
guitar / organ / keyboards / mic
levels to mixer desk/P.A./record-
ing levels. Not only can it be used
for its main purpose, that of
closing down noise or unwanted
signals below a selected level, but
as an effect in its own right,
creating soft attack, bowing type
characteristics.

Noise gates have been in use
for considerably longer than most
people would imagine. In fact, the
first application of these devices
was in the 1930's, when they were
used to reduce unwanted crackles
and pops from soundtrack film
that had become dusty or
scratched.

The most popular use for the
dynamic noise gate is that of
removing undesirable noise dur-

Internal view of noise gate.

ing pauses in live or recorded
performance. To achieve this, the
threshold would normally be set
just under the required signal
level.

The unit is easily constructed
and does not require any 'setting
up'. As a self contained unit, it can
be used in different applications
at will, although being very com-
pact it may be just as easily panel
mounted for 'one-off' noise
conditioning.

Circuit
Block Format
1. Jacking input connects the -ve

battery line to the common
earth line by the use of a
stereo socket. (A mono jack
will short ring and earth con-
tacts on the socket to effect
power up).

2. A high input impedance stage
is used to prevent input device
loading. The output of this
stage serves also as the
straight driving unit for pre -
post comparisons.

3. A switched gain stage pro-
vides adjustable sensitivity
and allows flexible device
usage.

4. The first stage of the dynamic
noise gate's active circuitry
consists of a fixed 2:1 com-
pression network.

5. The second stage of this active
circuitry consists of a 1:2 ex-
pansion network with a simple
resistive control element
(potentiometer) for adjustable
low level mistracking. This
action is responsible for the
total characteristics of the
unit.

6. A passive attenuator is
switched in conjunction with
(3) such that an overall 1:1
input/output level is main-
tained. Included in the switch
position is a straight -through
route which allows comparison
tests.
For those interested in such
details, phase inversion be-
tween input and output does
not occur.

Internal parts removed from case.

Input
!battery
switch]

Buffer
(straight
output I

Gain
select
switch

2:1
compress

2:1
expand

Attenuator

Output

Low level
mistrack
control

Figure 2. Noise gate block diagram.

Electronic Circuitry
Signals enter the +ve input of

ICla via the decoupling capacitor
Cl. ICla is biased by R1 and R2
via R3 (R3 sets the input im-
pedance level plus R1 /R2). The
voltage set by RI and R2 ensures
that outputs from ICla and b will,
at maximum levels, be evenly
clipped. (At lower than normal Vcc
levels maximum +ve excursions
will be greater than available -ve
excursions due to internal cir-
cuitry). R4, connected in the
negative feedback line, equalises
input biasing (R3=R4) for mini-
mum output offset in ICla.

IC1b is used in the non -
inverting mode and has gain
levels of OdB, +6dB and +10dB,
selectable via Sla, which intro-
duces feedback reducing resis-
tors R7 and R8.

Entry to the Compander sec-
tion is now effected via C3, with
compression achieved through
IC2a and expansion by IC2b. All
components in this section have
been selected for the best overall
performance in terms of fre-
quency, speed of operation and
distortion when bearing its 'musi-
cal' application in mind.

In the expansion section, RV1
is the resistive control element
and operates by giving an in-
creasingly false representation of
lower level. Rectified signal
voltages appear on C10, as RV1
resistance is decreased, causing
an overall increase in attenuation
rate.

E&MM SEPTEMBER 1981 21
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This increasing attenuation
characteristic creates low level
expansion and is used to reduce
the dynamic range of any signal
within its domain with conse-
quent drop in noise level. At
higher signal levels RV1 becomes
less effective in its role and allows
a return towards original signal
dynamics.

Returning to normality, Slc
selects the resistors R15 -R17 that
are required to achieve an overall
device gain of unity. Sla in con-
junction with Slc also selects the
output of ICla, enabling pre and
post 'gate' comparisons to be
made.

Construction
The construction details relate

to a cased unit, for panel mount-
ing all that is necessary is to 'fly -
lead' the input, output and RV1
wiring. Circuit board fixing is
effected by the rotary switch on
which the board is mounted. PCB
assembly should begin with the
two link wires.

Resistors, capacitors and ICs
may now be fitted. Double-check
polarised capacitor and IC orien-
tation. Pins, or tinned copper wire
should be soldered on to the
board to hold RV1 in position,
remembering that since RV1 is
mounted above the board, com-
ponents beneath it should lay
flush to the board.

Solder the battery connector
with the positive lead connected
to the correct point on the board,
and the negative lead to the
centre tag of the stereo socket.

Fit the rotary switch next. This
switch is normally obtained with
solder type eyelet tags which
need simple modifications for
PCB fitting. Cut these eyelets off,
as close to the solder hole as
possible, then using snips, taper
the ends to assist in aligning and
fitting to the board. If the use of
fixed pointer, push -on knobs is
envisaged, remember to position
the switch correctly bearing in
mind the shaft 'flat' orientation.

Using tinned copper wire,
earth, input and output leads can
be connected to the board (using
sleeving on the leads or slightly
bending the wiring to avoid board
shorts). After making sure all
components have been fitted
correctly, a few quick checks with
a meter will verify correct basic
operation. Switch to 100mA DC
current range and connect the
negative lead to battery and
positive lead to earth. By touch-
ing the battery on to the connec-
tor a reading will be registered. A
quick 'blip' and a reading under
10mA shows all is well. Voltage
checks on outputs of ICs will con-
firm this - pins 1 and 7 on IC2
should be approximately 5V and

pins 7 and 12 of IC2 about 3.6V.
(These voltages are related to
internal references that remain
constant, and therefore allow for
battery voltage reduction.)

All that remains now is to
mount the unit in a suitable case.
The metal case suggested in the
parts list is ideal since it is small,
easily workable, and provides
good screening. Two appropriate
holes in both the top and the side
are all that are needed so that the
whole assembly can just be fitted
straight into the main case body
and secured with the switch and
jack sockets. An earth wire
soldered to the edge of RV1 will
ensure case earthing. If a plastic
case is used, use adhesive
backed metal foil tape (as used in
pipe cladding) or glue household
metal foil for internal screening.

Operation and
Application

To obtain maximum usage of
the unit, its functional character-
istics should be fully understood.
This can be achieved mainly by
studying the response curves.
The 1:1 gain slope reference
allows visualisation of the devia-
tion from normal input/output
characteristics. The curve closest
to the 1:1 gain slope shows input/
output of the device when set in
any gain position with RV1 set for
minimum effect (clockwise).
Note that just below -60dBm
input levels, the output deviates
more rapidly towards -85dBm.
This is the operating region of the
unit and any signal or noise below
-60dBm will be attenuated, re-
ducing its effective level. Any
signal above -60dBm will have
virtually normal dynamic range.
Studying the curves of maximum
effect characteristics shows that
the noise gate can expand signals
from even -15dBm down and
completely shut down below
-38dBm. (This setting will shut
off most extraneous noises.)

Since the compander section
uses rectified signal levels in its
operation, speed of recognition of
these levels becomes a com-
promise between several factors,
one of which is the loading of the
circuitry by RV1. It should, there-
fore, be remembered that the unit
will take a finite time to attack and
decay and that these times bear a
direct relationship to the thres-
hold level (that level selected at
which deviation from normal
characteristics occurs), and
change in amplitude of the input
signal. For example, with the
noise gate set at 0dB gain with
input levels gated from infinity to
OdBm, attack times will vary from
typically 2ms to Oms for mini-
mum to maximum threshold

JK2
Out

JK 1
In

Batt -ve

p,:,

cccx
In ,tf EOM Noise gate

li) (1[111L15(1 triTi [111

ir) CD

EE

R14

1:1

LI

[)00:9
IC2

cr 0114(:2 0
C5 C6

1:IC12rs

S1

IC1

MIN

C3

Batt +ve

RV1

R11
-1=1-

6
C 13

C10 6
RV1 (i)

C14

R18
-C=I- C:3

+C:3
R10 C9
R9 -C:3-

Actual position
RV1

IC2

16

Figure 3. PCB track, legend and wiring details.

settings.
BefOre continuing with typical

applications, it should be re-
membered that this unit is
designed for 'pause' noise reduc-
tion, and has no magic ingredient
for reducing any noise present in
actual signals (see E&MM May
1981 for a noise reduction
project).

Wherever noise exists, in -line

connection of the noise gate
should discriminate and further
separate it from the required
signal. Probably the lowest levels
encountered will be from micro-
phones and low output guitars
(low Z mics will have to be
transformed or the unit modified
to suit). In the case of micro-
phones, crosstalk (pick-up from
sources other than that intended)
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NOISE GATE PARTS LIST
Resistors - all 5% V3W carbon unless specified
R1,14
R2
R3,4
R5,6,7
R8
R9.10
R11
R12,13
R15
R16
R17
R18

Capacitors
C1,14
C2,13
C3-10
C11,12

Semiconductors
IC1
IC2

Miscellaneous
Si
RV1
JK1
JK2

56k
68k
330k
4 k7
2k2
15k
100k
100R
2k7
1k0
1k8
47k

47nF min. ceramic
47uF 16V PC electrolytic
luF 35V tantalum
4u7 25V PC electrolytic

MC1458
NE571

Switch 3 -pole 4 -way rotary
2M2 log. pot.
Stereo iack socket
Mono lack socket
Battery connector
Case - M5004
Knobs, low cost collet
Cap, low cost, grey
PCB

2 off

2 off
3 off

2 off

2 off

2 off
2 off
8 off
2 off

(M56K)
(M68K)

(M330K)
(M4K7)
(M2K2)
(M15K)

(MIOOK)
(M100R)
(M2K7)
(MIK)

(Ml K8)
(M47K)

(YYIOL)
(YY37S)

(WW60Q)
(YY33L)

(QH46A)
(YY87U)

(FH44X)
(FW29G)
(HF92A)
(HF90X)
(HF28F)
(LH71N)

2 off (YG40T)
2 off (QYO3D)

(GA43W)

will be the problem to cure. The
+10dBm setting will allow maxi-
mum dynamic range with fast
attack to be achieved when deal-
ing with low level crosstalk (drum
kit miking, awkward placement
instrument miking, outside re-
cording in windy conditions ex-
cluded).

Guitarists working in cramped
conditions may encounter in-
duced hum from closely situated
amps, especially via single coil
pick-ups. This often embarras-
sing situation can be alleviated by
using the noise gate between
guitar and amp., adjusting the
threshold control for the best
overall effect. Another interesting
use of the noise gate is for chang-
ing the attack characteristics of
an instrument. If the threshold
level is taken to extremes, soft
attack bowing type sounds can be
created.

Similar treatment can be
applied to special effects units
(Echo, Chorus, Phasing, Distor-
tion etc.), by using the noise gate
between the last unit and its main
amplification. The +6dB mode
will be the norm in this applica-
tion, since typical peak levels may
introduce clipping.

Multi -instrument set-ups can
often make the background noise
unacceptable, considering that
all units probably remain set at
the required output level when
only one or two instruments are
actually being used at any time.
Fitting individual noise gates to
the noticeably 'noisy' instruments
will automatically shut off their
outputs when not in use.

Extreme levels of noise, or
higher input levels, can be coped
with in the 0dB mode, making
this setting suitable for most line
and mixer desk levels.

In the studio, the noise gate is
often used with drum kit multi-
miking, where as many as 14
microphones may be allocated to
the kit in an isolation booth. A
rather woolly sounding bass drum
can be tightened up effectively by
using a fast attack setting (further
improved by coupling with a slow
attacking limiter) that recovers
some of the basic square wave
response. It's even worth trying
this method using an LFO signal
source to create a synthesised
drum sound.

'Dynamic reversal' effects can
be obtained using the gate fol-
lowed by a fast attack limiter. With
slow recovery times the signal
applied is thus strongly over -
limited and during the limiter's
slow recovery is gradually
attenuated by the gate on a slow
release setting. The resulting
effect sounds like a 'backward'
snare drum, tom-tom or cymbal.

It is also possible to reduce
fixed delay times of instruments
or reverberation treatments by
suitable setting of the noise gate
control parameters. One further
application useful as a treatment
in electronic music, is the 'keyed'
or programmable gate where an
external control voltage switches
the signal being processed (used
by Irmin Schmidt on his 'Last
Train to Eternity' featured last
month). But that's another
project ... E&MM
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ELECTRONIC GAMES
rCOLOUR CARTRIDGE1

T.V. GAME,

£39.50,
LNOW REDUCED TO VAT _AM

SEMI -PROGRAMMABLE T.V.GAME
4 Cartridges Mains

Adaptor
Normal Price £73

FULLY PROGRAMMABLE
CARTRIDGE T.V. GAME
14 Cartridges available
Normal Price £87.86

LNOW REDUCED TO:
£59
r VAT A

CHESS COMPUTERS

MANY UNIT
ARE COVERED BY
THE EXCLUSIVE
SILICA SHOP 2 YEAR GUARANTEE

SPEAK & SPELL
Normal Price £49.95
NOW REDUCED TO:

£39.50 VAT

Teach your child to
spell properly with
this unique learning
aid. Fully automatic
features and scoring.
Additional word
modules available to
extend the range of

words

We carry a range of over 15
different Chess computers:
Electronic Chess £29.95
Chess Traveller £39.95
Chess Challenger 7 £79.00
Sensory 8 £119.00
Sensory Voice £259.00
SPECIAL OFFERS:
VOICE CHESS CHALLENGER
Normal Price £245 NOW £135.00
SARGON 2.5/BORIS 2.5
Normal Price £273.70 NOW f199.95
All prices include V A.7.

ADDING MACHINE
OLYMPIA HHP 1010

Normal Price £57.21
NOW REDUCED TO:

6811111181/
i61101110111
gal/MVO*
30111011100

VAT
Uses ordinary paper!
No need to buy expensive
thermal paper!
Fast add listing PRINTER:
CALCULATOR. 2 lines per
second. 10 digit capacity.
Uses normal adding
machine rolls. Battery or

mains operated.
Sire 9t4"x4Ye"x2es"
Mains adaptor extra)

£34

EARTH INVADERS
HAND HELD GAMES

These invaders are a breed of creature hitherto
unknown to man. They cannot be killed by
traditional methods - they must be buried. The
battle is conducted in a maze where squads of
aliens chase home troops The only way of
eliminating them is by
dogging holes and In

`burying them VAI

r HAND HELD GAMES

GALAXY
1000

The 2nd generation Galaxy Invader. The invaders
have re -grouped and have a seemingly endless
supply of spacecraft whilst the player's arsenal is
limited to lust 250 missiles to be launched from 3
missile stations. You have to prevent the invaders

di :571 o'yni ing9 f1 -17.7e 19 9 in.Lefences VALA

ATARI,
T.V.

GAME

The most popu ar T. Game on
the market with a range of over

INVADERS with over 112E95.45
40 cartridges including SPACE

'ernes on one cartridge. oil, VAT

Wed al .

,0 ME Mr.

./141.01,1.001,1_
1110

r000 6.1.10r

iikkiissoet

SPACE INVADERS
ete A kai A ear

C7.1 11   
A h A

t'mliell11111,
Hand-held Invaders Games available £19.95

+ Invaders Cartridges available to fit
ATARI RADOFIN ACETRONIC PHILIPS 07000

+ Cartridges also available for
MATTEL TELENG/ROWTRON/

DATABASE 'INTERTON

THE RADOFIN TELETEXT ADD-ON
ADAPTOR

Plug the adaptor into the aerial socket of your
colour T.V. and receive the CEEFAX and
ORACLE television information services.
THIS NEW MODEL INCORPORATES:

Double height character facility
True PAL Colour
Meets latest 1313C & IBA broadcast specifications
Push button channel change
Unnecessary to remove the unit to watch normal
TV programmes
Gold-plated circuit board for reliability
New SUPERIMPOSE News Flash facility

r 24 TUNE
ELECTRONIC DOOR- BELL

'!.

-....._
_

Normal Price £19.70
NOW REDUCED TO:

12.70-inc. VAT

Plays 24 different tunes
with separate speed
control and volume
control. Select the most
appropriate tune for your
visitor, with appropriate
tunes for different Limos of I

the year!

rTHE OLYMPIA - POST OFFICE APPROVED'

TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE
TH REMOT BLEEPER

This telephone answering machine is manufactured by Olympia Business Machines, one of the
largest Office Equipment manufacturers in the U.K. It is fully POST OFFICE APPROVED and will
answer and record messages for 24 hours a day. With your remote call -in bleeper you can receive
these messages by telephone wherever you are in the world. The remote call -in bleeper activates the
Answer/Record Unit, which will at your command repeat messages, keep or erase them, and is
activated from anywhere in the world, or on your return to your hqme or office. The machine can also
be used for message referral, if you have an urgent appointment, but are expecting an important call.
simply record the 'phone number' and location where you can be reached. With optional extra

bleepers (E13 each) this facility can be
extended to colleagues and members of
the family. Using a C90 standard cassette
you can record as many as 45 messages.
The announcement can be up to 16
seconds long and the incoming message
up to 30 seconds long.
The machine is easy to install and comes
with full instructions. It is easily wired to
your junction box with the spade connec-
tors provided or alternatively a lack plug
can be provided to plug into a jack socket
Most important. of course, is the fact that
it is fully POST OFFICE APPROVED.
The price of £135 (inc. VAT) includes the
machine, an extra-light remote call -in
Bleeper, the microphone message tape.
A C mains adaptor. The unit is
93/4"x6"x2'," and is fully guaranteed for
12 months. The telephone can be placed
directly on the unit -- no additional desk
Space is required

£135 A,

MATTEL T.Y. GAME

The most advanced T V game in the world 20
cartridges available. Add
on KEYBOARD coming
soon to convert the

to a home computer with 16K RAM fully
expandable and programmable in Microsoft Basic
Other accessories will be available later in the year

9.95',;,`AT

PRESTEL
VIEWDATA

SSSSS L

DIFfil.M,ION w firth

MV:RtorNAL.IT .0.111K IBPPirrmown_ 1.0.11.11.001,

4 01g.t.''"`
Mg.'474&.xcooei 27.`, ""

f'MW"`  "'"-"

Prestel
The ACE TELCOM VDX1000 Prestel View-
data adaptor simply plugs into the aerial
socket of your television and enables you to
receive the Prestel/Viewdata service in
colour or black & white.
Features -
- Simplified controls for quick, easy operatic,
- Special graphics feature for high resolution
- Stare -of -the -art microprocessor controller
- Standard remote telephone keypad with Presto!

keys '
- Auto dialler incorporated for easy Prestel

acquisition
- True PAL colour encoder using reliable IC

-

chrome filter and dela line incorporated for
minimum picture interference: r1101(111101/1
fidelity

- Includes convenient TV - Prestel svvItchbox
Easily connected to standard home or office
telephone lines

- Fully Post Office approved

,PRICESPECIAL £228.85 :::TA

FOR FREE BROCHURES -TEL: 01-301 1111

SiDC,R
10 10 OISCRA

ILL
2

ONE

VF'1'rEE'

CO

OH

NOTE the top of Hatheday Road
is one way only Please enter from
Soak, MO Street

OP

STREET

TO CHISLEHU0.5T

AIN RO

TO

PsTig,,3E
ELTHAM

PP PO PV
a

1111

S1DC

pr -,o, tree illustrated brochure and reviews on our range of electronic games please telephone 01-1
301 1111 Free delivery serwce available To order by telephone please quote your naive address
and ACCESSS8ARCLAYCARD number. and leave the rest to us Post and packing Free of Charge
Express aenr delivery service available
' CALLERS WELCOME Demonstrations daily at our Stdcup Shop open front Sam 6pm

Monday Saturday /Early Closing Thursday fpm Late Opening Frldav Bum!
2 YEAR GUARANTEE All goods are covered by a full year's guarantee and many are further
covered by our exclusive Silica Shop 2 vear Guarantee
MONEY BACK UNDERTAKING 11 you are unsatisfied with your purchase and return it within
7 days we will give you a lull refund
AFTER SALES SERVICE Avertable on all machines out of guarantee

' COMPETITIVE PRICES We are never knowingly undersold
HELPFUL ADVICE Available on the sutiabilrty of each machine

' CREDIT FACILITIES Full credo facilities available over 12 24 or 26 months at Compellirvt,
r.es of interest
PART EXCHANGE SCHEME avertable on second hand machines
CREDIT CARDS WELCOME Access Barclaycard Deters Club American F sure,

SILICA SHOP LIMITED
DEPT E&MM 9

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent DA14 4DX
Telephone: 01-301 1111 or 01-309 1111

r

111111111'111

01"

' 1111111

A
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P.A. SIGNAL
PROCESSOR

A professional quality stereo audio
control system for
group and theatre PA use

Nowadays it is usual for a rock
band to perform on stage with a
high power sound system termed
the 'PA'. This is the second part of
a two part article and describes
designs for an active crossover
and a balanced line driver to be
used in conjunction with the limi-
ter and peak program meter de-
tailed in the first part. These de-
signs can, however, be installed
in existing equipment allowing a
fairly cheap upgrade. For those
people wishing to build the com-
plete Signal Processor a suitable
power supply and constructional
details are also given.

Active Crossover
When the scheme of an active

crossover is first compared with a
passive system the only gain
seems to be cost, since more
power amplifiers are required.
Figure 8 shows the layout of a
passive and an active crossover
system. Such an active system is
said to be 'tri-amped'.

The passive crossover will be a
combination of inductors and
capacitors which is very hard to
design and not very efficient. The
reasons for using an active sy-
stem are summarised as:
(a) Overload of a sound system

occurs initially in the bass
region. This overload gene-
rates high order harmonics
which are audible in a full
range speaker, but not in a
bass speaker since it can-
not reproduce the high fre-
quencies properly. As a result
quite large amounts of over-

load may pass unheard. In
any case, any small amounts
of harmonics that do escape
will be masked by the treble
reproduced by a different
drive unit.

(b) Any passive crossover and
speaker network must be de-
signed to remove impedance
dips which could cause the
amplifiers' protection circuits
to operate. Attempts to do
this will result in even lower
efficiency. An active cross-
over avoids this since its in-
put and output are defined
and, furthermore, the damp-
ing of the speaker at low
frequencies is much im-
proved because it is con-
nected directly to the
amplifier.

'(c) The crossover can be de -

PARTS COST
GUIDE

f90

by Chris Lare

Signal
input
0 Amplifier

Low
pass
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Figure 8. Active/Passive crossovers.
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Figure 9. Crossover characteristics.
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signed with steeper slopes if
required. The crossover
points may be changed at
will, in this case by altering
8 resistors, the values of
which are easily calculated.
No precision inductors or
bulky non -polarised capaci-
tors are required either.

(d) A tri-amped system offers
some degree of protection in
event of failure. Simple sig-
nal repatching to feed full
range into a bass bin may
not sound too good, but it
is a lot better than nothing.
On this point note that a
radial horn must never be
fed with frequencies below
its specified crossover point.

(e) In general, a tri-amped (or
even 4 -or 5-amped) system
will sound louder than the
equivalent power into a pas-
sive system. This is mainly
because the system can be
turned up without overload
being audible and to some
extent because no energy is
wasted in a passive cross-
over element.

Crossover frequencies and roll off
The prototype was designed to

crossover at 230Hz and 2kHz,
these being suitable bands for
most bass, mid and horn treble
drivers. The design originally spe-
cified 250Hz for the bass cross-
over, but this was altered to suit
component values with no ob-
vious effect. It is possible to use
more than 3 bands, although
three is most common. Placing
a crossover point in the middle
of the mid -range should be
avoided because experiments
have shown that problems do
occur due to phase anomalies
which are particularly noticeable
at these frequencies.

A further bone of contention
centres around the optimum roll -
off of such a crossover. This
design employs filters of 24 dB/
octave. Some schools of thought
state that the sudden phase
change of such a filter is un-
desirable and a shallower roll -
off is better. This may well be true
in a domestic installation, but in a
PA other factors (alignment of
speakers, shape of room) will
cause more effect and so it seems
desirable to keep the crossover
within the smallest frequency
band. The characteristics of the
prototype crossovers are shown
in Figure 9.

Filter design
Since a crossover consists of

filter modules, it is necessary to
examine such a module. It is not
the purpose of this text to give
full description of the operation of
filters; such work is covered else-
where. The basic module used is
a second order, equal component

RB

Low pass

E&MM

High pass

RB

Figure 10. Filter schematics.

value (ECV), Sallen & Key filter.
Figure 10 shows the circuits of
such filters. Note that the high
pass is simply a transposition of
the low pass, a property of distinct
use in crossover design since the
mid -range filter can be derived by
transposing the bass and treble
filters; the values required being
the same.

The break frequency of such
filters, fb, is given by 1/(21TfCR),
and the Q factor by 1/(3-K),
where K is the loop gain deter-
mined by (RA+RB)/RA. In all
audio filtering a Butterworth filter
should be used since this offers a
flat top response and a reason-
able actual roll -off. A Butterworth
filter is characterised by setting
the value of Q to 0.7, or slightly
less. Using this figure the suit-
able crossover points may be
chosen. In the prototype, fre-
quencies of 230Hz and 2kHz
were arrived at after due con-
sideration of resistor availability
and tolerance. A more precise
crossover can obviously be made
if desired.

The second -order section
offers a 12 dB/octave roll -off and
so two sections were cascaded to
give the desired 24 dB/octave.
Figure 11 shows the block dia-

View of Crossover board.

IIP

Bass

Middle

Treble

Figure 11. Crossover Block diagram.

gram of the crossover. Note that
the mid -range filter is simply a
cascaded low pass and high pass
with values corresponding to the
transposition of the other edge of
the crossover.

The complete circuit can be
seen in Figure 12. Each filter
section is fronted by a level con-
trol which will normally be turned
fully up in use and has been
provided to facilitate setting up of
the PA. A series resistor is in-
cluded with each potentiometer,
which is required to counteract
the gain of the filter section. Each
filter section is based around
LF353 operational amplifiers,
chosen again for their low noise
and high input impedance. The
components used are critical if
very precise results are to be
obtained, but this is generally
unnecessary. Normal 5% resis-

tors were used in the prototype,
but the specified capacitors
should be used. The output of
each filter is fed through a 100R
resistor and a 22 uF tantalum
capacitor before being made
available as the output. The PA
slave output is also included with
the crossover and this employs an
identical output section to, the
filter elements. R131 allows thd
mute switch to be implemented.
If a partial mute only is required a
resistor should be placed in
series with the mute switch.

Construction
The complete set of compo-

nents are mounted on a PCB
(Figure 13 a & b), including the
potentiometers and the mute
facility. Note that no earth lead to
the power supply is fitted as this
connection is made via the
screen of the input lead which is
connected to the limiter. Assem-
ble the boards (2 for stereo), but
do not fit the potentiometers until
final case assembly is under way.

Testing
Apply power to the board and

connect an input to each filter in
turn (since the potentiometers
are missing use a croc clip direct
to the board). Check that the
outputs correspond to the chosen
frequency bands - as a guide
check: bass - "muffled thumps",
mid -range - "transistor radio",
and treble - "tinny".

The PoWer Supply
The power supply is perfectly

conventional, generating plus
and minus 15 volts.
The Circuit

The mains input is fed, via a
'mains supplied' neon and a 1

amp anti -surge fuse, to the illu-
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From
Limiter pin71131

I 1
R131 1k5

From
Limiter pin6 (91 l 2

P

I

S4 a

IMSo4l

13
:1 I

15V

15V

01/

150 to IC pin 8
-15V to IC pin 4

9

R132 100R C111 22uF

R134
27k

RV135
22k
Log

R136 R137
470k 470k

R139 120k-H 1--

mm

C112
1n5

R138
220k

IC104a

IF-
C113 1n5

6140 R141
470k 470k

R143 120k

C114'.
1n5

R142
220k

7

IC104b

U
C115 1n5

R133
470k

R144 C116
100R 22uF
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0 - To One driver pin 41. (20)
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3
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470k
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RV167
22k
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1n5 1n5
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56k
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R170
220k
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8169 56k
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1n5 1n5I I--II
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56k

R175 220k

I I

R174
220k

RI73 56k

R176 C130
100R 22uF
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To line driver pin 32, (23)

To line driver pin 31. (22)
4
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470k

RV147
22k
Log
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R148 R149
56k 56k
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1n5
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220k
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1n5
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220k

I
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C132
100nF

10001n3F1 ma
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C133
100uF
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1.0,51F1
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6
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1n5
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1n5--II
R156
470k

1

R159 120k
H-

6158
220k

IC106a

R157 470k

R163 120k--I
6

C123 C124
1n5 1n5

5

8160
470k

R162
220k

IC106b

8161 470k

R164 C125
100R 22uF

1-7 11

O
7

Right hand channel shown, Left hand component refs. Left hand connections to
add 100. i.e. R151 9251. board shown thus:) I

5

Treble

To line driver pin 38. (29)

To line driver pin 37. (28)

Middle

To line driver pin 35, (26)

To line driver pin 34. (25)

Figure 12. Crossover circuit.

minated double pole rocker
switch on the front panel. The
output from this switch is con-
nected directly to the PCB. A 15-
0-15 transformer feeds a small
bridge and two large smoothing
capacitors (Figure 14). The bulk
of the work is performed by 7815
and 7915 regulators, both
mounted on 10°C/W heatsinks.
Overall decoupling is provided by
several 0.1uF capacitors and the
10uF output capacitors. Two
LEDs provide a status monitor on
the front panel.

The entire 0 volt rail of the unit
is decoupled from mains earth by
Rl. This ensures that earth loops
will not be created when an
earthed signal source is used, but
keeps the 0 volt line at approxi-
mately earth potential.

Construction
All the power supply compo-

nents are mounted on one PCB
(Figure 15). Solder in terminal
pins at the relevant points and
then fit the transformer. Bolt 41/2"
4BA pillars to the PCB, having

first marked out the correct posi-
tions using the transformer as a
template. Ensure that a good
contact is made with the earthed
area. Fit the transformer by bolt-
ing it in place, and finally make
the solder connections to its ter-
minals. In the prototype, a delta
capacitor was fixed to the trans -

Power Supply board.

former with a sticky cable tie. The
delta was then connected to the
spare mains terminals provided,
noting that green/yellow is the
earth wire. Assemble the rest of
the board, not forgetting the wire
link. Mica washers and heatsink
compound should be used to in-
sulate the regulator tabs from the

heatsinks because the heatsinks
may actually touch.

The specified mains trans-
former is a special PCB mounting
type. Alternatively it should be
possible to fit an ordinary (non -
printed circuit mounting) type
having similar ratings.
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NEW KITS THIS MONTH
115 WATT AMPLIFIER
Complete kit for making this up in module form. Unique
design makes frequency response 5hz to 25Khz, which puts
this well into the hi-fi category. £13.50.
SUPPLY KIT, MAINS OPERATED large enough to
operate two 115v watt amplifiers in stereo or parallel.
£14.50 + £3.00 post.

3 - 30v VARIABLE VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY UNIT
with 1 amp DC output, for use on the bench, students,
inventors, service engineers, etc. Probably the most
important piece of equipment you can own, (after a multi -
range test meter). Gives variable output from 3 - 30 volts
and has an autocratic short circuit and overload protect.
ion. In case with volt meter on the front panel. Price for
the full kit, complete with instructions is £13.80.

IONISER KIT
Refresh your home, office, shop, work room, etc. with
our negative ION generator. Makes you feel better and
work harder - complete mains operated kit, without
case £9.95. Case £4.00.

STROBE LIGHT
Intended for use at discos or in window displays etc. Gives a bright
flash of white light at a speed which, you can vary between app-
roximately 1 flash per second up to 20 flashes per second. Another
useful applications of a strobe is
for looking at rotating wheels,
cogs, etc. By turning the speed
adjustment you can get the light
to synchronise with the wheel
and cause it to appear stationary.
You can thus look at a rotating
device for its faults, you can see
a broken cog for instance. It uses
a Xenon tube and is housed in a
neat wooden case with the variable
control at the back. Works off
normal 230/240V mains -
£12.50 + £1 post.

SPOT LAMPS
In neat plastic case is a 60 watt reflector
type screw in lamp size approximately
5" x 5" x 6" deep. Case made from
heavy duty plastic and designed so that
any number of these may be joined
together to make a running light or
other display.
£4.80 + 50p each post.

ROPE LIGHT
4 sets of coloured lamps in translucent plastic tube arranged to
give the appearance of a running or travelling light. With variable
speed control box, ideal for disco or shop window display.
Complete, made up, ready to plug into mains. £36.00 + £2 post.

COMPUTER KEY SWITCHES (make your own keyboard)
These are for making up on a p.c.b. and consist of a vertical mount-
ing computer type reed switch, which makes circuit when a magnet

passes over it. The magnet is located in
the plastic plunger which in turn is

depressed by a push rod, to
which the legended top is

fixed. These are made
up in banks of
6, price £2.30
per bank of 6
lincluding tops)

OUR CAR STARTER AND CHARGER KIT has no doubt saved
many motorists from embarrassment in an emergency you can start
car off mains or bring your battery up to full charge in a couple of
hours. The kit comprises: 250w mains transformer, two 10 amp
bridge rectifiers, start/charge switch and full instructions. You can
assemble this in the evening, box it up or leave it on the shelf in the
garage, whichever suits you best. Price £11.50 + £2.50 post.
GPO HIGH GAIN AMP/SIGNAL TRACER. In case measuring
only 5'/tin x 33/4in x 1'/in is an extremely high gain (70dB) solid
state amplifier designed for use as a signal tracer on GPO cables, etc.
With a radio it functions very well as a signal tracer. By connecting
a simple coil to the input socket a useful mains cable tracer can be
made. Runs on standard 415v battery and has input, output sockets
and on -off volume control, mounted flush on the top. Many other
uses include genera! purpose amp, cueing amp, etc. An absolute
bargain at only £1.85. Suitable 80ohm earpiece 89p.

COIN SWITCH
Mounted in sheet metal case with
removable coin tray and Yale type lock.
Switches on for one hour per 10p coin.
E4.60 + £1 post.

12 V CAR IGNITION COIL
Suitable for most cars, also for
where a high voltage from LT is
required. £11.50.

SUPER HI-FI SPEAKER
CABINETS
Made for an expensive Hi -I i midi!
- will suit any deco,. Heseglance
free cut-outs for 8" woolen and
4" tweeter. The front material is
carved Dacron, which is thick and
does not need to be stuck in and
the completed unit is most pleas-
ing. Colour black. Supplied in pairs,
price £6.90 per pair (this is prob-
ably less than the original cost of
one cabinet) carriage £3.50 the pair.

LOUDSPEAKERS
8" woofer and 4" tweeter, 4 ohms 35

watts power rating £6.90 per pair.
Ditto but 8 ohms, £11.50

per pair. Post £2.00.

MOTORISED DISCO SWITCH
With 10 amp changeover switches. Multi -
adjustable switches all rated at 10 amps,
this would provide a magnificent display.
For mains operated 8 switch model

£6.25, 10 switch model £6.75, 12switch
model £7.25.

3 CHANNEL SOUND TO LIGHT KIT
Complete kit of
parts for a
three -channel
sound to light
unit controll-
ing over 2000
watts of light-
ing. Use this
at home if
you wish but it
is plenty rugged enough for disco work. The unit is housed in an
attractive two-tone metal case and has controls for each channel,
and a master on/off. The audio input and output are by 3/4"
sockets and three panel mounting fuse holders provide thyristor
protection. A four -pin plug and socket facilitate ease of connect-
ing lamps. Special snip price is £14.95 in kit form or £19.95
assembled and tested.

IN FLIGHT STEREO UNIT (for breaking down)
Ex BOAC, hand held unit contains two very well made
moving coil transducers, these can be used, either as
loudspeakers or microphones, 8 ohm. Other useful parts
-. 12 position single pole switch, special feature being
that its only just over 'A" diameter and '3/4" deep. Unique
stereo pot, edgewise control twin 5K, 5 transistors and
2 x 7418 i.c.'s. 1 x 220 of 12v, and 1 x 100 of 25v, 1
rocker switch. 1 push switch, many other parts. Break
up value probably over £12, our price £2.30.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

STACKABLE MICROSWITCHES
Snap action changeover type with 3 amp
contacts. These are so designed that they
can be mounted in a long line and held
together by a length of studding or they
could be mounted in a cradle.
Approximate size: 30 x 21 x 4mm thick. Price 28p each.

100uA PANEL METER
Japanese made (Shinohara Electrical) so
very good quality, these have a full vision
front, are approx. 2" square and come
complete with mounting studs and nuts. A
thoroughly reliable instrument usually ret-
ailed at over £4, offered at a snip price
this month of £2.85 or 10 for £25.00.

12v MOTOR BY SMITHS
Made for use in cars, these are series
wound and they become more power-
ful as load increases. Size 33/4" long
by 3" dia. These have a good length
of 'A" spindle - price £3.45.
Ditto, but double ended £4.25.

EXTRA POWERFUL 12v MOTOR
Made to work battery lawnmower, this probably develops up to
3/4 h.p., so it could be used to power a go-kart or to drive a
compressor, etc. etc. £6.90 + £1.50 post.

MINI -MULTI TESTER Deluxe pocket size precision mov-
ing coil instrument, Jewelled bearings - 2000 o.p.v.mirrored scale.
11 instant range measures: DC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.

AC volts 10, 50, 250, 1000.
DC amps 0 - 100 mA.

Continuity and resistance 0 - 1 meg ohms in
two ranges. Complete with test prods and in-

ppp struction book showing how to measure cap-
acity and inductance as well. Unbelievable 0 .

value at only £6.75 +50p post and insurance.

FREE Amps range kit to enble you to read
DC current from 0 - 10 amps, directly

on the 0 - 10 scale. It's free if you
purchase quickly, but of you already
own a Mini -Tester and would like
one, send £2.50.

FREE
OBEURE NCCULRORSEE NDTWB AT RH GAALI OL IRSDT EWR L

TRANSMITTER SURVEILLANCE '
Tiny, easily hidden but which will finable coriveriii ion to hi, picker)
up with FM radio. Can be marks in a matchbox all elecironic
parts and circuit. £2.30.
RADIO MIKE
Ideal for discos and garden parties, allows complete freedom of
movement. Play through FM radio or tuner amp. £6.90 comp. kit.

FM RECEIVER
Made up and working, complete with scale and pointer needs only
a speaker, ideal, for use with our surveillance transmitter or radio
mIke. £5.85.

CB RADIO -
Listen in with our 40 -channel monitor. Unique design ensures that
you do not miss sender or caller. Complete kit with case, speaker
and instructions only £5.99.

VENNER TIME SWITCH
Mains operated with 20 amp switch, one
on and one off per 24 hrs. repeats daily
automatically correcting for the lengthen-
ing or shortening day. An expensive time
switch but you can have it for only £2.95.
These are new but without case, but we
can supply plastic cases (base and cover)
£1.75 or metal case with window £2.95.
Also available is adaptor kit to convert
this into a normal 24hr. time switch but
with the added advantage of up to 12 on/
offs per 24hrs. This makes an ideal con -

miler for the immersion heater. Price of
adaptor kit is £2.30.

STEREO HEADPHONES
Japanese made so very good quality.
8 ohm impedance. padded, term-
inating with standard 3/4" jack -
plug. £2.99 Post 60p.

3)

1 2

TIME SWITCH BARGAIN
Large clear mains frequency controlled
clock, which will always show you the
correct time + start and stop switches
with the dials. Comes complete with knobs.
£2.50.

SAFE BLOCK
Mains quick connector will save you valuable time. Features include
quick spring connectors, heavy plastic case and auto on and off
switch. Complete kit. £1.95.
6 WAVEBAND SHORTWAVE RADIO KIT
Bandspread covering 13.5 to 32 metres. Based on circuit which
appeared in a recent issue of Radio Constructor. Complete kit in-
cludes case materials, six transistors, and diodes, condensers, resist-
ors, inductors, switches, etc. Nothing else to buy if you have an
amplifier to connect it to or a pair of high resistance headphones.
Price £11.95.
SHORT WAVE CRYSTAL RADIO
All the parts to make up the beginner's model. Price £2.30. Crystal
earpiece 65p. High resistance headphones (gives best results) £3.75.
Kit includes chassis and front but not case.
RADIO STETHOSCOPE
Easy to fault find - start at the arial and work towards the speaker
- when signal stops you have found the fault. Complete kit £4.95.
INTERRUPTED BEAM
This kit enables you to make a switch that will trigger when a
steady beam of infra -red or ordinary light is broken. Main compon-
ents - relay, photo transistor, resistors and caps etc. Circuit diagram
but no case. Price £2.30

UNUSUAL MOTORISED PUMP
The motor is a normal 3/4" stack induction motor, mains operated.

To the spindle is fitted a nylon worm drive,
this considerably reduces speed and
turns a nylon cog wheel to which

is coupled a link operating a
small bellows pump. The outlet
and inlet to and from this pump
are nylon pipes to which flex-
ible tubing can be connected.
Obviously, there will not be a
big flow of air from this pump
but quite considerable pressures
can be devgloped.
Price £4.60 + 50p.

SOLENOID AIR VALVE
made to work with the above pump.
This mains operated valve will stop the
flow of air or gas when mains is
applied to it. 220v - 230v model -
£3.45. 100v model - £2.30.

"(Not licenceable in the U.K.)

J. BULL (Electrical) Ltd.
(Dept. EM), 34 36 AMERICA LANE,

HAYWAR DS HEATH, SUSSEX RH16 3QU

J. BULL (Electrical) Ltd -Established 30 years. MAIL ORDER: Cash, p.o 1
or cheque with order - please add 60p to all orders under £10, to offset pack
ing, etc. ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD welcomed. Our shop is open to callers
BULK ENQUIRIES INVITED. Telephone: Haywards Heath (0444) 54563.,
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PSU Regulator connections.

Testing
Cover all the exposed mains

voltage terminals with tape to
prevent any nasty accidents. Con-
nect a meter between the positive
and negative raw supplies (at the
top end of the main smoothing
capacitors), stand well back and
switch on. The meter should read
about 45 volts, and if it does not,
switch off immediately, and find
the fault. Finally check the out-
puts are plus and minus 15 volts.

The power supply may now be
used to check other modules, but
to prevent damage it is suggested
that a 100R resistor is used in
series with the module supply
lines until correct functioning is
established.

Balanced line
output interface

The prototypes have been re-
gularly used with a 25 metre
multicore cable feeding 100K im-
pedance amplifiers without any
sign of hum or noise pick-up. It
may well be desirable to use the
processor with balanced line out-
puts if longer runs are envisaged
and hence an optional board was
designed for this purpose.

This interface simply inverts
each signal, thus the original
signal (audio phase) and the new
signal (audio non -phase) are
available. Stereo jack sockets (or
Cannons) should be used for the
outputs, wired as follows:

Jack tip -audio phase
Jack ring -audio non -phase
Jack body- signal ground

A more detailed explanation of
balanced lines appears in the first
two issues of E&MM (March and
April 1981). Figure 16 shows the
circuit diagram for one channel
of the balanced line driver. The
two channels are incorporated on
one PCB.

The circuit board is shown in
Figure 17. There are no points to
note about assembly, but care
must be taken to ensure that
ground loops are not created as it
is wired up. The board has two
earth points for left and right
grounds, these should be con -
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Figure 15. PSU PCB.

nected to the PA Slave screens
which are also connected on the
crossover board. The screens
from the three crossovers should
not be connected at the inter-
face, dummy circuit pins are pro-
vided for these connections. The
audio non -phase output screens
should be connected to the
ground at the interface and also to
the body of the jack socket,
whereas the audio phase screen

is only connected at the jack
socket.
Overall Construction

The prototype was housed in a
Classic 17 x 9 x 31/2" instrument
case. The front and rear panels
were spray painted black, and
finished with white Letraset.

The panel drilling details are
shown in Figures 18 (front) and
19 (rear). Care must be taken
when drilling the holes for the LED

display, since any faults will show
clearly. The panel should be care-
fully marked with a scribe, and
each hole centre punched with a
very sharp punch. A power drill
will make drilling easier and it is
worth buying a new 1/8" drill bit
just for these holes. After drilling
the display holes, put a small
countersink on the rear to help
guide the LED in. The holes to
mount the display should be front
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Figure 16. Balanced line driver circuit.

countersunk. The rest of the holes
are not as critical, although take
care when making the mains
switch cutout because the clear-
ances are very tight. The back
panel offers no problems.

Once the drilling is complete,
two 1/2" pillars should be bolted to
the front panel in the display
mount holes. The holes should
then be filled with plastic pad-
ding, allowed to set and smoothed
off. Prime the panels with a metal
priming spray paint, and then
follow this with several coats of
matt black spray, remembering
to spray several light coats. It is a
good idea to let this set hard for at
least 24 hours before lettering it
according to the legend. Note that
the display was not calibrated
except for the OdB light in orderto
keep the panel simple. A letraset
line or full calibration can be
added if required, although it has
been found that the colour
change provides an adequate in-
dication. The panels should then
be varnished and left again for 24
hours or more before attempting
final construction. Assemble the
back panel first. Fit the IEC
socket, neon, fuseholder and fin-
ally the jack sockets.

The front panel is next. First
clean out the display LED holes
and the PSU LED holes with the
1/4" drill, turned by hand from the
front. This will remove the sur-
prisingly thick accumulation of
paint in them. Fit the mains
switch and then the auxiliary
function switches. Fit the power
supply LEDs and glue them lightly
in place with super glue, which
incidently is ideal for this pur-
pose. Fit the display as described
in the display section, not forget-
ting to test the bottom board'
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before assembly is completed.
Finally, fit the crossover boards by
fitting the potentiometers with
nuts partially tightened to the
front panel using two 3/s" washers
as spacers and then offering up
the crossover board and solder-
ing the potentiometer pins into
the board. The potentiometer
nuts can then be fully tightened.
(Note: If long shaft pots are used -
don't forget to trim them before
assembly). After both boards are
fitted, join them together with two
6BA pillars by means of the spare
mounting hole, a 1" 6BA bolt and
a 1/4" 6BA bolt.

Drill the relevant mounting
holes in the bottom of the case,
the layout of which is shown in
Figure 20, which also details the
point-to-point wiring. Drill four
holes for rubber feet and an extra
hole to allow the case to be
earthed. Fit '/2" pillars into all the
holes, and then bolt the boards in
place.

Start wiring up the unit with
the mains connections. First, the
earth from the I EC socket is con-
nected to the chassis by means of
a solder tag and is then con-
nected to the power supply board
and the front panel. The live and
neutral are connected to the
mains switch, using proper blade
connectors if required. Remem-

ber to connect the live via the
fuse. Finally, the output of the
mains switch is wired direct to the
PCB. It is a good idea to test that
all is well at this point.

Next, the power supply should
be connected to all the modules.
The +15 volt rails go to each board
(limiter, display, 2 x crossover
and line output boards), but earth
connections are only made to the
limiter and display drivers. Also
wire the power supply LEDs, tak-
ing care with the polarity.

The auxiliary switches should
be wired next. Since the wires are
very short, unscreened cable may
be used, but single core should be
avoided at all costs for reasons of
reliability. The two unscreened
wires from the limiter board to the
relevant display drivers should
also be added.

Finally, the signal wiring. Do
not forget to mount C100 and
C200 on the input socket in series
with the input. Connect the
screen at both ends to the socket
earth and the low end of the input
potentiometer. The wiper of the
potentiometer is connected to the
limiter board, the screen also
being connected to the low end of
the potentiometer, thus forming
an earth connection from the limi-
ter PCB to the input socket. The
outputs of the limiter are then

wired to the relevant crossover
boards and again the screens are
connected at both ends to earth
the crossover board. The outputs
from the crossover board are then
wired to the balanced line driver
or direct to the output sockets.

Remove all loose bits of wire
and check all the connections,
particularly checking the earth
for continuity. The unit is now
ready to be tested.
Final testing and setting up

As the individual boards
should have been tested before
final assembly, no real problems
ought to be encountered. Apply
an input signal and check that all
the outputs are as expected and

Balanced line driver board.

that no stereo reversal has occur-
red during the final wiring.

All that remains to be done is
to calibrate the PPM and set up
the limiter. If a scope is available,
set the presets on the PPM boards
so that the orange LEDs light with
2.17 volts peak to peak output
from the limiter. If a scope is not
available an analogue multimeter
can be used instead, by measur-
ing the voltage on the output of
the precision rectifier (not the
PPM drive) while playing the
Blondie track 'Hanging on the
Telephone' - the meter should be
peaking at 0.95 volts when the
LEDs peak on the orange.

The limiter is set up by play-
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Figure 20. Wiring and mounting holes for the Signal Processor (see Table 1).

ing a music track and adjusting
the presets on the limiter so that
no peaks exceed the orange LED.
The Elton John track 'Funeral for a
Friend' makes an excellent test
for limiters. On listening to the
output the action of the limiter
should be clearly audible, parti-
cularly on the sudden snare drum
about half way through this track.

The processor is now com-
plete. Seal the presets and
assemble the case. The unit
should be left on for 48 hours at
least, preferably kicking it at regu-
lar intervals to soak test it. Don't
rush it into service though, a few
hours testing it properly could
well save considerable embar-
rassment in the middle of a gig
since failures are most likely to
occur within the first few hours. Inside view of front panel showing Crossover and PPM boards.
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PARTS LIST FOR ACTIVE CROSSOVER

Resistors - all 5% 1/2W carbon unless specified
R131 1k5 2 off (M1K5)
R132,144,164,176 100R 8 off (M100R)
R166 18k 2off (M18K)
R134 27k 2 off (M27K)
R148,149,152,

153,168,169,
172,173 56k 16 off (M56K)

R146 100k 2 off (M100K)
R139,143,151,

155,159,163,
171.175 120k 16 off (M120K)

R138,142,150,
154,158,162,
170,174 220k 16 off (M220K)

R133,136,137,
140,141,145,
156,157,160,
161,165,177 470k 24 off (M470K)

RV135,147,167 22k log pot 6 off (FW23A)

Capacitors
C111,116,125,130 22u 16V tantalum 8 off (WW72P)
C112.115,117-124,

126.129 1n5 polystyrene 32 off (8X36P)
C131,132,134,135 100n polyester 8 off (BX76H)
C133,136 100u 25V axial electrolytic 4 off (F8490)

Semiconductors
IC104.107 LF353 8 off (WQ31J)

Miscellaneous
Active crossover PCB 2 off (GA I 2N)
Washers for pot spacers 12 off

S4 DPDT miniature toggle (FHO4E)

PARTS LIST FOR POWER SUPPLY

Resistors - all 5%'6W carbon unless specified
RI 47R
R2,3 4k7
R4,5 1k5

Capacitors
C1,2,5

6,9,10
C3,4
C7,8

Semiconductors
BR1
REG1
REG2
D1,2

Miscellaneous
T1

100n polyester
2200u 25V axial electrolytic
10 F 16V Tant

2 Amp bridge rectifier
7815 15 volt regulator
7915 -15 volt regulator
LED green 2.9mm

15-0-15 volt 12VA PCB mounting
transformer

Vaned heatsink
Printed circuit board
Cable tie, 140mm long
Cable tie base
Veropins
Push -on receptacle
Receptacle cover
Delta suppressor
1066 mounting kit

(M47R)
2 off (M4K7)
2 off (M1K5)

6 off (BX76H)
2 off (F890X)
2 off (WW68Y)

(QL09K)
(QL33L)
(QL36P)

2 off (WL33L)

(YK25C)
2 off (FL58N)

(GA06G)
(BF92A)
(BF94C)
(FL248)
(HF1OL)

(HF12N)
(HWO7H)

2 off (WR23A)

PARTS LIST FOR BALANCED LINE DRIVER

Resistors - all 5%1W carbon unless specified
R178,179,182,

183.186,187,
190,191 56k

R180,184,188,192 100R
R181,185,189,193 470k

Capacitors
C137-140
C15,16

Semiconductors
IC3-6

Miscellaneous

22u 16V tantalum
100n polyester

LF353

Balanced line driver PCB

16 off (M56K)
8 off (M100R)
8 off (M470K)

8 off (WW72P)
2 off (BX76H)

4 off (WQ31J)

(GA I3P)

PARTS LIST
Resistors
RV100,201
Capacitors
C100,200
Miscellaneous

FOR FINAL ASSEMBLY
100k log pot

100n polyester

Collet knob
Collet knob ring
Knob cap red
Knob cap blue
Knob cap green
Knob cap yellow
Panel fuseholder
Fuse IA anti -surge
Mains socket
Mains chassis plug
Double -pole mains rocker switch
Neon indicator lamp
f Stereo jack socket
Mono jack socket
Heavy duty cable type 3202
Hookup wire
Single core screened cable
Lacing cord
Conti! Classic 11 case type CL2CEL
Nuts & Bolts (see hardware list)

tor Mono jack socket. 8 off, if no line driver.
The Classic 11 case is available from West Hyde Developments Ltd., Unit 9, Park
Street Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks HP20 1ET. The order code is CL2CEL and
the price including postage and packing is £18.25 + VAT.

2 off (FW25C)

2 off (BX76H)

8 off
8 off
2 off
2 off
2 off
2 off

8 off
2 off
3m

6m

HARDWARE FITTINGS FOR
P.A. SYSTEM CONTROLLER
Itemised list for each board. All bolts round head unless stated.

Limiter: Mounting: Spacer 6BA 1/2" threaded
Bolt 6BA 'A"
Washer 6BA shakeproof

Crossover: Board: Spacer 6BA '/2" threaded (plus
two nuts to extend length)
Bolt 6BA 'A"
Bolt 6BA 1"
Washer 6BA shakeproof

Mounting: Washer %" (for pot. separators)
Balanced
Line driver: Mounting: Spacer 6BA 1/2" threaded

Bolt 6BA 'A"
Washer 6BA

PSU: Board: Spacer 4BA 1/2" threaded
(transformer mounting)

Bolt 4BA 'A"
Bolt 4BA 1"
Washer 4BA shakeproof

Mounting: Spacer 6BA 1/2" threaded
Bolt 6BA 'A"
Bolt 6BA 1/2"
Nut 6BA
Washer 6BA shakeprocf

PPM: Board: Spacer 68A 1/2" threaded
(plus two nuts to extend length)

Bolt 6BA 'A"
Bolt 6BA 1/2"
Washer 6BA shakeproof
Nut 6BA
Bracket

Mounting: Spacer 6BA 1/2" threaded
Bolt 6BA
Bolt 6BA 'A" countersunk
Washer 6BA shakeproof

Case: Bolt 6BA 1/2" countersunk
Solder Tag
Bolt 6BA 1/2"
Washer 68A shakeproof
Nut 6BA

(RX16S)
(RX18U)
(WL49D)
(WL46A)
(WL478)
(WL50E)
(RX96E)
(WR19V)
(HL16S)
(HL15R)
(YR70M)
(RX82D)
(HF92A)
(HF90X)
(XR32K)
(BLO9K)
(XR13P)
(BL65V)

4 off
8 off
8 off

2 off

3 off
12 off

2 off
4 off
4 off

4 off
4 off
4 off
8 off
4 off
8 off
2 off
2off

10 off

5 off

6 off
6 off
2 off
2 off
2 off
2 off
4 off
2 off
2 off

3 off
3 off

COLLATED LIST OF HARDWARE
Item: No. Pkts. Maplin code:
Spacer 4BA 1/2" threaded 4 off 1 (LR7IN)
Spacer 6BA 1/2" threaded 15 off 2 (LR72P)
Bolt 4BA 'A" 4 off 1 (BFO2C)
Bolt 4BA 1" 4 off 1 (BF04E)
Bolt 6BA 'A" 28 off 3 (BFO5F)
Bolt 6BA 1/2" 4 off 1 (BFO6G)
Bolt 68A 1" 1 off 1 (BFO7H)
Bolt 6BA 'A" countersunk 2 off 1 (LR56L)
Bolt 68A 1/2" countersunk 2 off 1 (BF12N)
Nut 6BA 15 off 2 (BF18U)
Washer 4BA shakeproof 8 off 1 (BF25C)
Washer 6BA shakeproof 38 off 4 (BF26D)
Washer 44" (for pot. separators) 12 off
Solder Tag 6BA 2 off 1 (BF29G)
Brackets 2 off
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From

PLA/L
PLA/N
PLA/E

FS1/2

S1a/3
S1b/4

Earth tag/2
Earth tag/3

PSU/7
PSU/8
PSU/9
PSU/10
PSU/11
PSU/12
PSU/13
PSU/14
PSU/15
PSU/16
PSU/17
PSU/18
PSU/19

Limiter/4
Limiter/5
Limiter/6
Limiter/7
Limiter/8
Limiter/9
Limiter/10
Limiter/11
Limiter/12
Limiter/13
Limiter/14
Limiter/15
Limiter/16
Limiter/17
Limiter/18

Rv 100/1
Rv 100/3
Rv 200/1
Rv 200/3

S4a/1
S4a/2

S4b/2

Crossover RH/3
Crossover RH/4
Crossover LH/3
Crossover LH/4
Crossover RH/5
Crossover RH/6
Crossover LH/5
Crossover LH/6
Crossover RH/7
Crossover RH/8
Crossover LH/7
Crossover LH/8
Crossover RH/11
Crossover RH/12
Crossover LH/11
Crossover LH/12

Balanced line/3
Balanced line/4
Balanced line/5
Balanced line/6
Balanced line/7
Balanced line/8
Balanced line/9
Balanced line/10
Balanced line/11
Balanced line/12
Balanced line/13
Balanced line/14
Balanced line/15
Balanced line/16
Balanced line/17
Balanced line/18
Balanced line/21
Screen not used
Balanced line/24
Screen not used
Balanced line/27
Screen not used

Balanced line/30
Screen not used
Balanced line/33
Screen not used
Balanced line/36
Screen not used
Balanced line/39
Screen not used
Balanced line/40
Screen not used

WIRING DETAILS

To Route

FS1/1 Direct
S1b/2 A
Earth tag 1 Direct

S1a/1 A

PSU/5 A
PSU/3 A

PSU/1 Direct
RV 100 A

Limiter/2
Balanced line/1
Crossover RH/10
Crossover LH/10
Display RH/3
Limiter/1
Not Used
Display RH/2
Limiter/3
Balanced line/2
Crossover RH/9
Crossover LH/9
Display RH/4

Display RH/1
Display LH/1
Crossover RH/2
Crossover RH/1
Crossover LH/1
Crossover LH/2
S2/3
S2/2
S3a/3
Sib/2
S3a/2
Rv 200/3
Rv 200/2
Rv 100/3
Rv 100/2

JK 100/1
JK 100/3
JK 200/1
JK 200/3

Crossover RH/13
Crossover RH/14

Crossover LH/14

Balanced line/32
Balanced line/31
Balanced line/23
Balanced line/22
Balanced line/34
Balanced line/35
Balanced line/25
Balanced line/26
Balanced line/37
Balanced line/38
Balanced line/28
Balanced line/29
Balanced line/41
Balanced line/42
Balanced line/20
Balanced line/19

JK 101/3
JK 101/2
JK 104/2
JK 104/3
JK 103/3
JK 103/2
JK 102/2
JK 102/3
JK 204/3
JK 204/2
JK 203/2
JK 203/3
JK 202/3
JK 202/2
JK 201/2
JK 201/3
JK 201/1
JK 201/3
JK 202/1
JK 202/3
JK 203/1
JK 203/3

JK 204/1
JK 204/3
JK 102/1
JK 102/3
JK 103/1
JK 103/3
JK 104/1
JK 104/3
JK 101/1
JK 101/3

E

E

Direct

Direct

E

E

E

E

E

}13

ID

Direct
Direct

Direct

}F,IF

IF

iF

F

1F

F

}F

}F

}F

IF

tF

lF

tF

IF

IF

Remarks

Solder to case

Link to LH/3

Link to LH/2

Link to LH/4

Screen Screened
Conductor lead
Conductor Screened
Screen lead

Screen Screened
Conductor I lead
Screen I. Screened
Conductor 1 lead

Conductor Screened
Screen I lead
Conductor Screened
Screen lead

Conductor Screened
Screen lead
Conductor Screened
Screen 1 lead
Screen I Screened
Conductor I lead
Screen I Screened
Conductor 1 lead
Screen t Screened
Conductor 1 lead
Screen t Screened
Conductor I lead
Conductor 1 Screened
Screen lead
Conductor

1, Screened
Screen I lead

Screen Screened
Conductor I lead
Conductor t Screened
Screen I lead
Screen Screened
Conductor I lead
Conductor t Screened
Screen I lead
Screen t Screened
Conductor lead
Conductor t Screened
Screen I lead
Screen I. Screened
Conductor I lead
Conductor I Screened
Screen I lead
Conductor t Screened
Screen I lead
Conductor t Screened
Screen I lead
Conductor/ Screened

IScreen lead

Conductor I Screened
Screen ( lead
Conductor I Screened
Screen I lead
Conductor I Screened
Screen ( lead
Conductor I Screened
Screen ( lead
Conductor

1 Screened
Screen I lead

Table 1. Point to point wiring details.
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Rear panel connections.

The PA System
Controller in Use

Obviously, every user of a

system such as this will derive
their own test sequence after a PA
system has been rigged.

A test tape which is carefully
recorded so that the peaks are
exactly at OdB makes a con-
venient sound source. The first
job is to set the input level to the
controller with the mute control in
action. Once the levels are set, the
output levels are checked to be
zero and the mute switched off.
The various parts of the PA are in-
dividually checked, starting with
the TOP of each side. This is
because a reversed connection
may switch bass and treble; the
result of feeding a treble horn with
a 100 watts or so of bass is
probably the most efficient way of
blowing such a horn. Starting at
the top end will avoid this, since
any reversals will become quickly

apparent. Once the correct opera-
tion is established all the levels
are turned up and fine adjust-
ments made with a graphic equa-
liser.

Once the setting up is com-
plete the limiter is usually
switched in, particularly if the
group are unknown. Care must be
taken, since most people tend to
mix up, rather than down, and it is
not unusual to obtain a 10dB
increase over an. evening.

An additional point often over-
looked (even by professional
groups) is to keep the backline
levels down. For a group not used
to playing with a PA it is natural to
turn everything up to 10 (with the
exception of the quality control
which always seems to be set at
zero), but this will not allow a clear
sound to be obtained. The only
way to convince a group of this is
to demonstrate it and show them
that the PA should take the full
force of the sound rather than the
backline. E&MM

C

Guaranteed quality - thousands already
supplied. Any faulty chips should be returned to us

within 12 months of purchase with
proof of purchase for replacement
by return of post.

4116
200 nanoseconds

2114 low power
300 nanoseconds 130 pence

+ VAT each.
Post and Packing free on orders
over £10 - otherwise add £1.
Send cash, cheque, credit cord number or official order to

MICRODIGITAL LIMITED E&MM 9
Freepost (No Stamp Required) Same priceLiverpool L2 2AB.
24 Hr 7 day credit card orders on 051-236 07C7 any quantity
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ClAcurr (BAKER
Readers contributions can be an original feature or constructional article describing
electronic or electro-musical equipment which is ideally a complete building block that will

Capacitor Discharge Doorbell
K. Wood, Ipswich, Suffolk

In the way CDI (Capacitor Dis-
charge Ignition) was developed to
help car ignition problems CDD was
designed to combat the problem of an
extremely long length of wire between
a chiming doorbell and the bell -push.
The resistance of the wire was too
great to ring the bell unless the
batteries were very new, and I couldn't
persuade the other members of the
family that a 'Chroma Chime' was a
good idea.

The circuit shown solves this
problem, as well as offering other
advantages including mains opera-
tion, with sufficient charge retention
to chime once after the mains power
is removed, and most desirably, once
rung, the bell will not ring again for
several seconds - thus defeating
persistent bell pushers.

The circuit operates as follows:
The capacitor bank charges via the
diode at the transformer, the solenoid
and parallel diode and the 100R
resistor. The negative voltage de -

Deaf? CAME 5451...AolD

yelped across the resistor holds the
thyristor off. When the bell -push is
pressed a reverse current flows since
the diode is shorted, this develops a
positive voltage across the resistor
and the thyristor turns on, allowing
the charge stored in the capacitors to
ring the bell.

The construction is straightfor-
ward. The smallest of mains trans-
formers can be used - if the current
drain (in this case 50mA immediately
after the bell is rung falling to virtually
zero for the rest of the time) is too
high, the value of the resistor can be
increased. A test meter should be
used to identify the terminals of the
bell since some makes already have
the diode built in. Choose capacitors
to fit inside the unused battery com-
partment, so that they are close to the
solenoid, and there is no problem
housing them. The total capacitance
should be between 5000uF and
10 000uF, 7500uF was used in the
prototype, these being 10 volt elec-
trolyt ics.

TIV.LSZaCHER
G>s,

Lanka ot01411C1-0.421.

`Neutrix' Style
Cannon Connectors

It has become popular to use
'Neutrix' style Cannon connectors (as
sold by Maplin among others) in place
of the traditional Switchcraft or ITT
products for the simple reason of cost
effectiveness. Most of the economy in
the Neutrix style is obtained by
making the complete mouldings for
the free sockets in plastic, unlike the
true Cannon which is all metal with a
plastic insert. The plastic moulding in
the Neutrix is surrounded by three
metal prongs which are connected to
the case but have no means of
connection to the screen of the
connecting cable.

As a rule no problems are en-
countered with this, but some micro-
phones rely on the metal (and
earthed) body of the Cannon connec-
tor to ground the actual case of
microphone; obviously the Neutrix
will not do this, and the microphone
tends to be very prone to hum and

Go..5JEcnO4 Fs10.,1G
ADDel> Sure./

TO T¢s.rl9FoaMEa
04 COgrelDGE

pLasr1C-

54o4L.v...1,G

141c- (tory

noise while still working properly. The
cure for this is very simple and
involves earthing the case of the
microphone internally. For example a
Shure Unisphere B (one offender)
can be modified by loosening the
screw which holds the microphone
Cannon connector in place (note -
screw in to release) and removing the
Cannon. A link wire is then soldered in
place between the tag which supports
the mounting screw and pin 1

(ground) of the Cannon.

aid the circuitmaker. All ideas and circuits presented for publication should have been
proved before submission and should include a circuit diagram and explanatory text.

Audible Indicator
Warning for cars

The self cancelling indicator
mechanism provided on many cars
does not function on shallow corners
and so an audible warning when the
indicators are on is very useful. The
circuit described here can be easily
added to any cars which do not
already have a 'clicking' indicator.
The circuit gives a short bleep every
time the indicator bulbs light; this is
less obtrusive than a note sounding all
the time the bulbs are on.

The first part of the circuit gene-
rates a 1/2 second logic high on pin 4of
the IC each time power is applied.
This is achieved with the luF capa-
citor which is initially discharged and
so pins 1 & 2 go high immediately
power is applied, going low as the
capacitor charges. Some hysteresis is

.0

SueftY
(tedirdoler

4o1.111E
442. Pin IA

tuO -v. P.. /ono "V

provided by the 390k resistor to
ensure a clean switch between high
and low is obtained. The diode is
included to protect the gate as power
is removed and also provide a quick
discharge path for the capacitor. The
logic level from this part of the circuit
is used to enable a simple oscillator to
produce the actual bleep. The output
of this oscillator is low when it is
disabled, and can be directly con-
nected to a transistor to provide the
drive for a miniature loudspeaker.
The combined impedance of the
speaker and series resistance (if any)
must not be less than 150 ohms. The
circuit requires only two connections
to the car electrics, a ground or
chassis, and a link to one of the
switched indicator bulb supplies -
the most convenient one often being
the flashing light on the instrument
panel.
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Workshop PCB Stand
Malcolm Mitchell, Gorleston on Sea,
Norfolk

This design makes the soldering of
components to printed circuit boards
easier, where it seems one needs a
hand for the iron, the solder, the
board, the component...

The stand is constructed from
'/ inch (or thicker) plastic sheeting
available from model shops, PCB
guide adaptors and polystyrene
cement. Two stands are made as
shown in the diagram, each from two
adaptors and two pieces of the plastic
card. Cut the plastic to the sizes
shown, and cement them together at
right angles. Remove the lip from the
rear of the adaptors and cement them
to the longer side (the vertical) so that
it butts up to the base. The adaptors
should be level and approximately
one inch apart to handle small
boards, although larger stands could
be made for boards over six inches
long.

Care should be taken when solder-
ing, particularly with Veroboard be-
cause the copper strips can come into
contact with the adaptor and melt it if

prolonged heat is used during the
making of the joint. Obviously, the
board is slotted into the stand after
the components have been inserted
with the soldering side upwards. Both
hands are now free to use the solder
and iron because the board is firmly
held.

As an economy measure each of
the adaptors may be cut in half,
leaving each with only 5 slots. The
height of the vertical sheet of plastic
can also be reduced.

2

25

Guide
adaptor

Plastic
sheet

All dim'ns in
mm.
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BASICALLY 3ASIC Graham Hall, B.Sc.

This regular series will attempt to teach BASIC to those who would like to use it for any home,
business, scientific or musical application, but have no previous programming experience.

The READ and
DATA Statements

Previous parts of BASICALLY
BASIC have described how LET state-
ments and INPUT statements can be
used to assign values to variables.
Another method of assigning a value
to a variable uses two statements in
combination - the READ and DATA
statements. Unlike the INPUT state-
ment, the READ and DATA state-
ments operate within the program
instead of interacting at 'run time'
with the user at the terminal, con-
sequently large amounts of data can
be efficiently assigned to a program.

The READ statement is used to
assign the data as the program runs.
The DATA statement contains a list of
values to be assigned to the variables
contained within a READ statement.
The following program illustrates how
the READ and DATA statements are
used in conjunction:

10 READ X, Y, Z
20 PRINT X, Y, Z
30 DATA 10, 3, 1

40 END

Line 10 - The READ statement contains three variables X, Y and Z separated by
commas.
Line 20 - The PRINT statement outputs the contents of each variable to the
terminal.
Line 30 - The DATA statement contains the values that are provided for the
READ statement.
Line 40 - The END statement signifies program completion.

When the program is run, the computer puts all the values in the DATA
statement line in an ordered list and places a 'pointer' at the first value. For
example, in this program the ordered list would be 10, 3, 1 and the pointer
would be placed at the first value in the list (10). When the READ statement is
executed, the first value from the list is placed in the first variable of the READ
line (X). The pointer then moves to the second value (3) and places this value in
the variable Y. Finally, the pointer moves to the last value (1) and places it in the
variable Z. So, X, Y and Z contain the values 10, 3 and 1 respectively. The PRINT
statement on line 20 outputs the contents of each variable to the terminal, so
the output is:
10 3 1

Data statements can be written anywhere in a program, but for clarity it is
usual to write them after the READ and immediately preceding the END
statement. If more than one READ DATA combination is used, it is advisable to
keep all the DATA statements together to avoid possible confusion.

A DATA statement may contain in any combination integers, decimals or
numbers expressed in exponential notation (e.g. 3.142 x 102), each separated
by a comma. They may not contain variables, arithmetic operations, other
functions or fractions. Should a DATA statement line contain an illegal data
item, an error message will be output by the BASIC Interpreter program. If there
are more data items in the DATA statement than variables in the READ
statement, the excess values are ignored. However, if the READ statement has
more variables than values in DATA, an error message will be output when the
program is run. The actual message displayed will depend on the version of
BASIC being used, but it would be something like: ? OUT OF DATA IN LINE 30.

For example, if line 30 of the previous program were omitted or changed to
contain less than three variables, an error message would be output when the
program is run.

It is permissible to have more than one READ statement in a program. A data

item from the DATA line is assigned to a READ variable in the order that the
computer comes to READ statements when the program is run. For example,
the previous program could be written:

10 READ X

20 PRINT X

30 READ Y

40 READ Z

50 PRINT Y,Z
60 DATA 10,3,1
70 END

The output to the terminal would be exactly as before.
The following program illustrates how a large amount of data can be

assigned to a program using the READ and DATA statements. This is an
extremely useful facility as the DATA can be changed easily and the program re-
run to give a different set of results. This particular program could be used as
part of a program which analyses the results of a survey questionnaire:

10 REM DATA ANALYSIS PROGRAM
20 REM INITIALISE COUNTING VARIABLES TO 0
30 LET Y=0 : LET N=0
40 REM READ DATA AND COUNT THE ANSWERS
50 READ D : IF D=-1 THEN GOTO 100
60 IF D=1 THEN Y=Y+1 : GOTO 50
70 IF D=0 THEN N=N+1 : GOTO 50
80 PRINT "DATA ERROR" : GOTO 160
90 REM PRINT THE RESULTS

100 PRINT "YES REPLIES =";Y
110 PRINT "NO REPLIES =";N
120 REM DATA 1=YES, 0=NO, -1= END OF DATA
130 DATA 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0
140 DATA 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1
150 DATA 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, -1
160 END

RUN
YES REPLIES = 16
NO REPLIES = 14

The RESTORE Statement
The RESTORE statement allows a program to use the same values in the

DATA statement for more than one READ statement. This is best illustrated
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eAUTOWAH UNIT
Automatically gives wah or swell sounds with each
guitar note played.

Kit order code = M -SET -58 £16.04
GUITAR EFFECTS UNIT
Modulates the attack, decay and filter characteristics
of a signal from most audio sources producing 8 dif-
ferent switchable sounds that can be further modified
by manual controls.

Kit order code = M -SET -42 £14.11

GUITAR FREQUENCY DOUBLER
Produces an output one octave higher than the input.
Inputs and outputs may be mixed to give greater depth.

Kit order code = M -SET -98 £10.55
GUITAR MULTIPROCESSOR
An extremely versatile sound processing unit capable
of producing, for example, flanging, vibrato, reverb,
fuzz and tremolo as well as other fascinating sounds.
May be used with most electronic instruments. SOme
SW's not incl. in kit - see list for selection.

Kit order code = M -SET -85 £72.90

GUITAR OVERDRIVE
Sophisticated versatile fuzz unit incl. variable controls
affecting the fuzz quality whilst retaining the attack and
decay, and also providing filtering.

Kit order code = M -SET -56 £19.60

GUITAR PRACTICE AMPLIFIER
A 8 watt mains powered amplifier suitable for instru-
ment practise or as a testgear monitor. Drives 8 or 15
ohm speakers (not incl. in kit).

Kit order code = M -SET-106 £18.72

GUITAR SUSTAIN
Maintains the natural attack whilst extending note
duration.

Kit order code = M -SET -75 £11.77

PHASER
An automatically controlled 6 stage phasing unit with
internal oscillator. Depth can be increased with exten-
sion.

Main kit code = M -SET -88 £18.34
Extension kit = M-ADN-88 £7.31

PHASING & VIBRATO
Includes manual and automatic control over the rate
of phasing and vibrato. Capable of superb full sounds.
A separate power supply is included.

Kit order code = M -SET -70 £42.85

SMOOTH FUZZ
As the name implies!

Order code = M -SET -91 £11.68

SPLIT -PHASE TREMOLO
The output of the internal generator is phase -split
and modulated by an input signal. Output amplitudes,
depth and rate are panel controlled. The effect is simi-
lar to a rotary cabinet.

Kit order code = M -SET -102 £27.55

SWITCHED TONE TREBLE BOOST
Provides switched selection of 4 preset tonal re-
sponses.

Kit order code = M -SET -89 £10.51

AUDIO EFFECTS UNIT
A variable siren generator that can produce British
and American police sirens, Star Trek Red Alert, heart
beat monitor sounds, etc.

Kit order code = M -SET -105 £12.91

FUNNY TALKER
Incorporates a ring modulator, chopper and frequency
modulator to produce fascinating sounds when used
with speech and music.

Kit order code = M -SET -99 £15.43

WIND & RAIN EFFECTS
As the name says!

Order code = M- SET -28 £9.94

DISCOSTROBE
A 4 -channel 200 -watt light controller giving a choice
of sequential, random or full strobe mode of operation.

Kit order code = M -SET -57 £36.52

r LIST
Send stamped addressed envelope with all U.K. re-
quests for free list giving fuller details of PCBs, kits and'
other components. Overseas enquiries for list - Europe

L._ send 50p, other countries send £1.00

All kits include
custom designed

L printed circuit boards

KIMBER-ALLEN KEYBOARDS
Claimed by the manufacturers to be the finest moulded
plastic keyboards available. All octaves are c -c, the keys
are plastic, slope fronted, spring loaded, fitted with
actuators and mounted on a robust aluminium frame.
3 -octave £32.43, 4-oct £40.19 - 5-oct £48.53. Gold -
clad contacts (1 needed for each note/type GJ (SPCO)
40p each. Type GB (2 -PR N/O) 46p each.
CHOROSYNTH
A standard keyboard version of the published Elektor
30 -note chorus synthesiser with an amazing variety of
sounds ranging from violin to cello and flute to clarinet
amongst many others.
Kit plus keyboard & contacts =M -SET -100 £114.12
FORMANT SYNTHESISER
For the more advanced constructor who puts perfor-
mance first. This is a very sophisticated 3 -octave syn-
thesiser with a wealth of facilities including 6 oscilla-
tors, 3 waveform converters, voltage controlled filter,
2 envelope shapers and voltage controlled amplifier.
Case and hardware not included - see our lists for fur-
ther details.
Kit plus keyboard & contacts = M -SET -66 £323.35
P.E. MINISONIC SYNTHESISER
A very versatile 3 -octave portable mains operated syn-
thesiser with 2 oscillators, voltage controlled filter, 2
envelope shapers, ring modulator, noise generator,
mixer, power supply and sub -min toggle switches to
select the functions. A case is excluded, but the text
gives comprehensive constructional details.
Kit plus keyboard & contacts = M -SET -38 £169.69

Prices include
15% VAT & U.K. P&P

128 -NOTE SEQUENCER
Enables a voltage controlled synthesiser, such as the
P.E. Minisonic, to automatically play pre-programmed
tunes of up to 32 pitches and 128 notes long. Pro-
grams are initiated from the 4 -octave keyboard and
note length and rhythmic pattern are externally vari-
able.
Kit plus keyboard & contacts = M -SET -76 £114.09
16 -NOTE SEQUENCER
Sequences of up to 16 notes long may be pre-pro-
grammed by the panel controls and fed into most volt-
age -controlled synthesisers. The notes and rhythms
may be changed whilst playing making it more ver-
satile than the name would suggest.

Kit order code = M -SET -86 £60.13
DIGITAL REVERB UNIT
A very advanced unit using sophisticated I.Q. techni-
ques instead of noise -prone mechanical spring lines.
The basic delay range of 24 to 90ms can be extended up
to 450ms using the extension unit. Further delays can
be obtained using more extensions.

Main kit order code = M -SET -78 £67.22
Extension kit = M-ADN-78 £45.94

BASIC COMPONENT SETS
Include specially designed drilled & tinned fibreglass
printed circuit boards, all necessary resistors, capa-
citors, semiconductors, potentiometers and transfor-
mers. They also include basic hardware such as knobs,
sockets, switches, a nominal amount of wire and
solder, a photocopy of the original published text,
and unless otherwise stated, a robust aluminium box.
Most parts may be bought separately. For fuller kit and
component details see our current lists.
Kits originate from projects published in PE, EE and
Elektor.

BARCLAYCARD

Terms: C.W.O., MAIL ORDER OR
COLLECTION BY APPOINTMENT

TEL.: 01-302 6184
(MONDAY -FRIDAY)

RING MODULATOR 41411

Compatible with the formant and most other synthe-
sisers.

Kit order code = M -SET -87 £11.69
WAVEFORM CONVERTER
Converts saw -tooth waveform into sinewave, mark -
space sawtooth, regular triangle, or squarewave with
variable mark -space. Ideally one should be used with
each synthesiser oscillator.

Kit order code = M -SET -67 £20.13
RHYTHM GENERATORS
Two different kits - the control units are designed
around the M252 and M253 rhythm-gen chips which
produce pre-programmed switch -selectable rhythms
driving 10 effects instrument generators feeding into a
mixer.
12 -rhythm unit = M -SET -103-258 £64.10
15 -rhythm unit = M -SET -103-252 £57.26
6 -CHANNEL MIXER
A high specification stereo mixer with variable input
impedances. Specs given in our lists. The kit excludes
some SW's - see lists for selection. The extension gives
two extra channels.

Main kit code = M -SET -90 £88.99
Extension kit = M-ADN-90 £11.74

3 -CHANNEL STEREO MIXER
Full level control on left and right of each channel, and
with master output control and headphone monitor.

Kit order code = M -SET -107 £18.68
3 -MICROPHONE STEREO MIXER
Enables stereo live recordings to be made without the
hole in the middle effect. Independent control of each
microphone.

Kit order code = M -SET -108 £12.31
HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
For use with magnetic, ceramic or crystal pick-ups,
tapedeck or tuner, and for most headphones. Designed
with RIAA equalisation.

Kit order code = M -SET -104 £18.10
VOICE OPERATED FADER
For automatically reducing music volume during disco
talk -over.

Kit order code = M -SET -30 £7.80
DYNAMIC NOISE LIMITER
Very effective stereo circuit for reducing noise found
in most tape recordings.

Kit order code = M -SET -97 £12.67
DYNAMIC RANGE LIMITER
Automatically controls sound output levels.

Kit order code = M -SET -62 £9.51
TUNING FORK
Produces 84 switch -selectable frequency -accurate
tones with LED monitor displaying beat -note adjust-
ments.

Kit order code = M -SET -46 £34.56
TUNING INDICATOR
A simple octave frequency comparitor for use with syn-
thesisers where the full versatility of Kit 46 is not
needed.

Kit order code =PULSEM-SET-69
£14.41

GENERATOR
Produces controllable pulse widths from 100NS to
2 sec. variable frequency range of 0.1 HZ to 100HZ.

Kit order code = M -SET -115 £21.45
SIGNAL TRACER & GENERATOR
Allows audio signals to be injected into circuits under
test, and for tracing their continuity. Includes frequency
& level controls.

Kit order code = M -SET -109 £15.31
WAVEFORM GENERATOR
Provides sine, square and triangular wave outputs vari-
able between 1HZ & 100KHZ up to lOy P -P.

Kit order code = M -SET -112 £21.58 
SPEECH PROCESSOR
Improves the intelligibility of noisy or fluctuating
speech signals, and ideal for inserting into P.A. or
C.B. radio systems.

Kit order code =
FREQUENCY COUNTER

£9.21
ER-SET

-110

A4 -digit counter
for 1HZ to 99HZ with 1HZ sampling

rate.
Kit order code = M -SET -79 £43.30

EXPOSURE TIMER
Controls up to 750 watts in 0.5 sec. steps up to 10
minutes, with built-in audio alarm.

Kit order code = M -SET -98 £36.44

More kits and
Components

are in our Lists

PHONOSONICS : Dept E&MM9: 22 HIGH ST. : SIDCUP : KENT : DA14 6EH
More kits and components are in our lists. Prices correct at time of press. E&OE subject to availability
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using an example program:
10 READ X,Y,Z
20 PRINT X,Y,Z
30 RESTORE
40 READ A,B,C
50 PRINT A,B,C
60 DATA 3,4,5
70 END

RUN
3 4 5
3 4 5

This program has six READ statement variables, three on line 10 and three
on line 40. However, the DATA statement on line 60 has only three values. The
effect of the RESTORE statement at line 30 is to place the pointer back at the
beginning of the DATA list after the first READ statement has used the three
values. These same three values are now available for the second READ
statement. If the RESTORE statement were not included, the program would
run out of data at line 40.

String Variables
So far the only type of variables used in programs have been numeric

variables, which set aside a storage location in the computer's memory for
numbers. BASIC also allows memory space to be reserved for strings of
characters using 'string variables'. A character string is any combination of
symbols enclosed on quotation marks (already strings have been used in the
form of quoted messages to be output to the terminal by the PRINT statement).
For example "THIS IS A STRING!" is a character string. The characters enclosed
within the quotation marks may include letters, numbers, punctuation marks
and relational or arithmetic operators in any combination (this is called
'alphanumeric data').

String variables are designated by a single letter (A to Z) immediately
followed by a 'dollar' sign ($). Some versions of BASIC also allow a letter and
number combination followed by a dollar sign as a string variable. For example,
A$, Z$, J$, A1$, A9$ and Z0$ are all permissible names for string variables.
Some examples of variable names which are invalid are: Al, 1A$, $B and B$1.
Should an invalid name be used as a string variable, the BASIC interpreter
progi'am will output an appropriate error message.

The number of characters which can be placed in a string is restricted; the
limit varies from system to system. It is possible to reserve additional space by
explicitly declaring the maximum length a string variable can take using the
DIM (DIMension) statement. For example, space for 50 characters will be
reserved for the string variable B$ by the statement: 10 DIM B$ (50). Usually
this is only necessary if the string is to be greater than 10 characters in length.

String Assignment
Alphanumeric data can be assigned to string variables with a LET statement,

INPUT statement or READ DATA statements. First, assignment with the LET
statement will be considered. The assignment is made by specifying the LET
statement followed by the variable name, an equal sign, and the string data
enclosed in quotation marks (also called a 'string constant'). For example, the
following statement is a valid string assignment:
10 LET B$="BAS1CALLY BASIC"
This string can be output to the terminal using the PRINT statement:

10 DIM B$ (20)
20 LET B$="BAS1CALLY BASIC"
30 PRINT B$
40 END
When this program is executed by typing the 'RUN' command the output to the
terminal is:
BASICALLY BASIC

The assignment of a string constant to a string variable at RUN time is
achieved by using the INPUT statement as follows:
10 INPUT B$
where B$ is the string variable name representing the storage location of the
data. When this statement is executed an INPUT prompt appears on the
terminal. In response to this, as many characters as will fit on one line can be
typed (providing space has been allocated for a string of this length to be
stored). The following program accepts a string constant as a response to the
INPUT prompt:
10 INPUT B$
20 PRINT B$
30 END

RUN
?BASICALLY BASIC (input to the terminal is underlined)
BASICALLY BASIC

After typing RUN, the question mark input prompt is output to the terminal
after which any string can be typed. (Note that quotation marks are not required
as part of the input string.)

To assign string data to a program using the READ and DATA statements, the
READ statement is specified with string variables that represent memory
locations for the strings that are assigned by the DATA statement. For example,
this program assigns a string to each of three string variables:
10 READ A$, B$, C$
20 PRINT A$, B$, C$
30 DATA ONE, TWO, THREE
40 END

RUN
ONE TWO THREE
The output of the program is shown after the RUN command. The strings in the
DATA statement do not normally need to be enclosed in quotation marks.
However, there are certain cases where they must be - these are if the string
contains commas, or leading, embedded, or trailing spaces. or begins with a
number. The following program demonstrates this:
10 READ A$, B$, C$
20 PRINT A$; B$; C$
30 DATA "THE MONTH IS", "SEP.,", "1981"
40 END

RUN
THE MONTH IS SEP., 1981
(Note that the output is not spaced out because a semicolon has been used in
the PRINT statement to separate the string variables).

Later in this series, the complete set of operations which can be performed
on BASIC strings will be described. These operations include calculation,
conversion, and manipulation by means of string functions. E&MM

BINDERS
NOW AVAILABLE

Keep your copies of
ELECTRONICS &
MUSIC MAKER in this
elegant silver binder
(holds 12 copies) with our
special E&MM logo in blue
and red on the cover
and spine.
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Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Overseas payments including Republic of Eire should be covered by Bankers draft in
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ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Binders)
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MICROPROCESSORS
PeterPeter S. Kershaw B.Sc (Eng.)

The aim of this series of articles is to teach by example the basic principles of microprocessor hardware and software to the level at which the
reader will be able to understand, modify and even design microprocessor -based projects.

Part 6 -A complete hardware/software design exercise

In part five, we looked in detail at the hardware design of a hypothetical
car computer'. This month the example is considerably more practical -
a scanned synthesiser keyboard. This circuit has been built and is now in

continuous use in a digital synthesiser. The hardware design is presented in
less detail as most of the main pbints were covered last month, but the software,
construction and testing are described in full.

Specification
The requirement is for a 5 -octave (C -C) keyboard which interfaces directly

to the data bus of the synthesiser's processor and which when read will give the
number of any key which has changed (numbered sequentially from bottom
C=1) and whether it has been depressed or released. It must be able to handle
multiple depressions and releases between reads from the main processor.
This means that some sort of output buffer is required, implemented in
software. All switch contacts bounce when closed, that is they open and close
several times before finally remaining closed. Experiment showed that the
keyboard contacts (gold-plated wire) finished bouncing within 2ms. If the key is
examined too frequently it may register as being pressed, released and pressed
again in very quick succession. Thus, the status of each key should be
examined no more frequently than once every 2ms, but often enough that there
is no audible delay in response. In fact, the scan time of the final circuit is
7.5ms.

Hardware
The complete circuit of the keyboard controller is shown in Figure 1. Again,

the Z80 CPU has been used. The use of other processors is discussed at the end
of this article.

Memory and I/O address decoding is performed by IC2. The ROM is the
standard 2K x 8 2716, although only a very small amount of program space is
actually required. Also, very little RAM is required (for key status, output buffer
and stack) and the 128 x 8 MC6810 should be adequate. This is one of the few
RAMs which are a whole byte wide.

IC5 and IC6 handle the keyboard scanning. IC5 is an octal D -type flip-flop.
Data is written to the device, to ground one output at a time. The inputs to IC6
(an octal 3 -state buffer) are read and any zeros indicate a key closure in the row
currently being grounded by IC5. A diode (e.g. IN4148) is required for each key
to isolate it from all the others. The circuit would work without the 4k7 pull-up
resistors as TTL inputs 'float' high. However, these resistors improve noise
immunity, particularly necessary if the leads from IC5/6 to the keyboard are
long.

IC7 is an octal D -type flip-flop with 3 -state outputs (like a 74LS273 followed
by a 74LS244). Its outputs are connected directly to the data bus of the main
processor.

The circuit operates as follows. The keyboard is scanned continually by the
software. When a key depression or release is detected, the key number is
entered into the output buffer. When IC7 is read by the main processor, IC8 is set
and an interrupt is signalled. In interrupt mode 1, this causes a jump to address
38H. The interrupt handling routine gets data from the output buffer (if there is
any) and writes it to IC7, simultaneously clearing the interrupt source (IC8). Bits
0-5 give the key number (1-61), bit 6 indicates key depression/release and bit 7
is connected to the INT input to show whether the data in IC7 has been replaced
since the last KEYBOARD READ.

The memory and I/O addressing is as follows:
0000 - 07FF ROM
0800 - 087F RAM
1000 Key scan out
1800 Key sense in
2000 Data out

Construction
Several methods may be used to construct a prototype board. One of the

Completed controller board.

quickest and cheapest is to use Verowire on a DIP board. The DIP board is a
pre -drilled, double -sided PCB which accepts digital ICs and has special lines for
power supplies. The Verowire is fine gauge wire insulated with a material which
melts when raised to soldering temperature. Using a special dispenser, the wire
is wrapped around the pin of an IC (or IC holder). The wire is then run to other
ICs along special combs. The entire circuit of Figure 1 was built in less than two
hours and the resultant board is shown in the photos.

Note the lOnF decoupling capacitors. At least one of these is required for
each IC, in order to stop noise spikes on the supply causing spurious switching.
One lOnF capacitor each should be used for the 'current guzzlers' such as the
CPU.

Software
In the May issue of E&MM, we discussed the various ways of writing

microprocessor software. For such a simple application as this, there is little
point in using a high-level language, and Z80 assembler code has been used.
Some programmers draw flowcharts and code from them, whilst others prefer
to code directly. My approach is a compromise - the simple routines are coded
directly whilst logically complex routines are flowcharted first. The software can
be split into several main areas:
Initialisation
Interrupt handling (fetch from output buffer)
Store data in output buffer
Keyboard scanning

A listing of the software is shown in Table 1. The columns are from left to
right: line number, address, object code, label, opcode, operands, comments.
System Equates will allow us to refer to addresses and constants by labels in the
program.
RAM Allocation - allocates the RAM area starting from 0800H (this assembler
interprets numbers as hexadecimal by default). The 64 -bit KEYTAB holds the
current keyboard status and is constantly compared with the data from the
keyboard scanning routine to check for a depression or release. The DEFS
statement reserves areas of memory and assigns addresses to labels.
FIFO - the output buffer is of the First In -First Out (FIFO) type. For this we require
a buffer area, an input pointer (FIFOIN), an output pointer (FIFOUT) and a
character counter (NU MCHR). When a character is entered into the FIFO, the
input pointer and character counter are incremented. When a character is
removed, the output pointer is incremented and the character counter is
decremented. The buffer is circular so when either pointer reaches Fl FEN D it
wraps around to FISTRT again.
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Figure 1. Complete circuit of the Keyboard Controller.
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COMPUTING

Table 1 continued
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6502
Controller board

The 6502 Controller Board
has been designed to meet the

needs of the O.E.M., but may also be
considered by the serious enthusiast & engineers/technicians

Serial I/O RS232 Software selectable baud rates
Cassette I/O Software controlled
Expansion 32K ROM BOARD, TAN RAM, PARALLEL

I/O CARD, SERIAL I/O CARD, HI-RES GRAPHICS
SPECIFICATION
CPU 6502 (1, 2 or 3 MHz versions)
Clock crystal controlled
RAM 1K to 8K Bytes Static
ROM 2716 or 2732 up to 16K
Parallel I/O One or Two VIA type 6522 providing up to 32

I/O lines with handshake and 4 sixteen bit counter timers
Price: from f60.00 to f120 (includes TANBUG) ex VAT

Fully expanded, the 6502 Controller board can provide 16K RAM,
32 I/O lines with handshake, serial I/O port and a cassette interface.
The architecture is identical to the Microtan/TANEX combination, enabling
TANBUG V2.3, X Bug and Microsoft BASIC to be used. Furthermore, the
O.E.M. can develop software on a Microtan System and transfer the
firmware to the controller board with confidence.

For further information
call PAUL KA UFMA N at

TANGERINE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

DEPT. E&MM/9
Forehill Works

Forehill, Ely, Cambs., England
Telephone: (0353) 3633

Please send me full information on the
NEW 6502 CONTROLLER BOARD.

Name:

Address

E&MM/9

Please enclose 12p stamp - Thank You
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Figure 2. Keyboard Scanning Routine.

Initialisation - first sets the initial values of variable data. The Load and
Increment Repeat (LDIR) instruction loads the block of data starting at (HL) to
the area starting at (DE) for the length in BC. The XOR A instruction is frequently
used to clear register A. The stack pointer is initialised at the end of RAM,
interrupts are enabled and a relative jump executed to the keyboard scanning
routine.
The Keyboard Scanning Routine is flowcharted in Figure 2. This is referred to as
the background routine. A scan mask is initialised with one bit set to zero.
This is rotated left by the R LC instruction to ground each keyboard line in turn.
At line 4F0 the data read from IC6 is exclusive - OR'ed with the previous key
status. This will leave a byte which is zero everywhere except where the two
bytes being compared differ. By then shifting this different byte into the carry
flag (line 550) each bit is tested in turn. If a difference is found, the output data
is calculated (lines 570-5B0) and placed in the FIFO by the FIFSTO subroutine.
The appropriate byte in KEYTAB is rotated before returning to test the next bit.
The DJNZ instruction is very useful for program loops. Register B is
decremented and a relative jump occurs if register B is not zero. This is
illustrated clearly in the timing delay loop (lines 600-610). This delay is
necessary to give a scan period of 7.5ms. The time taken to execute the KSCAN
routine may be found either by calculation from data in the Z80 manual or by
trial and error. The latter approach is usually far quicker. Remember, though,
that execution times may vary, depending upon the results of software
decisions.
FIFSTO is the subroutine used to place output data into the FIFO. The contents
of DE and HL are saved at the start of the routine and restored at the end. Also,
interrupts are disabled for the duration of the routine. This is because the same
variables (FIFOIN, FIFOUT and NU MCHR) are changed by the interrupt handler.
Note that the 16 -bit addresses (FIFOIN) and (FI FEN D+ 1) must be compared. As
there is no 16 -bit compare instruction, this is done by subtracting the two
numbers in line 7F0. This is a subtract -with -carry (SBC) so the carry flag must
first be cleared (line 7E0).
The Interrupt Handler gets data from the FIFO buffer and writes it to IC7. The
routine is similar to FIFSTO. The alternate register set is used during the routine
and interrupts are disabled automatically for its duration and so must be re -
enabled before returning.

Testing
The signals present within a microprocessor system are complex and

problems are often difficult to track down. Many very sophisticated (and
expensive) pieces of equipment are available to the professional engineer. For
example, logic analysers monitor the system buses and trace program
execution, and in -circuit emulators simulate operation of the processor
enabling the engineer to monitor precisely the circuit functions.

However, few people can afford to have such equipment in their home. But it
is still possible to test and debug systems with nothing more than an
oscilloscope and some imagination. The following is a description of the
methods used to test the keyboard scanner.

First, the Z80 CPU was installed in its socket and set to free -run. This is done
by forcing on to the data bus an instruction which is executed entirely internally
to the processor. In this case, the no -operation instruction (NOP, code 00H) was
used. This was done using 9 short pieces of wire all joined at one end. Eight of
them were inserted into the data pins of the IC3 socket, the last being connected
to OV. When IC1 was powered up and the clock applied the NOP instruction was
executed, the address bus incremented, NOP executed again, etc. Thus, the
address bus cycled continuously through its 64K address range. This was
monitored using an oscilloscope. A7 -A15 produce squarewaves at frequencies
in ratios of powers of 2. A0 -A6 are a little more complex as refresh addresses are
also produced. However, simultaneous monitoring of RFSH can be used to locate

Wiring side of circuit board.

Keyboard wiring.

the refresh cycles. Free -running the processor confirms that the address bus
has no short or open circuits and confirms that some of the processor functions
are working.

IC2 was then installed and this produced a cycling between the 0 outputs
confirming that address decoding worked.

Next, a very simple program was written which wrote data to IC5 and read
from IC6. For testing purposes, the outputs of IC5 were temporarily connected
to the inputs of IC6. The result was written to IC7. This program confirmed that
IC3 was connected correctly and that ICs 5, 6 and 7 were working. It also
provided further testing of the CPU. The special test program also included a
verification of the RAM.

To test the functioning of the complete system, a special circuit was made
up on a breadboard. This comprised a pulse generator to synthesise the
KEYBOARD READ signal and two hexadecimal displays to monitor the outputs of
IC7. Whilst providing regular pulses and pressing and releasing keys, the output
data was verified as correct.

It is, of course, quite possible to simply plug in the final program ROM and try
the complete circuit immediately. However, complex microprocessor circuits
rarely work first time, if only due to wiring errors, and it is then necessary to strip
the circuit down again to locate faults.

If errors are found in the Verowiring, it is only necessary to cut the
appropriate wire at both ends and put a new wire in. It is not necessary to
remove the old wire from the loom.

Most microprocessor development systems offer some assistance in
debugging software. In particular, they allow you to execute programs one
instruction at a time (single -stepping) whilst monitoring register contents and
flags.

Alternative Implementations
The package count of the system could have been greatly reduced by using a

single -chip microcomputer. For example, the 8039 has 128 bytes of RAM, a
clock oscillator and 3 I/O ports. Thus a complete keyboard controller would
require only an 8039, a ROM and a crystal. For high volume production, devices
are available which also have internal ROM, allowing the implementation of a
single -chip keyboard controller. E&MM
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THE NEW, VERSATILE, EFFECTS PROCESSOR
THE DRAWMER DMT 1080 MULTI TRACKER

Studio Equipment Services Ltd.
The Shop, 100 Hamilton Road, London NW11 9DY.
Telephone: 01-458 9133 Telex: 87515 WISCO G

WHEN YOU BUY THE
REVOLUTIONARY

CASIO-VL TONE
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

FROM

riosinoitttt

colour leaflet available

awr

MiCrQ INSTANT DIRECT
Musical MAIL SERVICE

You've read about it, talked about it, now buy it and take
advantage of the following:
*FREE OFFER
With every order for a VL-Tone, Micro Musical Ltd will give
absolutely free for a limited period a:
CONSTRUCTORS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PACK
Comprising ten 7400 IC, ten BC 183L transistors, one 7805
regulator. Brand new components worth £2.60.
Ex -stock delivery or money back, generous maker's guarantee.
To order your VL-Tone and free kit send a cheque or money
order for £35.95 (which includes VAT, post and packing) or
telephone with your Access credit card number
(no postage required). INTEREST "FREE" CREDIT AVAILABLE

Micro Musical Limited
FREE POST

DEPT E&MM/9, 37 WOOD LANE, SHILTON, COVENTRY CV7 9BR
Telephone: 0203 616760 (offer closes 31st December 1981)

SPEECHTIME THE HAND HELD TALKING CLOCK

"PRESS BUTTON FOR CLOCK TO SPEAK"

SPECIFICATIONS
Stylish slimline stainless steel silver/black case.
Fits into top pocket.
Size: 4.8" x 2.7" x 0.8"

Computer technology micro chips
- electronically synthesized speech
- quartz accuracy

ALL KITS
Includes battery, solder,
comprehensive
instructions -
everything required
to build in
an evening

EXCITING AS A "PROJECT"
IDEAL AS A "GIFT"

Price: £29.50
including VAT

for the complete kit

£34.95 including VAT
for the ready built model

CARRIAGE FREE

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

If you are not completely satisfied
with your Speechtime, return it
within 10 days in its original con-
dition and your money will be
refunded

ORDERING: Cheque/Postal Order/or Access to:
SILICON SPEECH SYSTEMS
Dept. E&MM/9
Portway Industrial Estate
Hampshire SP10 3WW. Tel 0264 64455
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ELECTRO-MUSIC

OrganTalk Ken Lenton-Smith

0 ne difficulty", remarked a

reader recently, "is how to play
the thing once it has been

made!" He went on to mention that he
had obtained some music scored in
Klavarscribo, which he thought
avoided the difficulties for the be-
ginner reading conventional scores.

There will be a number of readers
who sympathise with his remark. It
certainly does seem a pity that the
constructor has to ask someone else
to play his instrument - which was
probably made with his own enjoy-
ment at the keyboard in mind.

Well, this is where I feel I have to
stick my neck out somewhat - and no
doubt wait for the brickbats! The -
problem with electronic music gene-
rally is that the subject attracts those
who, by and large, hail from two
different sources. The skilled musi-
cian who tackles a constructional pro-
ject may well get bogged down for a
while with unfamiliar technicalities
and have difficulty in understanding
circuit diagrams or even reading re-
sistor colour codes!

On the other hand, the electronics
expert will sail through these minor
details but won't know an acciacca-
tura from an appoggiatura, will have
difficulty in reading even a single line
score and will be floored when asked
to play F#m7!

Chacun A son goCit, as they say.
But is it really a case of 'never the
twain shall meet'? As far as the prac-
tised musician is concerned, reading
this magazine ought soon to get him
into the ways of electronics gene-
rally. In many respects, of the two
groups under consideration, he is the
better off.

The electronics man turned musi-
cian is somewhat at a disadvantage
because electronic music is the
marriage of a science and an art.
Learning that particular science is
possibly easier than the art of music:
after all, constructing a kit organ is
largely a case of following instructions
with care. If you query this comment I
would add that a science is something
that is systematic and obeys certain
fixed principles (like Ohm's and
Boyle's Laws). An art is a practical
skill and, although it may require
guiding principles, is largely creative
and expressive.

In music, it is necessary to learn
those guiding principles before one
can hope to begin the creative and
expressive experiments. Those prin-
ciples are the Rudiments of Music:
all music shops stock this publica-
tion and I would strongly advise any
budding musician to own a copy.

This deals, of course. with con-
ventional music notation and I recom-
mend the conventional as that system
is not only universal but eventually
leads to a good understanding of what
you are doing.
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Figure 1. Klavarscribo.

The modern home organ is usually
bristling with aids to the beginner -
rhythm unit, one finger chords, auto -
chord and even lights under the keys.
Automatic Orchestra Computer and
pedal systems that find the notes for
you or offer automatic bass patterns
are other facilities. Some of these can
pall after a while, yet oddly enough in.
the hands of a really accomplished
player they can become embellish-
ments to a brilliant performance.

It should be borne in mind that
these beginners aids are what sell
organs best of all. They cost money, of
course, and have to be taken as non -
optional extras although many musi-
cians would prefer more 'straight'
organ for what they are paying.

With practice, there comes a time
when one wishes to dispense with
many of these frills - except per-
haps the rhythm unit. For the pur-
poses of this dissertation, let us ignore
the aids for a moment and concen-
trate on the organ we are left with: in
all probability it will amount to two 44 -
note manuals and 13 pedals, most of
the tonal variation being available on
the upper manual.

The 'King of Instruments' was
crowned long before gimmicks were
added and - even in the case of the
small basic instrument just men-
tioned - what makes playing it a most
exciting and enjoyable experience is
that it is the most complete musical
instrument devised. You make what
you will of your 'one man band' (- or
'one man orchestra' in view of synthe-
sised orchestral voices?) using every
limb you possess!

In order to get the best out of the
organ, it is necessary to know some-.
thing about harmony and chord struc-
ture. Neither one finger chords nor
Klavarscribo will help in this direc-
tion.

Let's take a closer look at Klavar-
scribo, which was first introduced in
Holland in 1931 by a Dutchman, Cor-
nelius Pot, and has a certain follow-
ing on the Continent. Although some
20,000 editions of Klavar are avail-

able, it cannot be purchased every-
where - and this figure covers scores
for various musical instruments. The
music is written on a vertical 'stave'
and read from top to bottom - ideally
suited to Oriental musicians? Figure 1
is an example.

Can you guess the title of the tune
portrayed without going to a key-
board? The 'stave' consists of lines
that are mentally extended above the
black notes of the keyboard. The
group of three black keys has thicker
lines than those relating to the other
two black notes.

A black dot is placed on the line to
indicate a black note and white dots
between lines to show white notes.
This music is a pictorial represen-
tation of finger positiOns, so the
names of notes do not matter. There is
no key signature or accidentals, the
system being the musical equivalent
of painting by numbers.

Fine - you can produce pleasing:
music without having a clue ... The.
publishers think it is a simple system'
because:
1) The same image in all octaves,

clefs being superfluous.
2) 12 notes per octave instead of 7. j

3) Nothing to remember, all infor-
mation being pictorial.

4) Duration symbols not required as
graphic portrayal is self-evident.

5) It indicates which hand should be,
used.

6) No ledger lines to contend with.
7) Subdivision of the bar is shown.

accurately.
At first sight, this is the proverbial!

answer to a maiden's prayer. When
you sit down and play, even the parrot
will compliment you with "Who's a
Klavar boy, then?" So why haven't we
all adopted this sytem and thrown
away the conventional dots?

Certainly there are advantages for
the very raw beginner - but he will al-
ways stay at that level: the main,
disadvantage is that you don't have to
think. The whole point of music for
many people is as a means of relaxa-
tion - but lack of thought will not get

anyone far in the field of electronics or
music.

With Klavarscribo, the beginner
can not progress very far musically as
he will have no idea of the pictorial
chord he is playing or the key con-
cerned.

The organ has always been a

excellent instrument for extempori-
sation, which requires a good know-
ledge of chord structure and har-
monic progression. Admittedly, there
are some who can play by ear with a
semblance of perfect harmonic
accompaniment, but not very many:
in any case, they would not require
any type of music notation.

It is only too easy to get into the
habit: once hooked on Pot (I mean
Klavar, of course!), it might be dif-
ficult to get out of it and really learn
something of music.

Better still, get into the habit of
conventional notation which might
seem more difficult at first but the
structure of the music will soon begin
to mean something. Once this stage
has been reached, music starts to
become a pleasure (instead of the
drudgery associated with school-
days).

Modern circuit diagrams are often
rather complex, so it is necessary to
settle down and study them quietly in
order to grasp what is actually hap-
pening. The same approach - and
both need practice - should be
applied to'learning music.

You may tell me that the peak age
for learning is reputed to be around 15
years. If that appears to exclude the
majority of E&MM readers from learn-,
ing music, the same must apply to
electronics - the main reason this
magazine is sought after!

So, if you happen to be at the
threshhold of music, stick to con-
ventional scores and buy 'Rudiments
of Music' for light bedtime reading!

Organ scores for the type of music
you may most wish to play may not be
available, so it will be necessary to re-
think piano scores (as they sound
ghastly, as written, on an organ). To do
this, some musical knowledge is re-
quired, especially concerning chord
symbols and harmony. In subsequent
articles I hope to offer some prac-
tical ideas on these subjects - for
which the bedtime reading will be
necessary.

Whether you buy an organ kit or
design and build, a great deal of
patient, hard work is involved. One
has to be tenacious and prepared to
spend plenty of spare time on the
project. May I leave certain readers
with the thought that if they have
expended time, energy and cash on a
constructional project, the very least
they owe themselves is to learn to play
their new toy! E&MM
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AT YOUR SERVICE - 30 YEARS OF ELECTRONICS EXPERTISE...

KLAUS WUNDERLICH

WHEN YOU BUILD A WERSI ORGAN WITH

MARK SHAKESPEARE

WE RSI electronic organs are the creme de la creme of electronic organs, each instrument
has superlative performance and incorporates advanced engineering design making
WERSI the number one choice for famous artists like Klaus Wunderlich, Franz Lambert
and Mark Shakespeare. Because, however, WERSI instruments were designed for home
construction, the saving of approximately 60% of the completed instrument price makes
them opportune for all to own.
You need have no qualms about Home construction - instruction manuals are easy to
follow, and Electro-Voice with thirty years of experience in the field of electronics
guarantee to support you (free of charge) from start to completion of your organ (evening
and weekend telephone engineering service available).
Electro-Voice now have four fully equipped studios - each supported by a team which
includes a professional demonstrator and fully trained engineers. We appreciate that
buying/building a WERSI organ represents a big decision - that's why we think it
important that our customers have the opportunity to see, hear and discuss fully the very
special WERSI concept. Meet the Electro-Voice team and enjoy without any obligation a
very personal demonstration of the WERSI organ of your choice (addresses below).

Mark Shakespeare music "As You Like It" is the title of

`,\NP Mark's very latest album and includes titles like: 'You
NEW Don't Bring Me Flowers', 'ABBA Selection', 'New York

ASE New York', 'If You Go Away', 'Fats Waller Selection',
'Bermuda Triangle', and many more.
(ALBUM OR CASSETTE AVAILABLE FROM ELECTRO-
VOICE HEAD OFFICE - see coupon below)

Head Office & Showroom: Nottingham:
Maple Cross Industrial Estate, 389 Aspley Lane,
Denham Way, Nottingham.
Rickmansworth, Herts. Tel: (Nottingham) 296311
Tel: (Rickmansworth) 75381

OWENS!

Iptwith
Town entry

Ipswich:
486 Felixstowe Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk.
Tel: (Ipswich 0473) 710051

Scotland:
626 Lanark Road,
Juniper Green, Edinburgh 14
Tel: (Edinburgh 031) 4248
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0 ne subject in Hi-Fi that has,
been shrouded - I believe
deliberately - in mystery is

crossover design. Every speaker con-
struction project that I have read.
glosses over many of the finer design
points. In an attempt to show that,
crossovers are well within the design
capability of most enthusiasts I will
explain how it's done.

The first thing needed when de-
signing a multiway speaker system is
the crossover frequency. Most
woofers are not renowned for their
treble response and tend to roll off at a
few kHz. Tweeters, on the other hand,
have a 'bass' resonance, usually
around 1kHz. Naturally they cannot
be used below this frequency. When
choosing units the frequency ranges
handled must overlap preferably by at
least an octave. Having established
this crossover frequency, it should be
placed in the centre of the overlap. For
example let's assume we have a
woofer that will respond to 4k Hz and a
tweeter that goes down to 2.5kHz.

Subtracting 2.5kHz from 4kHz
gives us 1.5kHz. Half of this is 750Hz
so our crossover will be at 2.5kHz
+750Hz =3.25kHz.

It is now necessary to measure the
impedances of the drive units at
3.25kHz. To do this you will need a
signal generator, a 100R resistor and
an oscilloscope. The resistor is wired
in series with the speaker and a sine
wave at the crossover frequency,
3.25kHz, fed to it. The impedance of
the speaker is then found from the
relationship, Z=100 Vd

VO-Nd
Where Z is the impedance in

Ohms, Vd is the RMS voltage across
the speaker and Vo the RMS output
voltage fed into the network.

When the impedances of the
speakers have been determined, they
should be mounted in the cabinet and
the relative efficiencies measured.
This is achieved by measuring the
output of each speaker in isolation,
when fed from the signal generator.
The procedure is as follows:

Take the speaker cabinet outside
and lay it on the ground with the drive
units pointing upwards. Position a
microphone about a foot away and
between the two drive units. Feed a
sine wave at the crossover frequency
into the woofer and adjust the output
to a convenient level observing the
mic output on an oscilloscope. Feed
the sine wave into the tweeter and
adjust the output until the 'scope
shows the same level as the woofer.
By noting the inputs required for each
unit the relative efficiencies can be
found. Usually the tweeter will be
much more efficient than the woofer.
The simplest way to get the efficienc-
ies equal is to put a resistor in series
with the tweeter. It's best to use a 22R
pot in series and adjust it, monitoring
the tweeter's output with the aid of the

HI-FI
Jeff Macaulay

Ll=r2T,
2Trf 4fTfZw

L2=v 2Zt
2nf

C2=.5-
4iffZt

Where L is in Henrys, C is in Farads.
f=crossover frequency in Hertz.
Zw=woofer impedance at fHz.
Zt=tweeter impedance at fHz.

VIN

Ll

C2

Cl z

Figure 1. Basic crossover circuit and equations for determining component values.

mic and 'scope. Measure the resis-
tance setting and use the nearest
value component in series with the
tweeter in the crossover network.

Remember though that this will
now modify the impedance of the
tweeter and this must now be re -
measured as before with the resis-
tance in series. Crossovers have
various electrical slopes dependent
on their complexity. Generally, as one
might expect, the higher the slope the
more difficult the design equations
become. The nearest thing to a

universal crossover is the second
order type and I will concentrate on
this type. Figure 1 details the basic
circuit and the equations for deter-
mining the component values.

That's all there is to it really,
although you have to be careful when
selecting components. Electrolytics
are out. Apart from their wide
tolerance they tend to explode when

subjected to AC! Paper types are ideal
although polyester types are probably
easier to obtain. Awkward values can
be formed by wiring standard vajues
in series/parallel. Chokes can either
be air cored, or wound on low
hysteresis iron cores. Again, non-
standard values can be produced by
combining standard values.

Hopefully I will be able to come
back to this subject at greater length
at some future date.

I read with some interest Ben
Duncan's comments on amplifier
sound in the last issue of E&M M. And
while I would agree with most of what
he said, I would take issue with the
impression left in the reader's mind
that all transistor amplifiers sound the
same. Transistor amplifiers do tend to
sound ropey when overloaded but
there is a solution. NAD in their
excellent 3020 power amplifier have
incorporated soft limiting. This effec-

tively reducesthe gain of the circuit as
the overload point is approached. The
result is that instead of overloading
and producing large amounts of odd
harmonic distortion, the circuit
sounds like a valve amplifier in
overload.

The other major difference be-
tween valve and transistor amplifiers
is their modus operandi. Valve ampli-
fiers almost invariably work in class A
whilst transistor types tend to work in
AB. If you listen to a Class A transistor
amplifier it is very difficult to detect
the difference between it and a valve
type. Unbelievers should go to their
nearest stockist and listen to the
Electrocompanient amplifier. Al-
though this only produces about 20W
RMS its sound is very valve like. It
operates entirely in Class A. The
reason for the different sound is not
hard to find. Crossover distortion is
the major drawback of Class AB
amplifiers. Overall feedback will
reduce the level to theoretically im-
perceptabie levels. Trouble is that
crossover is a spiky waveform and its
peaks are of much higher amplitude
than the RMS level would indicate.

Probably, the advent of VFET out-
put stages will render the above prob-
lem of academic interest only. I must
admit though that the sliding bias
amplifiers which the Japanese have
foisted upon us this Hi-Fi season don't
sound at all like Class A to me.

Next month I hope to discuss the
ins and outs of active speaker
systems.

To whet your appetites a little
though, it may be as well to note
briefly the advantages of the active
approach over the passive one. As you
will have realised having read this far,
the design of a conventional cross-
over network is critically dependent
on the impedances and relative effi-
ciencies of the drive units used.

Further, these impedances are not
simple pure resistances so there is
always the risk of unwanted inter-
action between the various complex
(reactive) parts of the networks. They
absorb amplifier power, an insertion
loss of 6db or more being common-
place. Last but by no means least,
they prevent full advantage being
taken of the damping factor available
at the amplifier output.

Active crossovers suffer from none
of these problems. The slope and
crossover frequency are independent
of the speaker impedance. The rela-
tive efficiency of the drive units can be
equalised simply by means of a
balance pot between the power ampli-
fiers used. They are cheap, no costly
inductors are used. A textbook
response is automatically obtained
assuming standard equations are
used. In short they offer the ultimate
performance possible at the present
state of the art.

E&MM
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Seventy-nine percent of USA
citizens find statistics a bore or
so it was said in a recent

comedy programme. That aside, I will
give you only one statistic this month.
I quote Matsushita's spokesman Akiri
Harata who estimates that worldwide
sales of video recorders this year will
exceed six million units. That is some
number and underlines the rapidly
growing interest in home video.
Matsushita owns Panasonic and JVC
and can be presumed to be fairly
knowledgeable on the subject. Inter-
estingly, only 27 percent of these
machines will be sold in the USA -
perhaps they are approaching market
saturation there. The United Kingdom
can be considered to be relatively
well -developed video -wise but
countries such as France and West
Germany are not nearly so video -
minded. I thought you'd like to know
that if you're already a video owner
you are still in something of a minority.

Turning to matters more practical,
I thought we would talk this month
about music and video. Considering
the musical bias in this magazine
there's more than a fair chance that
you are interested in music as well as
video. I know this is a great column
but I don't flatter myself to the extent
of believing that you buy the magazine
for this article alone! The shame is
that music and home video do not
always mix, or to be more precise,
high fidelity reproduction of audio is
difficult on the average home video
machine. This is due to three factors,
the slow (and not even constant) tape
speed employed, the audio process-
ing in the video tape recorder and the
indifferent audio amplifier and tiny
(tinny?) speaker used in the average
domestic TV set. Despite these short-
comings, you can get quite decent
music off a video tape!

Let's dig a little deeper and see
what's involved. First of all the speed
of the tape: given typical tape speeds
and audio track widths it's amazing
that you can record and replay usable
audio at all. Still, with most TV
speakers you cannot notice the
deterioration in frequency response
and signal to noise. Things would be
more bearable if tape speeds were
constant, but if you record a con-
tinuous tone on most VCRs you get a
very sad result. Try dialling a non-
existent number on your telephone
and record the unobtainable tone on
your VCR. You may be horrified at the
result. Some machines are better
than others in this respect e.g. the
Panasonic, Akai, Sony and the new
"super" machines. Early JVC-based
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VHS machines were pretty awful; I

have one myself and it's impossible to
enjoy music tapes on it.

Audio processing in the VCR is the
second factor. Because the manu-
facturers think the controls are com-
plicated enough already, they don't
allow you to play with the audio input
levels. Instead they fit an automatic
gain control (AGC) circuit which is
very effective but can be noticeable
on sudden transitions from low to high
audio outputs. The result on music is
a "pumping" sound. There is nothing
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you can do to defeat the AGC circuit.
Fortunately, the newer machines are
including Dolby noise reduction pro-
cessing which is a welcome step.

The third weak link in the chain of
reproducing music on video is in the
TV receiver. With the exception of one
or two expensive "hi-fi" sets from
people like Philips and the late
lamented Tandberg, the audio is
disappointing. Fortunately all VCRs
provide an audio out socket and you
can connect this to your hi-fi system.
Results can be agreeably good - once

you have got over the fact that the
sound is not coming from directly in
front of you! Frequency response is at
least the equal of 16mm film optical
soundtracks and if you have a scratch
filter you will find this eliminates the
hiss without losing high notes.

So far I have said nothing about the
music on video tapes, either pre-
recorded or the music you record
yourself. In the latter category I had in
mind TV programmes but of course
you may well be into making demo
tapes for a local rock group. The range
of prerecorded tapes is a bit re-
stricted, due no doubt to contractual
problems, and is unevenly balanced.
VCL stand out for their creditable
range of music tapes with quite a few
big names like Thin Lizzy and Average
White Band. I bought one of these and
found the production and quality very
reasonable although the performan-
ces were not exactly "prime time"
material. There are several other
music tapes on video - Blond ie's "Eat
to the Beat" has been plugged to
death - and you can buy full length
epics like "Woodstock". Trouble is
that £20 or £30 seems a lot of money
to pay for thirty or forty minutes of
music when you can watch similar
artistes on "Rockstage" or "Whistle
Test" for nothing and record them for
the cost of a blank tape.

Despite some criticisms of current
VCRs and their music performance, I
am hopeful for the future. If you recall
how the audio compact cassette
developed from a scorned gimmick to
a respectable hi-fi medium in a

decade I think you can expect
similar improvement in VCRs. This
will come for three reasons. First,
there will be keen competition from
video disc machines which will have
full hi-fi (and stereo) capability.
Second, new metal tape formulations
will enable better recording quality to
be achieved. Third and most impor-
tant, the manufacturers will be under
pressure to bring out new features to
make us dissatisfied with last year's
model. Already they seem to have
perfected video features (clean edits,
shuttle search, stable freeze frame)
so they may well turn theirattention to
the audio circuits which are still
primitive by comparison. Stereo
capability may well be with us within
five years - it has been a reality for
three years in Japan. Over 2.5 million
stereo TV sets or adaptors have been
sold since 1978, although only 30
hours of stereo television are broad-
cast weekly. Stereo TV will soon be a
reality in the USA also, possibly by
mid -1982. It is only a matter of time
before Europe has stereo television
too. It will be worth waiting for.

E&MM
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ONE HAND,
GUITAR
A. E. Malison

Until now handicapped people not
having the use of one of their arms
have been very limited in their choice
of musical instruments ...

In this article a' specially modified
electric guitar which attempts to
widen the scope for disabled

musicians is described. It was
designed as a student project in the
Final Year of a B.Sc. Honours Degree
Course in Electronic Engineering at
the City University, London and was
supervised by Mrs M. Watkins, a

A prototype
has been built for ex -Kenny guitarist
Yan Style who lost the use of his right
arm in a motorcycle accident 4 years
ago, and who feels confident enough
to start making music again with the
one handed guitar (the band by the
way, will be a five piece called the
Nine Arms!).

The basic arrangement is shown in
the picture. The player leans on a
stool and controls a set of pedals and
switches which activate a plucking
device near the bridge of the guitar.

First, some points about guitar
playing. There are basically three
ways or modes of playing a guitar. You
can play a single line melody (or lead
line), strum through the strings or
play a number of strings simultane-
ously. An effective system must
enable the one -handed player to use
these modes of playing.

How it works
The guitarist selects the mode of

playing by use of 3 mode switches

labelled Lead, Strum and Simu
(simultaneous). He taps on either of
the side pedals whenever plucking of
the strings is desired. A finger posi-
tion detector on the neck of the guitar
gives information on the strings the
player is touching at any given
moment. This detector is quite simply
a circuit formed with the strings, neck
of the guitar and hand as depicted in
Figure 1.

The neck of the guitar is coated
with a conductive paint so that when
the hand is touching both a string and
the neck, the inverting gate gives a
high output. This is an example of
CMOS at its best since the hand
resistance can vary from about 5 Mf2
down to 200 k Q. The extremely high
input impedance of CMOS gates
allows a simple design for detection.
The only catch is that on most guitars
the strings form a short circuit at the
bridge and string holder, but this is
easily overcome by replacing these
parts with a hard insulating material.

Now back to the playing. If the
guitarist is in the Lead mode the
system scans the strings starting from
the low E going up the strings towards
the high E. When one of the Rhythm
pedals is tapped, only the lowest
string being touched is played and
any high strings being touched are
ignored. This has to be so since, when
playing lead, it is almost impossible

Equivalent
hand
resistance

10M

Guitar string

+ve

E&MM

CMOS Inverter

Conductive paint on guitar neck
O

Ian Style demonstrating the guitar at the 'Opportunities for the Disabled" exhibition, held
this year.
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Figure 1. 'String touched' detector: the output is high for any hand resistance. Figure 2. System block diagram.
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Stepper motors and steel plectrums on the guitar.

Back of the guitar, showing the coated
neck and the interconnections to the
strings.

not to accidentally touch strings
which are not to be played. Luckily,
these strings are, most of the time, of
higher pitch than the one which is to
be plucked.

In the Strum mode, tapping one of
the rhythm pedals causes the
plectrum to strum through whatever
strings are being touched. If the right
hand side pedal is struck, the strum is
from top to bottom and vice versa for
the left hand side pedal being tapped
The player chooses the speed of
strumming via the central preset
pedal (Strum speed control) and a
row of LEDs, gives an indication of the
set strum speed. At slower strum
speeds a finger picking effect is
obtained.

In the Simultaneous mode, a pedal
being pressed causes whatever
strings are being touched to be
plucked at the same time.

The system also provides a

dynamic mode when in Lead or
Strum. This comes into operation
when both pedals are pressed at the
same time and causes the system to

go momentarily into the Simultane-
ous mode, causing the strings being
pressed at that given moment to be
plucked as one chord. This mode of
operation increases the versatility in
playing dramatically as, for example,
mixtures of lead and chords are easily
achieved with a little practice.

The Pluckers
As can be seen in the picture, the

plucking mechanism consists of
motors perched over the strings with

YEAR OF THE
DISABLED

plectrums attached to their shafts.
The motors are made to step back-
wards and forwards, simulating the
movement of a hand plucking a string
with a plectrum. The plucking has to
take place quite near the bridge due
to angle considerations and so the
sound obtained has quite a high treble
content. However, with good Bass/
Treble controls an acceptable sound
is produced. Another limitation of the
plucking devices is that they always
pluck at the same strength and hence
a dynamically flat output is obtained
from the pick-ups. This problem is
solved by having an automatic gain
control system.

Automatic Gain
Control

The rhythm pedals incorporate
strain gauges, so that a voltage is
derived which is proportional to the
maximum force applied to the pedal
at any given time. This voltage is used
to control the gain of a preamplifier
stage for the guitar output. In this way
the effect of different plucking
strengths is simulated and the player
has complete control over the loud-
ness of the notes being played.

Although the system works satis-
factorily there is plenty of room for
improvement, the most pressing one
being that of designing a special
plucking device since higher torque is
desirable for the faster plucking
speeds and for a better sound.
Hopefully, this will be followed by
students at the City University in the
near future. For now, keep your ears
open for the Nine Arms! E&M M

Figure 3. External appearance of pedal unit.Electronics mounted in the pedal unit.
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Each month we review the latest Electro-Music Equipment - from synthesisers
to sound reproduction and effects!

E&MM's special in-depth reviews look at what's new in the world of commercial
music -a vital updating for both electronics designers and musicians.

Chromascope Video Synthesiser

A -7c"

The professional chromascope.

As one of the great meglomaniacs
of the past, Scriabin was prob-
ably the first composer to inflict

some highly dubious ideas of marry-
ing music with the other sensations
on a hitherto unsuspecting public.
Like those that delve into the Soho
backstreets, Scriabin never had
enough, and is quoted as saying: "You
will live in this music with all sensa-
tions, harmony of sounds, of colours,
of fragrances". His 'Prometheus, The
Poem of Fire' included a concer-
tante part for a colour organ, or
"clavier a lumieres", which played
colours according to notes played on
the keyboard. Attempts by psycholo-
gists and others to ascribe particular
pitches, keys or timbres to particular
colours haven't exactly made much
sense, and it's generally recognised.
that synaesthetic experiences, or the
way one sensory input (such as.
music) conjures up the impression)
of another sensation (such as colours
or smell), is best left up to the
individual listener to sort out to his
own subjective convenience. How-
ever, for the enterprising contem-
porary artist wishing to indulge in his
own interpretation of a son et lumiere
experience, a system capable of video
synthesis could be a rather exciting
idea. Unfortunately, it's often rather
difficult to avoid commonplace asso-
ciations such as green and orange
with the consecutive fifths of Vaughan
Williams in his most pastoral mood, or
red with the stabbing string glissandi
of the shower scene in 'Psycho'!

Background and
Design

Units for translating sound into
light have been around for some

hROMAScj)pr
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years, but the standard technique of
using band-pass filters to trigger
triacs leaves a lot to be desired in
terms of subtlety. The Chromascope
moves this potential for visual titilla-
tion well into the Eighties, though it
doesn't exactly fullfil all the promises
of true visual synthesis. Some back-
ground first: the Chromascope is the
brain -child of Robin Palmer and it's
his company, CEL Electronics, that
launched the "Chroma-Chime", the
first microprocessor musical door
,chime, in 1977. The Chromascope
has been in development for the past
six years, partly as a result of waiting
for necessary advancements in chip
technology, and partly to ensure that
the market -place was in a suitably
receptive state. As the video business
is in a somewhat uncertain interim
state between video tape and video
disc technology, I'd say that they've
chosen their launch time rather
astutely, but a product like this is
likely to sink or swim on the basis of
long-term adaptability rather than its
immediate appeal.

Currently, there are two versions
of the Chromascope: the first is a
domestic version priced at £295 in-
clusive of VAT; the second is a profes-
sional unit priced at £675 inclusive of
VAT. Both units offer the same basic
video synthesis features but with
important distinctions that we'll come
to later.

There are two modes for the ope-
ration of both units: either it can
operate without an audio input, in
which case all the colours and shapes
are determined on a time cycle basis,
or else it can work in the audio mode
where some of the timers are put out
of action and substituted with band-
pass filters for very basic frequency
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Black and White photograph of colour -enhanced Video input.

analysis of the audio input. Like
earlier, simpler units, four band-pass
filters are used to analyse bass, low
and high mid -range, and the treble
components of the audio spectrum.

There is a mixture of digital
and analogue circuitry to provide the
best of both worlds. Apparently, if you
use digital pattern synthesis, you're
limited to rectangular forms, whereas
analogue techniques give you nice
wholesome circular shapes (the Lis-
sajous figures). Basically, the unit
operates by using a large number of
synchronised function generators
which produce all sorts of different
waveforms. These are selected on a
random basis, intermixed together,
and, in some cases, with long and
short feedback loops introduced on a
random basis, then processed and

fitted into a colour matrix.
An audio input has the effect of

modulating a random picture, so that,
instead of sequences and colours
moving under the control of internal
timers, these are at least partially
controlled by the outputs of the four
band-pass filters. Also, as a separate
function, the sequencing, i.e., the
change from one pattern to another,
can be controlled by the bass rhythm
derived from the music. Because
music is so complicated, Robin Pal-
mer suggests that it doesn't make
sense to translate fast pitch and
dynamic changes into visual terms.
I'd agree with this point of view if the
Chromascope offered a viable alter-
native; instead the viewer is obliged to
view the product of internal program-
ming with only (it seemed to me) a
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The domestic chromascope.

minimal interaction with the audio
input. The main problem lies in the
saturation of the senses that a con-
stantly and randomly changing pat-
tern of colours engenders. I tried con-
centrating on a display demonstrat-
ing a Genesis -modulated product of
the Chromascope, but just ended up
with a headache and a confused
visual cortex; after all, of such stuff
are brain -washing techniques made!

I'd like to see a video synthesiser
offering the visual equivalent of addi-
tive synthesis of sound by actually
building up patterns on the basis of
the frequency structure of the music
rather than by internal function gene-
rators- more -or -less randomly inter-
mixing. One of the most captivating
visual displays that I've ever seen
used fifteen or so band-pass filters to

derive control voltages from an audio
input; these were then patched to
synthesise concentric colour rings,
the pattern synthesis following a pro-
gression from dark 'bass' rings in the
centre to light 'treble' rings at the
edge.

Controls and Other
Options

If the music interpretive qualities
of the Chromascope leave a lot to be
desired, other areas of the unit com-
pensate for this, at least in part.
Whereas the domestic version is limi-
ted to either the free -running
sequencer mode, with timing of
sequences selected by front panel
controls, or the audio mode, with
some elements of timing derived from

the music itself, the professional
model includes some very interesting
facilities for processing external video
inputs.

This version accepts visual
sources such as a VTR or camera, and
a cross -fade control allows patterns
and colours to be superimposed on
the visual source material. This is also
true for a monochrome input and the
colourising is really very impressive.
At the demonstration I attended, the
unit was being used in conjunction
with a VTR playing 'Yellow Sub-
marine'; the results can only be des-
cribed as hyper -psychedelic, and,
even though this could be regarded as
an attempt to gild the lily, it does
demonstrate that the use of the Chro-
mascope, to superimpose abstract
patterns of colours on familiarly -

structured material, offers much
scope for video studios and those
amongst us with a Kenny Everett
mentality. It's encouraging to see a
British manufacturer producing a

product that looks so thoroughly well- -
engineered; in fact ratherJapanese in
appearance! However, I suspect that
the pricing of these units is likely to
put the Chromascope out of reach of
all but 'the man who has everything'. I,
for one (but not one), wouldn't gain
much more than transient amuse-
ment from the domestic model; for
half the price maybe I wouldn't mind
so much.
Availability: directly from the manu-
facturers, CEL Electronics, Coach-
works House, River Way, Harlow,
Essex CM20 2DP (0279-418611).
Dr David Ellis E&MM
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Hexadrum
PA Signal Processor
Power Comp
Car Aerial Booster
Car Race Starter
Synwave Percussion
Car Digital Petrol Gauge
Guitar Tuner
Select -A -Match
MW Radio (on Vero)
Scratch Filter (on Vero)
Signal Mixer (on Vero)
Metronome (on Vero)
Test Amplifier (on Vero)
Tone Generator (on Vero)
Car Digital Tachometer
Car Ignition Timing Strobe
Synton Drum Synthesiser
Car Battery Monitor
Balanced Line System

ZF26
ZF25
ZF24
ZF23
ZF22
ZF21
ZF20
ZF19
ZF18
ZF15
ZF14
ZF13
ZF12
ZF11
ZF10
ZF9
ZF5
ZF4
ZF3
ZF2

Aug. 1981
Aug. 1981
Aug. 1981
Aug. 1981
Aug. 1981
July 1981
July 1981
June 1981
June 1981
May 1981
May 1981
May 1981
May 1981
May 1981
May 1981
May 1981
April 1981
April 1981
March 1981
March 1981

OTHER KITS
Sound to Light ZB127
R/C Speed Controller - designed specially
to control Model Cars - 4.5V to 12V up to
15 Amp (no case) ZD3
Weird Sound Effects Generator ZB113

All Prices Include Post & VAT
Callers Please Ring To Check Availability Of Kits

INSTRUCTIONS ONLY
For reprints of any products shown - please send 40p + (S.A.E.)

IC kit not required

IONISER KIT ZD13
This negative ion generator gives you
power to saturate your home or office
with millions of refreshing ions. With-
out fans or moving parts it puts out a
pleasant breeze. A pure flow of ions
pours out like water from a fountain,
filling your room. The result? Your air
feels like fresh ocean air, pure crisp and
wonderfully refreshing. All parts PCB
and full instructions £12.50. A suitable
case including front panel, neon switch,
etc. Available at £1 0.50.

£18.50
£72.50
£42.50

£6.90
£7.50

£16.00
£16.50
£13.30
£9.00
£9.50
£5.50
£6.50
£7.50
£6.35
£7.00

£22.25
£17.90
£14.85

£7.50
£16.00

£19.00

£13.50
£6.00

T. POWELL
Dept E&MM, Advance Works
44 Wallace Road, London N1
Tel: 01-226 1489
HOURS: Mon -Fri 9-5.30p.m. Sat 9-4.30p.m.

Minimum Telephone Orders f5.00
Minimum Mail Order f1.00

Specialists since 1972
Stage and

Domestic Types

The most advanced
form of Touch Sensi-
tive action simulat-
ing piano keyinertia
by patented tech-
nique.
Four mixable voices
for serious tone
variation plus elec-
tronic chorus and
flanger effects.
See lists for Cabi-

Six Octaves f207 nets, P.A. & Manu-
7'/a Octaves f232 facture.

CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC

MASTER RHYTHM
As published in Practical Electronics

KIT: f79 BUILT: f114

FULLY PROGRAMMABLE
TWENTY-FOUR PATTERNS
EIGHT PARALLEL TRACKS
TWELVE INSTRUMENTS
SEQUENCE OPERATION
Kit includes all components to build
this comprehensive User Program-
mable Rhythm Generator in an
attractive metal case with finished
case, hardware and wire.

PIANOS STRINGS f174
Versatile String Synthesiser with split
keyboard facility and impressive voices,
49 note organ diode keyswitch plus two-
phase Chorus.

ROTOR -CHORUS f89
Two -speed Rotor simulation plus Three
Phase Chorus on a single 8" x 5" PCB.
Mains PSU included.

KEYBOARDS
Square Front with two hole actuator
easily cut.

49 NOTE-f25; 73 NOTE-f41
88 NOTE-f49.50

OUR PRICES INCLUDE VAT, CARRIAGE & INSURANCE
Please send s.a.e. for complete lists or use our telephone BARCLAYCARD service.
Very competitive EXPORT rates - in Australia please contact JAYCAR in Sydney

ALL INSTRUMENTS MAY BE SEEN IN OUR SHOWROOM

CLEF PRODUCTS (Electronics) LTD., Dept. M., E&MM/9
44A BRAMHALL LANE SOUTH, BRAMHALL, STOCKPORT,

CHESHIRE SK7 1AH. TEL: 061-439 3297
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Dits0

The Linn LM -1
Drum Computer

We have watched the horizons
of the electric guitar expand
constantly as new technology

enables the musician to bend, distort,
and mutate his sound in ways the
original makers of the instrument
could never have dreamed of. The
very nature of the instrument, once
electrified, lent itself so readily to
such experimentation. Over the past
decade modern musicians have
taken to the synthesiser far more
rapidly than anyone would once have
imagined. The synthesiser is now an
established part of the musical world
and, as players master them, synth
design and technology grows in
sophistication almost daily. Indeed,
keyboard instruments will never be
the same again ...

The technological Genie has now
been applied to the process of
rhythm making, not with the hesitant
steps of before but with a real bang.
The result is the Linn LM -1 Drum
Computer. The Californian based
company have produced a drum
machine in the truest and most literal
sense for, unlike other units available,
the Linn gives you real drum sounds.
They've been digitally recorded and
encoded on to chips. Like any other
example of ground -breaking hard-
ware it has its share of faults; some
petty and perhaps a matter of taste,
and others which are not petty,
perhaps even serious. Even so, there
is still only one word with which I

would unhesitatingly describe the
Linn - incredible.

The quality of its sounds? They're
going to be a shock for people used to
the artificialness and hitherto general
wetness of rhythm machines. True,
the obviously synthetic nature of their
sounds can be very appealing but it is
eventually very limiting. Also to be
considered are sounds that are good
at front room listening levels or
through a guitar amp's spare channel
in a rehearsal room soon prove to be
an entirely different matter when put
under the magnifying glass of studio
monitors or when cranked up through
thousands of watts of PA at a gig.

I've exhausted a lot of time and
money developing and experimenting
with my drum machines to achieve
more versatility under such condi-
tions and to try and get more 'guts'
into the sounds, with varying degrees
of success. Companies producing
rhythm machines appear to have paid

L

Warren Cann, electro-percussionist for Ultravox.

Linn LM -1 Drum Computer.
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remarkably little attention to these
aspects, for they knew their products
were being utilised by the home -
organ crowd (hence the proliferation
of bossa-novas and tangos) or by
people desiring a token rhythmic
backing in order to cut down on their
compliment of musicians (ship's
cabaret acts, lounge pianists etc.), all
not necessarily the most discrimina-
tory of users. Even so, most of the
rhythm voices were a joke. But,
gradually, as a few musicians who
were not afraid of the future and who
wanted to find new and more i nterest-
ing ways of providing percussion
began to pioneer new techniques,1
things changed. They experimented
upon and bastardised those rudi-
mentary machines until finally the
manufacturers took note of the trends
in modern music to electronics and
came up with some slightly better
efforts.

Generally, one is faced with units
possessing marginally more realistic
patterns of beats and a few more
controls in addition to the usual
'tempo' and 'stop -start' are featured.
So much for the past.

Left-hand panel controls.

Features
The Linn's 12 drum and percus-

sion voices, which range from that of a
basic drum kit (bass drum, snare,
high -hat, high & low toms) through to
tambourine, clave, cabasa, high and
low congas, cowbell, and handclaps,
are all immaculately real. Because
they are real. Thus, each one pos-
sesses the accepted 'classic' sound
characteristics that are the general
norm when one thinks of, say, a snare
drum. Although, almost of necessity,
they are very M.O.R. sounds, they are
all ideal source sounds and eminently
recordable - the ideal jumping off
point for the musician and sound
engineer to doctor or pervert wherever
their whims lead.

All voices are tuneable for pitch
and ALL are sensibly available separ-
ately via their own individual outputs
if you decide not to use the master
stereo high or low level outputs. At last
you can give separate treatments to a
snare or bass drum without having to
suffer the treatment of the entire
rhythm; this one feature alone gives
endless possibilities.

The relative levels of all the
drums/percussion are controlled by

a master volume and via a 13 channel
mixer which can also place any of the
voices exactly left, centre, or right,
within the stereo picture if you decide
not to run mono.

That's the barest and most basic
description of what the Linn operates
with. The idea of using regenerated
sounds from the real thing is a major
step forward in this field, but it's not
that particular breakthrough that I

want to rave about here. The real
essence of what makes the Linn
important lies - if you haven't guessed
by now - in its name. Not the Linn
Drum Machine or the Linn Rhythm
Unit or what have you but the Linn
DRUM COMPUTER.

Programming
Yes, you program this machine to

do what you want it to do. You tell it
what you want and when you want it,
you don't have to wade through blocks
of silly factory pre-set rhythms and
blow dust off of antiquated 'fill-in's'
that some clown at the manufacturers
thought sounded good. You don't have
to drive yourself mad trying to out-
smart and double -think the Linn into

playing something that's leagues
away from the limited applications
other rhythm units were designed for.
And you don't have to modify it
mechanically or otherwise to achieve
any of this. Great!

You achieve this by programming
the beats into the Linn's memory by
tapping on the keys situated below the
level faders. One plays along to a
programmable metronome (hence
that 13th channel you've been
wondering about) whereby you then
overdub, erase, accent, copy, edit, or
ad lib to your requirements. A further
refinement is the memory's ability to
build complex chains of different
rhythms link by link.

You can store up to 100 different
beats in the memory. If you want morel
and have run out of memory you
simply dump the information on to
any reasonably decent cassette tape
thus making room for new efforts. To
retrieve the stored information you
just reverse the process.

When recording you can lay down
a 'code' on to tape so that you are not
bound to the rhythm that other instru!
ments were overdubbed to. If you
change your mind you can go back,
wipe the drum tracks, use the code on

tape to drive the Linn, and then try
something else. It'll all be in sync. The
freedom this allows in a studio is
incredible, the now -or -never days are
over.

Another vital feature is the Internal
Clock Out. By means of a rotary switch
at the back of the unit you can select
clock pulses to trigger sequencers or
synths at whatever is required by that
piece of equipment's design, at any-
where from VI notes to 1/192 notes.
Again, you're not bound by the design
dept's ideas of what you need, you can
tailor your clock pulses to what is
required for the song.

Using the chain facility enables
one to place different beats in an
order determined by the user. You can
program an entire song format; an
intro, verses, chorus, solo, fills,
breaks, etc., whatever the arrange-
ment calls for. You type in the number
corresponding to the beat wanted and
continue this for the order you want
the beats to occur and the Linn will
replay them in the order that they
were entered. There are eight chains
and each will hold up to 99 links.
Editing these chains is easy, you can
delete, insert, 'fast forward', or 're-
wind' via the chain controls. By now
you should see how the Linn justifies
its computer name.

An utterly non -drummer type
person can sit down with the Linn and,
after an hour or so of familiarisation,
have fun producing some quite
respectable results. Practically
speaking, your only limitations are
your imagination and the degree to
which you can master the somewhat
tricky and dexterous knack of pro-
gramming but, even here, the Linn
can assist. Programming is made
easier by varying types of self -correc-
tion settings which help you pull your
small timing errors into time. You use
the Auto -Correct facility in the mode
most suitable for the type of rhythm
being played to get the most accurate
results, the auto -correct can move
programmed 1/8th notes to the
nearest 1/8th note and thus makes
up for slight user errors. You can use
the auto -correct in 1/8th note triplet,
1/16th note, 1/16th note triplet,
1/32nd note, and 1/32nd note triplet
modes. Or you can turn it off entirely
and enter programs totally in real
time. I found this facility great and
could only approach it in limited
doses, but you'll find the auto -correct
is a BIG help.

Right-hand panel controls.

When you want to swing or shuffle
the beats, you can use the auto -
correct to place differing values of
gain on the odd and even numbered
notes, taking away any stiffness there
may be on a rhythm. By combining
some of the rhythmic voices which
have been programmed with varying
amounts of emphasis placed on them
with other more rigid voices, some
rhythmic variation can be used which
would be impossible to obtain other-
wise. Again, the programming takes
practice but once you get into it more
and more possibilities present them-
selves.

Electronic or Acoustic
Now, lest more orthodox drum-

mers feel the cold breath of insecurity
and/or redundancy begin to blow
down their backs, let me make a few
things clear. As soon as someone says
'drum machine' I can immediatelysee
whole battalions of drummers scoffing
in disgust and deriding them for any
number of real or imagined reasons.
Most musicians in general, too. A
number of people over the past few
years have experimented with them
and incorporated them into their
songs or have even based their entire
sound around them. Such efforts have
so far attracted a certain label or
stigma for them beingcold and unfeel-
ing, this may be so but in many
instances this was the very aim of the
people using them. The ultimate
interpretation of the dictionary defini-
tion of the word 'rhythm' must surely
be best realised by something incap-
able of human irregularity: a machine.

I can't blame them for utilising drum
machines then available for such uses
because that's about all they were
good for.

It seems even the public at large
have an attitude quite similar to that of
most musicians. While momentarily
intrigued by some sounds, most
appear to think 'it sounds stiff and
artificial, it's too boring and metro-
nomic to be raunchy or emotionally
moving, they might be pleasant to
occasionally toy with but they'll never
amount to much ...' Producers find
them handy for laying down click
tracks and people with home studios
tend to use them when writing songs,
either because they can't play drums
or because the real thing is unavail-
able and would raise hell with the
neighbours anyway. I don't agree with
the people who shun them, they're
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going to be in for a big surprise, and
the people who do use them are
kidding themselves if they think
they're doing anything beyond the,
merest scratching of surface
potential.

Electronic advancements in the
field of percussion are now being
made and the time is nigh for a new
breed of drummers to emerge, one
who physically may never actually do
anything more strenuous than tap
keys but who has the potential for
more power, attack, and tonal varia-
tion in his playing than any acoustic
player. The key phrase in that pro-
vocative statement is ACOUSTIC. It's
truly surprising just how many
people forget that, like a violin (an
instrument rarely considered akin to
drums!), drums are an acoustic
instrument. As such, I think they've
been developed just about as much
as they're ever going to be, for drums
are essentially the same now as they
were when they were merely hollowed
logs covered with animal skin - but
refined to a phenomenal degree. Face
it, a modern top quality kit isn't going
to get drastically much different. It'll
get better in minor points due to
better materials and innovative pro-
duction techniques but the basic
design work was all over years ago..
Technology isn't going to make acous-
tic drums obsolete, it's just going to
introduce many new percussion in-
struments. But, because drums and
percussion have been to -date almost
exclusively acoustic as opposed to
electric in nature, everyone seems to
have different and conflicting
opinions as to how this field should be
approached.

Electronic Percussion
Electronic percussion falls

basically into two categories; the units
activated by the player as if they were
drums themselves and the player pro-
grammable 'drum machine' rhythm
units where the player pushes buttons
corresponding to beat patterns and
then lets the machine produce the
sounds.

At the present time the player
activated units are the most popular,
and certainly they are the easiest and
most obvious - the present state of the
art technology makes substituting a
key on a keyboard for a rubber pad a
very straightforward, logical step. You
hit the pad with hand or drumstick
thus sending a trigger and control
voltage to an assortment of VCOs,
VCAs, filters, etc., to initiate and
modify a sound. This, without a doubt,
is the easiest way for someone to
depart from the traditional path of
acoustic drumming. One plays the
pads, either partially by interspersing
accents on the pads with the main
rhythmic work provided by the drum
kit or by going the whole route and
replacing the entire kit with equiva-
lent pads.

This area has its benefits to be
sure and it places much more rhyth-
mic and tonal variation at the drum-
mers disposal, for better or worse,
than before. One can even record
thunderous drum tracks in the front
room of a thin -walled apartment
whilst making no more noise than the
comparatively quiet clicking of the
sticks hitting the rubber practice -like

pads. That last comment might seem
to be of small consequence but when
you think about the sheer volume of
the phenomena, the possibilities for
innumerable home studios take on
different proportions.

Drummers and percussionists will
incorporate such products into their
playing more and more as prejudices
are overcome, interest grows, and
better products become available.
Already,this type of equipment seems
to be attracting the majority of the
players and designer/manufacturers
attention. A lot can be done with this
idea and, when perfected further, this
type of percussion synthesiser will
attain a sizeable number of devotees
so that soon they'll be as common as
'ordinary' drums are now.

Until the Linn, design in the
second area of Player Programmable
equipment has lagged lamentably
behind. Why? Because there are
simply not yet enough people con-
versant enough with the relevant,
related areas of electronics, modern
music (in both composition and live
performance), and percussion, to
realise exactly which paths the de-
velopment of such equipment should
follow, what facilities and functions it

Rear Panel connections.

should have, what its behaviour in
both studio and live performance
environments should be, and how it
should relate to other electronic
instrument modes already available.
Through my work in progressive
music with all manner of synthe-
sisers, sequencers, rhythm machines
and multi -track recording tech-
niques, I feel that I've the experience
to conclude that at the present rate of
development, even allowing for extra-
polation, the truly definitive percus-
sion synthesiser will not arrive for
years.

But why a Player -Programmable
unit instead of the Player -Activated
type? Why opt for this direction? The
advantages of the player -program-
mable percussion synth over either a
drum kit or player activated units are
multiple:
1) The immensely hypnotic effect of

the perfect time -keeping of a

machine.
2) The versatility and ease with which

one can manipulate incredibly
complex beat patterns and time
signatures - often at tempos too
demanding for human dexterity.

3) The convenience, efficiency, and
elegance of dealing with electron-
ically 'pure' source signals.

4) The scope of sound permutations
and rhythm variations available
when linked with other electronic
hard/software.

Playing percussion
So far, the Linn is the most

advanced of its kind. And this is no
reason at all for drummers to feel that
their jobs are in danger, that's utterly
ridiculous. The Linn may be able to
play rhythms that no two-arm'd, two -
legged person can play. It can play
them faster and much more accurate-
ly than a human could play. But it will
take time for people to learn just how
to exploit these particular traits to
their best advantage - that will come
with experience.

What has to be understood now is
that the computer in the Linn will only
do what you tell it to do (we'll leave
'happy accidents' out of this) and,
rather than recoiling with thoughts of
"Oh, we drummers don't have a
chance now that the machines are
here ...' the positive attitude must be
taken.

Yes, anyone can work out by rote
the programming for the ingredients
of a complex and impressive sound-
ing polyrhythm - it's all just mathe-
matics - but it takes an instrumenta-
list's vision and imagination to inject
human feeling into what he's doing.
And that's equally applicable to

physically sticking a good solid shuffle
or backbeat or programming a mach-
ine to do it. And, like any computer,
the programmer's old adage still
holds true: Garbage In equals
Garbage Out. To get the most out of
the Linn you have to know how to think
rhythm, how to layer, how to compli-
ment, what to leave out.

Conventional acoustic drummers
are actually streets ahead with
regards to the utilisation of these
computers. You can't get the Linn to
tell you when you're overplaying,
whether or not a break is in the 'right'
place, exactly how to compose a fill-in,
and where to put it. These are things
that are learned only from experience.
They're learned by playing . the
actual vehicle of expression, be it
drum kit or drum computer, is
irrelevant because exactly the same
principles apply to both.

Drummers have a headstart in this
area over everyone else, it's only that
so much of their time and effort has
been spent learning their instrument
physically. Time wasted? Even while
learning tedious motor skills and
muscle co-ordination/independence
they've usually known far in advance
what they want the accomplished end
result to sound like . . . in their mind.
Fundamentally we know there aren't
many differences between the human
brain and a computer, so what does a
drummer do if not develop a whole
mental catalogue of scores of differ-

ent drum beats and their variations?
One learns myriads of fills, breaks,
and 'feels' to draw upon and insert
here and there in whatever combina-
tion he wants ... just like a computer
would, with the appropriate program-
ming. Just like the Linn can. And, as
always, it's the person with the most
interesting ideas who will capture
people's attention, not necessarily the
person with the most blinding tech-
nique.

Limitations
Now, as I said earlier, nothing this

new is perfect and the Linn is no
exception. Quite amazingly, the guy
who designed it was not a drummer. I
think he did an incredible job under
the circumstances but when I gave
the Linn a good thrashing I quickly
discovered a few flaws in the design.
They weren't enough to discourage
me but on a machine the quality of the
Linn I certainly found them annoying.

Tempo is discerned via an LED
display and adjusted by a rotary dial,
this is adequate for normal usage but
as a sole source of determining the
speed, especially in the context of live
performance, it simply isn't enough.

A 'fine tune' type of control is

needed. The psychological aspects of
performing in sync to the perfect,
never varying tempo of a machine are
fascinating. The perceived tempos
are deceptively vulnerable to one's
state of mind. If it seems 'too fast'
when it's the same speed as previ-
ously decided upon it's often that the
musicians are tired from, say, a long
exhausting performance or effects
from extensive touring. Or even
ambient temperature or humidity.
Mental, if not physical, fatigue may
have set in. If it's 'too slow' then
everyone could be buzzing from the
feedback of an especially receptive
audience reaction. Also, how one
feels the first minute or so of a song
can be greatly influenced by the
tempo and general demeanor of the
song preceding it. A loud fast song
makes a slow song following it seem
even slower. The acclimatisation of a
slow song can influence you into
starting the fast song that follows it too
slow. A machine isn't affected but
people are. The necessary adjust-
ments that have to be made from time
to time (ones which are usually done
without conscious thought as well as
deliberate ones, i.e. ritardandos) are
too minute to be satisfactorily made
with the existing control. It's impor-
tant to be able to ride emotions with
the tempo control and not remain a
slave to one constant tempo from
start to finish.

One incredibly silly thing is that
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the speed from the tempo LED display
can only be determined whilst the
Linn is not in the Run mode. You must
be able to see at all times what the
tempo is. Especially while the Linn is
running! The display in beats per
minute is fine but, again, provision
must be made for much finer tempo
increments to be dealt with. It makes
for a less complicated facia on the
Linn with the present method but it's
vital that the tempo control has its
own constant readout capable of
indicating to one tenth beat per
minute, i.e. 128.5 b.p.m.

My next gripe. When one has a
fairly complicated rhythm set up and
many voices are in use, it is often very
desirable to be able to simply dropout
one or more voices from the whole
beat pattern instantly or to drop one
out as one simultaneously adds
another. The present system of faders
does not provide any way to do this
without actually moving the faders
manually. This can prove to be
awkward and, as often occurs, a very
finely adjusted sound balance be-
tween voices is needlessly disturbed.
The volume of the voices may have
been set to obtain just a certain 'feel'
and this is going to negate the effort
involved in setting it all up.

The entire fader system is great
but provision must be made to cut
voices in or out instantly. I'd suggest
some very small buttons at the bottom
of each fader to insert or delete that
voice from the pattern regardless of
that voice's fader position. This now
has some relation to my next
complaint.

When using the individual separ-
ate voice output jacks at the rear of
the unit their respective faders on the
front facia no longer have any bearing
on their volume level. You cannot
control their volume with the faders.
In the studio this is not necessarily
any problem but for a live situation it
is important that you should still be
able to control the volume of a voice
with the fader and of all of the
individual outputs with the master
level control. The afore -mentioned
cut buttons should also be effective
on the separate outputs.

The Linn has five buttons dupli-
cating the voices of the bass drum,
snare, high -hat, cabasa, and tam-
bourine. They are exactly the same
except that they are louder and are
meant to be used as accent buttons
for programming more emphasis and
variation. Fine. But they have far too
much volume on them. In some voice
modes the level isn't too bad but on
the majority they are set with far too
high a level for accents within the
context of the voice output. Again, it
should be of the utmost importance
for the Linn to have a control with
which the level of the accent buttons
can be varied according to taste and
intended function. And if they could
be programmed at varying levels even
better! In fact, more memory capabi-
lity all round would greatly enhance
the Linn. I believe an additional
memory expansion option is available
from Linn which gives about 21/2 times
more available memory for drum-
beats but the chain memory remains
the same. I think a more equal split
between beat and chain memory
would be much more desirable.

My Linn (this isn't a solicited
testimonial, I bought mine) had a few
other faults but these were of the
glitch variety and easily put right,
probably because I had one of the first
made and a few things had worked
themselves astray. I realise that most
of these criticisms are angled towards
the Linn's shortcomings in a live
performance situation but I feel it's
very important that the Linn has the
capability to emerge from the closet
of studio wizardry and out on to the
stage where it can be exploited to the
fullest extent.

Your own sound chips
I'm told by Syco Systems, the

people who handle Linn in Great
Britain, that it's possible to change the
chips of the individual voices. If you
want you can send a tape of the
relevant item(s), individually re-
corded, and Linn will make a chip out
of it for you. Go into a studio with your
own kit and then feed your Linn with
your favourite drum sound. Or, and
here things get even more interesting,
someone else's drum sound! A pos-
sible thriving bootleg chip black
market may be on its way. We may see
electronic necrophilia. Actually, I

don't think it makes any difference at
all who hits the snare drum for making
'a chip as it's just a single beat which is
needed, the criteria is its sound and
how it was recorded. Personally I'd
much rather see the Linn made
capable of recording and storing any
sound that's fed into it in an im-
mediate process somewhat along the
lines of the Fairlight synth. I can easily
envisage an alternative method of
programming the beats which many
might find -simpler to become accom-
plished with than the present method
where, even with the Auto -Correct,
one can make mistakes and become
lost and frustrated in the maze of
possible solutions before the path to
the intended result is traced.

On the other hand, incredibly
obvious needs like being able to alter
the length of the measure to any
duration you desire which has been
overlooked by everyone else has been
incorporated into the Linn. No doubt
the company are proud of the LM -1
and justifiably so, for it is a vast
advance on any other drum machine
now available.

Drum Talk
People have been experimenting

with new ways of getting sounds since
the year dot. Instruments that have
enjoyed a term of popularity at any
given time have also simultaneously
spawned scores of weird variations
and abberations which couldn't over-
come player prejudice and which
usually failed to capture the public's
interest or affection. The number of
instruments commonly extant are
only the hardiest specimens of all
those that have been concocted. All
along the way technology has been a
strong influence on the sounds of an
era, for once the first electric guitar
was plugged into an amplifier, the
effects its volume had wrote indelible
writing on the wall for the big bands of
swing. The introduction of electronics
will broaden the field of music
infinitely.

Once instruments could be classi-
fied into simple categories: ones you
plucked, ones you bowed, ones you
hit, and ones you blew into. It's not so
simple anymore! Advances made in
the area of keyboards illustrates my
point. Once you just played the piano
(we'll overlook harpsichords for now),
simple, right? Then someone came
along once there was electricity to
utilise and invented the tone -genera-
tor and we had the Hammond Organ.
Some people eagerly took to the
possibilities this offered and others
criticised it saying 'It's not a piano!'
Well ... obviously.

'I was going to do an ordinary review of an
extraordinary item but then realised there
were far too many things needing to be said
about the implications stemming from use
of such an item ... things which I feel need
to be said; these stray far from the usual
review format but are so relevant to the core
of this subject that I've included them all.'

The electric piano appeared. Then
things really went askew - the syn-
thesiser appeared. Keyboard players
split into so many differing factions
regarding the relative merits of their
instruments, at one extreme purists
maintained that the unadorned
acoustic piano was the only true
keyboard. I mean, so what??? Fine ...
for them. At the other end of the scale
some players just got on with using all
the types of keyboards available to
them. Sound familiar, drummers out
there?

Developments in all instruments
paralleled this type of thinking.
Spanish and jumbo Western guitars
faced the new electric guitars from
Leo Fender and even the traditional
upright string bass faded upon the
introduction of the new portable, light
(relatively), and LOUD electric bass.
Even brass players were aghast at the
invention of the saxophone and it was
years before it was regarded as an
instrument in its own right and not
just some quack trombone -gone -
wrong. Like the keyboards situation,
there will be those who steadfastly
remain loyal to an acoustic drum kit,
those who go totally electronic, and all
possible permutations in between.
And no one will be more 'right' about
their chosen mode of expression than

.another because it's all a matter of
what is tasteful and applicable for the
personality of the player and the
context of the music.

Percussionists' horizons will
broaden - what I find truly fascinating
is that there are many people who,
due to other people's past efforts in
the exploration and development of
the synth, now find it an entirely
sensible and wholly reasonable pro-
position to go and buy a synth as their
introductory musical instrument,
totally bypassing the hitherto more
conventional steps of keyboard or
guitar first, then synth. It'll be the
same for drummers. One doesn't
have to be bound to getting a drum kit
first if 'drums' are what appeals to you.

There is absolutely a definite need
and demand for a professional class
percussion synthesiser, one which is
not a knock -up job thrown on the
market to test reaction with no real
thought of what is required, and one
which is not erringly considered to be
the zenith of development. The synth
needed is one which can meet, and
surpass, the requirements of tomor-
row. To date, when compared to
keyboard synthesiser evolutionary
design, the Player Programmable
synthesis of percussion is still in its
infancy, but I am convinced that it is
this concept which will attain the most
flexibility and popularity in future.

The Linn is so far ahead of any-
thing else in its field at the moment
that it's just not worth drawing com-
parisons. What is more significant
about it is, I repeat, not so much the
fact that it reproduces real drum
sounds but that it is the first synth
specifically designed to give so much
control over programming and re-
programming rhythms. But, even so, I
don't think that they've gone far
enough! It offers great facilities to
program its contents but nothing in
the way of modifying those sounds.
Those will be the next steps. The Linn
is the 1st but only 50% of the potential
of a drum computer is being utilised
here. It has been said that good
engineering is the art of inventive
collation with a minimum of redesign
of articles which, though they may be
widely dispersed, are basically al-
ready in existence and at one's
immediate disposal. With relatively
short research and development
time, it is possible to produce the
future's percussion synthesiser
TODAY. Soon someone will syste-
matically incorporate all of the vital
component functions of a drum
machine, a basic synthesiser, a

sequencer, a multi -track recording
desk, and extensive memory circuitry
- in such a fashion as to give the whole
a greater value far beyond the sum of
its parts. With such vast creative
possibilities, with such broad musical
value, the potential is staggering. This
is not merely a 'substitute' for a drum
kit . .. this is a NEW INSTRUMENT.

The LM -1 won't be for everyone, its
price alone sees to that, you could buy
a new Renault 5 for what the Linn goes
for. But it's only the beginning. The
LM -1 is a computer but it and the
computers which follow are, surely,
new instruments and new instru-
ments will breed new players and new
techniques. It's just the beginning. .

Warren Cann E&MM
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GNAT
SYNTHESISER

ONLY £99.00 Inc. VAT
An advanced digital synthesiser, totally portable, based on the world famous

British 'Wasp' synthesiser.

The Gnat gives you more facilities (some unique) than other synthesisers
that are three times the price.

1978 saw a genuine breakthrough in synthesiser
technology. The world's first synthesiser for under £200.
The 'Wasp' offers a quality and performance which has
remained unchallenged. Many well known recording
artists and personalities perform with this instrument.
Now at last the 'Gnat', with the following facilities, is
available.

* Easy to play. one finger, touch sensitive two octave
keyboard incorporating a new digital breakthrough which
holds the oscillator constantly in tune. The oscillator has
sawtooth, squarewave and enhance positions. The
enhance 'feels' like two oscillators.

*Digital white noise.

*A five position wave form control oscillator incorporating
the famous random sample and hold.

*A powerful low pass' filter with 'Q' resonance and a
control oscillator and control envelope to the filter for
those rich synthesiser sounds.

*A unique control envelope which on one knob
many shapes for the filter.

*Envelope with attack and decay/release

* Preset sustain and volume.

*A full digital coding interface link for connection to any of
the products (Wasps, Spiders, Caterpillars, Fleas) and
Micro Computers.
Plus line output for amplification, and a 9 volt power input
adaptor socket.

*Housed in a durable, light weight (1 KILO) plastic case
with battery compartment for six HP11 type batteries.

* Internal practice speaker.

* Every Gnat comes with a comprehensive specially
written manual-a complete course in synthesiser
technique, from the first principles to advanced
performance.

Ives
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(£199 inc. VAT) incorporating
everything in the Gnat plus the
following features -2 oscillators with
pulse and width control and variable
pitch. Separate digital white noise
and control. Filter A three band filter
consisting of low pass, band pass
and high pass. Separate positive
and negative controls from the low
frequency oscillator and the second
envelope shaper. Both envelope
shapers have individual sustain,
repeat and delay functions. Two link
outputs and headphone outputs.

Coming Soon
The Flea Sequencer (£99 inc. VAT)
A smaller version of the Spider
Sequencer.

(£199 inc. VAT) A digital micro
computer based sequencer
designed for use with the Gnat and
the Wasp synthesisers. Two modes
of operation
1. Pulse Ti e with 252 e storage

capac
2. Rea ime with 84 note stor e

ca city.
Van le speed playback in both
modes. Note editing facilities, tape

chronising facilities (syn pulse
t) Digital to anologue v age

onverter which prodyC igger
and control volts r makes
of synthesise( retained
when po r is
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(£149 inc. VAT) A three octave four
voice digital moving keyboard
controller designed for use with Gnat
and Wasp synthesisers. Up to four
synthesisers can be connected and
played polyphonically. Three modes
of key assignment unison, normal
polyphonic, and cycle polyphonic.

Completely portable-Long life from
a PP3 internal battery. The
caterpillar allows the Gnats and
Wasps to be built up polyphonically
as required, simply by adding more
together. Thus making a very cheap
and versatile four voice synthesiser
at a fifth of the cost of other makes.
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Quasar
P.O. Box 233
London SW3 300

rchased. A free holder bag for your instrument.
to protect against dust.

Box 233, London SW3 313,0

>7 Item
11111.

Code Item Price
E

Total
E

Gnat G 99

Wasp W 199

Spider S 199

Caterpillar C 149

Total

Please tick if you req re a VAT receipt 0

*I enclose a cheque/p stal order to Quasar. for E

Please charge to my ccess/Barclaycard no.
Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss
Address

Emilm/9
I All products are fully guaranteed against normal use for 12 months I
L -J
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ELECTRO-MUSIC

An interview with Ralf
Ralf Nutter first met Florian
Schneider in the Dusseldorf
Academy, Germany in 1968,

where courses were being held in
musical improvisation. From this
essentially classical background they
teamed up to try their newly acquired
skills with experiments in electronic
sound that began by simply using
amplifiers, echo machines and feed-
back effects.

"Not only were we interested in
Musique Concrete but also in playing
organ tone clusters and flute feed-
back sounds that added variety to the
repeated note sequences that we
recorded and mixed on tape. Then we
used several acoustic drummers as
we turned our attention to more
rhythmic music, and soon found that
amplifying drums with contact mics
was desirable for us but not readily

Flutter
accepted by the players."

"We started off 'Kling Klang' studio
in 1970, which really marked the
beginning of Kraftwerk. The studio
was, in fact, just an empty room in a
workshop premises that was a part of
an industrial area in Dusseldorf. We
fitted sound isolation material into the
60sq metre room, and we now use
other adjoining rooms where we
make instruments. When we first
moved in, we started recording with
stereo tape machines and cassette
recorders in preparation for our first
record. The master tapes were then
taken to the recording studio for final
mixdown. This allowed us to be 'self -
producing' at the time as far as we
could with our own limited resources,
so we did another three LPs in this
way."

"Don't forget in those days suc-

Pocket Calculator.

Ralf Rutter.

cessful musicians used important
producers to promote and launch
their records, but we took on every
aspect of the production ourselves,"
Ralf commented. "It's very encourag-
ing in England today to see people
bringing out their record/ cassette
labels. From the start we used cas-
settes for recording 'in the field' and
mixed these sounds with our instru-
ments in the studio.

"It's been quite a common thing for
groups to have their own 'home
studios' in Germany with the empha-
sis very much on 'do-it-yourself'

activities. We made our own record
covers by taking Polaroid pictures and
designing the artwork, and did our
own management. In 1971 Kraftwerk
was still. without a drummer, so I

bought a cheap drum machine giving
some preset dance rhythms. By
changing the basic sounds with tape
echo and filtering we made the
rhythm tracks for our second album.
Our instrumental sounds came from
home-made oscillators and an old
Hammond organ that gave us varied
tonal harmonies with its drawbars. We
manipulated the tapes at different

1 REM SHARP BASIC:PRINT"E":DIM E$(8)
2 E$(1)="COMPUTER WORLD":E$(2)="POCKET CALCULATOR":E$(3)="NUMBERS"
E$(4)="COMPUTER WORLD 2":E$(5)="COMPUTER LOOE":E$(6)="HOME COMPUTER"

4 E$(7)="IT'S MORE FUN TO COMPUTE":E$(8)="RALF.KARL.WOLFGANG.FLORIAN"
REM K=GRAPHIC SYMBOL CODE:FORK=222T0250:Z=-1:FOR T=1T08
X=X-Kw/10:Y=INT(12*COS(X))+12:72=-2

MMMIIMM
111.1 MO 111M CJ P T IA 0 F

T
F" OCKET C

7 IF2=-1THENFORR=1TOY:PRINTCHR$(K)::NEXT:PRINT"KRAFTWERK";
8 IF2=-1THENFORR=1T031-Y:PRINTCHR$00::NEXT:GOTO6
9 FORR=1TOY:FRINTCHR$(K)::NEXT:PRINTE$(T):
10 FORR=1T040-LEN(E$(T))-4':PRINTCHR$(K)::NEXT E F:
11 NEXTT:NEXTK

C C1 m F" T12 END
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ELECTRO-MUSIC

'Robots' - a lifesize model stands motionless by each player.

speeds for further effects.
"Commercial synthesisers came

fairly late into Germany and it was not
until the third album that we started to
use them. By that time, Wolfgang Flur
had joined us to play a custom built
drum system and was our first per-
cussion player to accept electronical-
ly produced drums.

"Electronic music was quite new
as a musical medium in the early
'70's, of course, and many people
were just starting, like the Can group
in Cologne.

"I think we were one of the first
groups to have an electric drummer
with Wolfgang Flur. As well as the
custom drum console, we now have
two sets of drums that consist of six
metal pads triggered by metal sticks
on contact. These are not touch
sensitive, so accents and dynamics
come from separate volume foot
pedals. Sometimes we link one or

more pedals to change other para-
meters, such as tone or pitch."

A year later Karl Bartos became
the fourth Kraftwerk musician be-
cause he also believed that music
could be made satisfactorily through
entirely electronic means.

"We feel music is more a product
of the imagination and the instru-
ments are made as a result of every-
thing we do. We don't see ourselves as
specific instrumentalists - I am not
just a keyboard player, nor is Wolfgang
simply a drummer, this is too limiting
for each player who has developed
skills in making harmonies and
melodies as well as rhythms."

The Kling Kiang studio equipment
continued to be designed by all four
musicians and since their knowledge
of electronics was limited, they em-
ployed a full time engineer to make
and service equipment as well as a
mathematician to devise the com-
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puter programs.
"Our daily schedule of work lasts

some 8-10 hours in the studio. We
don't regard ourselves just as
musicians but as Musik-Arbeiter
(musical workers), and we designed
and built up our complete portable
studio set that includes the stage
backdrops, curtains, lighting, frames,
staging and stereo PA system as well
as the instrument equipment stands.
Multi -wired cable looms are used for
quick dismantling of each section of
the movable instrument frames. The
players stand on metal box staging
that hides the mass of wiring.
Fortunately, we are all about the same
stature, so each of the four players
sections of the instrument gear is
built to be suitable for any of us. All the
instrument racks are standard 19"
width and pack away into cases for
transit."

In Performance
I asked Ralf about their style of

performance. "So many people move
or even jump around on stage these
days and it's important for our music
that we do not do this - our rather
static performance is also necessary
for emphasising the 'robotic' aspect of
our music (in the new 'Computer
World' LP).

"The physical layout of the equip-
ment, besides being functional, was
to imply the idea of the 'man -
machine' which we've always talked
about - that the music does not
become dominated by one or the
other. For example, some people
perform with their musical machines
built up high around them in an
impressive way - we prefer the low
profile image, bringing man and
machine together in a 'friendly part-
nership' of musical creation.

"We have been building the set for
the last three years (since the 'Man
Machine' album), whilst composing
the music and and preparing the
video graphics. Most of the instru-
ments were obtained in previous
years but they were wired in a more
typical electronic music studio
fashion. Besides looking rather
messy, the earlier layout caused
problems in transport and hours of
rewiring for each performance. It
actually takes two hours at most to
install or dismantle the new set. We
always bring our own German stage
crew but of course other people often
help in the local halls. To minimise
component failure and rough hand-
ling, we use industrial high spec./
heavy duty devices in the equipment."

It is very easy for audiences to be
'fooled' into thinking that electronic
music groups play all the music when
in fact, much if not all the music can
be pre-recorded. In this way, the live
performance can be made to sound
like the artists' LP version. A most
important point here is that Kraftwerk
DO play most pieces completely LIVE
and EVERY item on their futuristic
equipment consoles is usable in
performance. On both sides of the
large stage set are the PA stacks
which deliver up to 12K watts output.
Their grey cabinet colour was
deliberate to match the set and the
group's own image in 'sombre' black.
When I attended Kraftwerk's concert
at the Hammersmith Palais in

-FLORII=IF4--01bOOIDOMP*CONF'UTEF: WOFA__C:Ablbatibibibibile
4404***44ilt*Olibil!KRPFTWEE:1-(1104****00441*4400.
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ELECTRO-MUSIC

London, the sound was clear without
distortion, even with the computer
speech.

Equipment
The instrument and equipment

used by the players contain items
collected since 1971. The four large
video screens were made by Sony in
Japan and the recent UK tour was
delayed because it took much longer
than expected to compile the video
film and rehearse with the music and
video in sync.

"The paint was literally just drying
off as the items were packed," re-
marked Ralf, "and just in case any
problems were encountered, two
engineers started off our tour through
Southern Europe."

The video screens were chosen to
compliment the four players who
have their own personal monitor
screen on their part of the main
consoles. The video programmes all
appear at the same time on each
screen and consist of film and micro-
computer material. These are not
exactly synchronised to the music but
simply start a new sequence for each
piece. Occasionally the fluorescent
strip lights, overhead spots or floor
strobes were used, while the screens
had a 'white snow' blank transmission
picture. Some of the computer pro-
grams were made on Atari and Texas
microprocessors and Ralf plans to
install a keyboard terminal beside
each TV monitor for a player to select
and alter the display in time to the
music.

"Everybody seems to limit them-
selves by saying 'I'm an instrument
player' but we like to 'play pictures' as
well as share the instruments avail-
able. Gunter Spachtholz is the video
and lighting engineer handling all the
visuals and he sits on the left hand
side of the stage (viewed from the
audience). On the other side of the
performers is the sound engineer (we
call him our dB man!), Joachim
Dehmann. Although he makes the
final balance of the total sound
output, each player mixes his instru-
ments separately from up to eight
sound sources."

The Robots
"We like to portray the things we do

on a day-to-day basis in our music -
other people might be fascinated by
space flights to the moon and so on.
We did trya space lab kind of set once,
but always prefer now to relate to
everyday technology, such as cars,
trains and other human -controlled
machines.

"Our 'trip' for these current per-
formances is based on robots. The
idea of the robot came from a tour that
covered 65 places in America. As a
result we started to become auto-
matic and 'robotic' ourselves - even
new pieces were written in 5-10
minutes (one evening in a disco-
theque I wrote 'Showroom Dummies'
like that). We were intrigued that the
Russian word 'Robotnic' means
'Worker' and so much related to our
ideas.

"We generally keep our audience
contact to a metaphysical level -
really because we have little time to
look around - although we are very
aware of their response. The only

exception is with 'Pocket Calculator'."
Here, Ralf had a mini -synth instru-

ment, Karl and Florian had a calcu-
lator each and Wolfgang provided the
drum taps. This current single for the
group was certainly brought to life on
stage and promoted audience partici-
pation in playing the extra instru-
ments. These were connected by
signal cable to the consoles (even
though they could have used radio
control), because it gave the feeling of
being linked like a robot to its main
control machine. "Again, we found
the instruments in a department store
last Christmas, so we took everyday
items into our music - from 'street -
level'!

"We both agreed the way musical
equipment is designed in the future
could be as an extension from the
human being, with suitable feedback
between machine and man. The

emphasis on keyboards could turn to
instruments, controlled by some part
of the body, using piezo pick-ups,
special electrodes and heat sensitive
elements. Even 10 years ago, I used to
rub a contact mic on my clothes and
skin to produce different sounds that
would change at each performance."

Backgrounds
Ralph is 34 with the others also in

the late 20's/early 30's. None of the
group are married and Karl, like Ralf
and Florian has a classical music
background. Wolfgang's musical ex-
perience prior to Kraftwerk was in
popular music. Ralf originally studied
as an architect and certainly none of
the group intended to become pro-
fessional musicians.

"We like the audience to dance
and move to our music - especially as

in recent years people tended towards
a more concert -listener approach,
even more so with electronic music.
Electro-music is a much suitable title
than electronic music for the way
music in general is going. The instru-
ments of electro-music help to
liberate people's creativity, allowing
individuals to use studio technology
in their home for almost any sound
they want.

"When we select an instrument
sound, we don't worry if, for example,
the strings are not authentic - we
simply take the sounds we like!

"On stage we use sheet music,
graphic diagrams and settings which
cue us in our pieces to switch on or off
devices and adjust instruments, as
well as reminding us of note
sequences, lead, harmony lines and
rhythmic structures.

"The philosophy I have is that
the music becomes so complex that it
has to be written down. I have this
tendency that if I can't remember it
from memory then maybe that music
is not worth doing. I tend to play more
like a busking musician'and my rather
simplistic view is that if I forget it then
it's worth forgetting so I play some-
thing else!"

Kraftwerk's latest "Computer
World" was prepared over the last 3
years along with the present Kling
Kiang studio.

"The pieces in many ways 'com-
pose themselves' by us finding
sounds from experimenting with
interfacing and settings. During the
week, we work from 5 p.m. until 1 or 2
at night. During other times in the day
we do the administration for Kraft-
werk and liase with our engineers and
visitors."
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HE PLC SYNTHESIZER COOKBOOK
by H. Kinley Price: £5.25
INTRODUCING AMATEUR ELECTRONICS 
by I. R. Sinclair Price: £4.00
ELECTRONICS FAULT DIAGNOSIS
by I. R. Sinclair Price: £3.50
UNDERSTANDING MICROPROCESSORS.,
by Texas Inst. Price: f4.50 .

HOW TO USE INTEGRATED CIRCUIT
LOGIC ELEMENTS
by J. W. Streater Price: £4.25
GUIDEBOOK TO SMALL COMPUTERS
by W. Barden Price: f3.50
THE COMPLETE H/B OF MAGNETIC
RECORDING by F. Jorgensen Price f7.25p
SOUND RECORDING PRACTICE
by J. Borwick Price: f20.50
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK
by J. M. Frost Price: f10.50
1981 THE RADIO AMATEUR'S H/B
by A.R.R.L. Price: £8.00
TOWERS' INTERNATIONAL
TRANSISTOR SELECTOR
by T. D. Towers Price: £10.50'.

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
15-21 PRAED STREET,

LONDON W2 1 NP. TEL: 01-402 9176
(closed Saturday 1 p m.)

SPECIALS TO E&MM READERS (ALL FULL SPEC)
2114 (450NS) £1.20p - 2114L (450NS) £1.35p

2708 (Fairchild) £1.85p - 2716 (5v) £4.25p - 2732 £9.00

USED - GUARANTEED - REPLACEMENT EXCHANGE
2716 £2.00 - 2732 £4"00 -4116 (200NS) £1.00 - P/P 0.35p

AUGAT IC SOCKETS (THE BEST AVAILABLE)
16 DIL 0.20p - 18 DIL 0.25p - 20 DIL 0.30p - 24 DIL 0.40p

40 DIL 0.55p

WIRE/WRAP IC SOCKETS (VARIOUS MAKES)
14 DIL 0.55p - 16 DIL 0.35p - 20 DIL 0.48p - 22 DIL 0.58p

24 DIL 0.70p

DISPLAYS
HP5082/74144, 4 -Digit OIL LED Displays £1.50p - HP5082/7650 0.4"
CC High Brightness "ONLY" 0.95p - FNA8041 10 -Digit LED Display

(0.122"), built-in seg/digit drivers + full Data £2.50p

MULTITURN TRIMPOTS
3/4" PCB Mounting 1 K, 5K, 50K, 14 for £2.50p - VU Meter, 48 x 50mm

face size, 50 x 28mm, 250 UA £1.15p

GUEST (GOLD PLATED) IC TEST CLIPS
40 DIL, 28 DIL £4.50p per pair - P/P 0.50p

REG PCB (LESS COMPONENTS)
5v 1 Amp, 12v 1 Amp + Heatsink (60 x 90mm), brand new £1.00

Heatsink only 0.55p

STAR OFFER 1' eceiver trnaail

ALL COMPONENTS 0.35p P/P UNLESS STATED

LB ELECTRONICS
DEPT E&MM, 11 HERCIES RD, HILLINGDON, MIDDX UB10 9LS, ENGLAND
All enquiries s.a.e. please. Telephone answering machine service out of business hours. New
retail premises, now open Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri and Sat, 9.30-6.00. Lunch 1 2 15 weekdays.

Closed all day Wednesday. We are situated just off the A40 opposite Master Brewer.
UXBRIDGE 55399
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Powerfets

So far 29 semiconductor manufacturers have invested in this new technology. Clearly powerfets
are something special.

Their enormous power gains eliminate conventional drive circuitry in power amps, permitting
delightfully simple designs. Their freedom from secondary breakdown and their tendency to
shutdown when thermally overstressed, result in inherently stable and destruction -proof output
stages, not needing protection circuitry. And perhaps best of all, their lack of charge storage make
them fast and responsive, producing amplifiers of wide bandwidth and low distortion even at high
frequencies.

Elegant Simplicity
Advances in high technology should make life simpler. A

cluttered power amplifier board may well perform superbly,
but its busy elaboration is an indication that its design is
pushing the limit of its component technology.

There are now many first class bipolar power amps on the
market. All of them are complex and consequently expensive.
Any additional improvements in the areas where they are
weak (e.g. H.F. distortion) can only be obtained with yet further
complexity and cost.

Only a new technology can provide the sort of "quantum
jump" in component performance necessary to reduce the
clutter on the board, reduce the cost and make the highest fi
once more affordable.

PFA 120
(150W plus

Power Supply into 8U.
Components available 300W INTO 412)

The PFA is perhaps the perfect realisation of the classic powerfet amp design. The superb PCB
allows the use of either one or two pairs of output devices, providing easy expandability for those
starting with the smaller system. (The extra cutput pair of the PFA120 results in lower distortion
and improved efficiency, particularly into low impedance loads).

The components used in the PFA have been chosen with extreme care. The lowest noise input
devices and lowest distortion gain stage devices were selected regardless of cost. 140V powerfets
were chosen against the more usual 120V to give improved safety margins. -

Specification
Bandwith
Output Power

R.M.S. into 85t
THD

(20Hz-20KHz)
(KHz at rated

output)
SNR
Slew Rate
Gain
Rin
Vs max

Cost
(built)
(kit)

PFA80
10hz -
80W (Vs.-± 50V)

PFA120
100KHz± 1dB
120W (Vs,± 55V)

*0.008% AS 0.005%

0.004% typ. 0.002% typ

120dB
>20V/AS
X22
30K

±70V

£15.95 £22.85 P/P 75p
£13.95 f20.85

Power Amp PAN 1397
A high quality 20W power amp board based on the HA1 397. Easily modified for bridge operation,

providing high powers from low supply voltages.
Specification
Output power RMS

THD
SNR
Input
Cost (Built)

20W into 851. at ± 22V
20W into 451. at ± 19V
0 02% at 1KHz 1W to 12W
90dB
100mV into 50K
£5.80 P/P 40p

PSU 101 Power Supply Board for 1 or 2 PAN
1397s. Provides ±22V a* and +27V with
2 second run-up (for a hump circuit on
PAN 1397). (Built) £3.95, P/P 75p

Mains transformer for above 17-0-17v 50VA.L.3.95 P/P £1.10p

Pre -amp PAN 20
The design is unique. Equalisation is applied

after a flat gain stage, resulting in one of the
best noise performances available. Superb
overload figures are ensured by a front end
incorporating a special gain/attenuator con-
trol (volume control to you!). The inputs are
uncommitted and can be used with any
combination of signal sources in the 1mV to
10V range. RIAA equalisation is provided for
mag PUs and space on the board is available
for different equalisations.

Specification
B.W.
THD
at rated o/p
SNR

Vs
Output
Cost
(built board
less controls)

20Hz-30KHz ± 1dB
0 003% typ

85dB (ref. 5mV RIAA)
105dB (ref. 100mV flat)

20V
1V (clips at + 20dB)

£4.75 2 needed for stereo
P/P 40p

THE POWERFET SPECIALISTS

J. W. RIMMER
Mail order only to:

Dept. E&MM/9, 148 Quarry Street, Liverpool L25 6HQ.
Telephone: 051-428 2651

Technical enquiries:
367 Green Lanes, London N4 1DY. Tel: 01-800 6667
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Kling Kiang
The Kling Klang studio arrange-

ment gives an intriguing insight into
music of the future. Ralf and I

examined the layout in the labelled
photograph and discussed the equip-
ment working from left to right (from
Ralf to Florian). The letters in the text
relate to the locations on the picture.
A First, there are two analogue
sequencers which will produce up to
64 notes. The many rows of switches
have 'in, shift and stop' settings for
trigger, rest and reset points, as well
as pitch control. The sequence can
run as two x 32 in parallel or 1 x 64 in
series. LED indicators can be clearly
seen from the audience during opera-
tion. The triggers can be outputted
wherever Ra If desires, generally to the
console instruments (except Karl's
who prefers to play manual bass
lines).

So here is the secret of Kraftwerk's
superb synchronisation throughout
their performance. "Remember, we
have been playing this kind of syn-
chronised music for about 10 years.
To play along with machines is very
difficult - a lot of people speed up or
slow down when doing it. Our 'dia-
logue' with the machines is to choose
whenever we want the machine or
human pulse. Although we don't yet
have the perfect set-up, the 'friend-
ship' or inter -relationship we create
with the machines makes them an
extension of the musician. If one
instrument breaks down we are still
able to continue, and when we finish
our current series of tours we'll be
modifying the set still further."

Several master clocks are posi-
tioned around the console so that any
player can be selecting a tempo for
the next piece. This explains the short
gap between numbers - "It could be
even shorter but we are a little
nervous sometimes! We can also
trigger other synthesisers off stage
and the clock times are set via a
digital display and key pad."
B Ralf's TV monitor and telephone
communication to engineers.
C The Roland Micro -Composer (with
expanded memory) plus a bank of
switches for routing signals. "The

composer can be used for extra tracks
in one or two pieces or as the time
clock in performance, although we
prefer to use it when we are at home
for trying out sequence combinations.
This is much easier than using the
analogue sequencers but it still takes
a fair amount of time to set up."
D The Eventide Digital Delay and
Flanger with a small stereo mixer.
Panning of sounds can be done by the
players mixers or by the sound
engineer. "We are not the biggest fans
of panning!" comments Ralf. "We
think stereo is a 'privileged sound'
since only those that sit in the middle
hear it properly, and so we are happier
to use a mono output that has plenty
of depth. Electronic Reverberation is
not used very much in performance
because most venues have enough
(or too much) already."

Both Ralf and Florian use head-
sets. Ralf does the 'straight' vocals,
often shielding the mic with his hand
to avoid feedback and increase bass
volume. Florian's mic feeds the
vocoder and this adds subtle changes
to Ralf's voice and provides extra
effects.
R "I am playing three keyboard
instruments stacked on my console: a
special light -disc instrument from
Florida for mono choir sounds, with
the Polymoog and Minimoog synthe-
sisers. We all have 4 foot pedals under
our front consoles for volume and/or
effect control."
K This is Karl's keyboard - specially
made in Italy to replace Korg's key-
board controller, which operates the
Korg PS -3300 polyphonic synthesiser
set in E console. One of its special
features for us is its ability to merge
harmonic with 'non -related' overtones
and its parameters stretch attack and
decay times to their limits. In E there
are also a tuning device, volts/amps
meters for checking power supplies
and graphic equalisers. Incidentally,
LEDs on the keyboard console panel
show notes being played to the
audience.
G Karl's TV monitor.
H Ventilation grilles in corner sec-
tion linking the two straight console
rows.
I Wolfgang's TV monitor.
J The custom-built drum consoles.

Here are the electronics for the two
drum controllers containing 6 metal
pads mounted on stands L. Also
various filtering devices plus a Syn-
drum unit. One drum pad is played by
Karl occasionally and the other by
Wolfgang.
M Next come some more equalis-
ers including parametric types, filters,
mixer rack, Eventide Harmoniser and
Digital Delay, and Limiter/compres-
sors.
W Wolfgang's console contains the
special drum machine built by Kraft-
werk's engineer. There are 6 rows of
switches, each row having its own
drum sound that can be pulsed on
when a switch is set during the
sequence run (controlled by a master
clock). LED lights on its front show the
audience the sequence taking place.
Wolfgang is continuously changing
these to give the rhythm plenty of
variation, at the same time using his
pedals to give accent.
O Sennheiser Vocoder rack.
P Mixer, metering and switching
facilities.
Q Florian's TV monitor.
S The circuitry for the electronic
flute on its stand at N. It's not actually
blown but uses keys situated in flute
pad positions that are 'touched' by the
fingers to give a D/A control voltage/
trigger output for any of the syn-
thesisers.
T EMS Vocoder with patch panel.
F Florian's keyboard console con-
taining a Prophet polyphonic syn-
thesiser and trigger pad for starting
his master clock.
U Overhead stage spots for high-
lighting players.
V Special Sony Video screens with
projection units.
X Foldback at floor level (supple-
mented by extra underfloor speakers).
Y Fluorescent name boxes.
Z Coloured fluorescent strip light-
ing (ultra -violet, red, green, yellow,
white and blue), running behind the
consoles. Over each console rack are
lights for illuminating the controls;
although between numbers the
players use torches to set up. The
strobe lights ST are triggered auto-
matically from a sequencer.

Kraftwerk performed a substantial
2 -hour programme on their UK tour

that included the following pieces:

Numbers
Computer World

Computer World LPComputer Love
Home Computer
The Model j

Man Machine LPNeon -Lights
Radio Activity
The Voice of Energy j Radio Activity LP
Ohm Sweet Ohm
Autobahn (From the LP)
Hall of Mirrors }Showroom Dummies Trans -European

Trans -European Express Express LP

Pocket Calculator
Robots Computer World
It's More Fun to Compute} LP

"We are working on digital storage
for the drums. The drums we use are
ideal for our present 'fatalistic' quality
- they keep on going like a machine.
We keep away from phasing because
we find phase effects occurring
through the speaker system. Flanging
is useful, especially on drums, pro-
vided it's carefully controlled (we've
blown quite a few speakers!)

"In the future we shall try to make
our instruments smaller, with more
digital control - micro -electronics
should make us more flexible and
allow us to perform on smaller stages.

"Because 'Computer World" is
based on one theme, we have several
pieces in hand at the studio for other
LPs.

"We aim to create a total sound -
not to make music in the traditional
sense with complex harmony. A mini-
malistic approach is more important
for us. We spend a month on the
sound and five minutes on the chord
changes! Germany has no predomi-
nent pop -music scene, unlike Eng-
land, so we have a thriving com-
munication between electronic music
listeners and performers. Cassette
tapes are promoting this as well, just
like your own E&MM tapes."

The current Kraftwerk tour has so
far covered Southern Europe, Ger-
many and England. Next they go to
France and then America. Finally East
Germany, Russia and Japan.

Meanwhile, the computer world
continues and Kraftwerk will no doubt
have made a significant contribution
to its musical development.
Mike Beecher E&M M
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Guide to Electronic Music Techniques
Mixing

In the last few months I've covered
various aspects of basic tape tech-
nique. I've talked a little about

recording concrete sounds, about
ways of manipulating sounds on tape,
and about editing. So far we've gene-
rally thought about one sound at a
time and how each of the processes
discussed can be applied to a particu-
lar sound. But, if you want to get be-
yond simple experiments and start
making pieces, sooner or later you will
want to superimpose one sound (or
more), or a group of sounds, on top of
another. Perhaps you want two lines
(melodies if you like) running in
counterpoint; perhaps you want to
play one sound progression over the
rhythmic background of a loop; or
maybe you want to superimpose sev-
eral sounds to make one composite
sound or a chord.

In order to do this it is neces-
sary to have a way of playing from two
tape sources at once and mixing the
two sources into one composite sig-
nal to be recorded. Having more than
two sources is an advantage but it is
possible to work with only two. If you
go into a "classical" tape studio you
will notice that there are usually a
large number of tape recorders. For
example, in the studio that I run, fairly
typical, but by no means the largest,
there are (at present): one 8 -track
machine, two 4 -track machines, three
2 -track machines and two full -track
mono machines.

This may sound like a lot, but I've
often seen them all in use at once.
While a set-up like this makes many
things a lot easier, it is possible to
achieve a great deal with just two
machines; and it is even possible to
work with one reel-to-reel and one
cassette machine if you use a bit of
ingenuity. If you have access to two
reel-to-reel machines you will be able
to save yourself some copying stages,
but the principle is the same, so, for
the purposes of this article, I'll
assume the second machine is a'
cassette recorder. A few years ago I
would have thrown up my hands in
horror at the very idea, but the quality
of cassette recording has improved so
much recently, and the prices, com-
pared with domestic reel-to-reel
machines, are so low that a cassette
recorder (particularly a portable one
that can be used for location record-
ing) can be very worthwhile in a low-
cost set-up. But do get hold of one
with noise reduction.

The other thing you will need is a
way of mixing two signals into one.
Some tape recorders are designed so
that, when only one channel is
selected for recording, both inputs
are mixed to the selected channel. If
this facility is available on your
machine then you'll be all right.
Otherwise you can build a small mixer
very cheaply (the one in the May issue
of E&MM should do the job nicely),
and you'll need some sort of mixer
sooner or later anyway.

The basic procedure is as follows:
Say you have eight sounds (individual
sounds or edited tracks) each of

a) Procedure

Put Input 'n' on Machine B

Put Input 'n+1' on Machine B

b) Results
If Input =

Machine B (Playback) Machine A (Record)

0 0

0_0

then Output=

/if T 0
Mix onto Track 1

/
Mix onto Track 2

Layer 'n' &

Copy 'n' &

Mix 'n' &

Mix' 'n' &

etc.

Layer 'n+1. Copy 'n+
2

Copy 'n+1' Mix 'n+
2

Mix 'n.+1' Mix' 'n+1'
2

Mix' 'n+ Mix2 'n+2'
2

0 0
} = Output 'n+1'

2

c) Notes
1. 'Put Input 'n' on Machine B' will re-

quire an extra copy stage if Machine B
is a cassette recorder.

2. Inputs might be of mixed types, i.e.,

if you are mixing six layers your inputs
at the last stage might be Mix 1 (four
layers) and Copy 3 (two layers).

Figure 1

which is on a separate tape. I will call
these "layers" 1 to 8. I will call the
master recording machine A and the
playback machine (or cassette re-
corder) B. Take layer 1 and put it on
machine B, (if machine B is a cassette
machine you must put the original
tape on A and make a copy of it on one
track of the cassette - if B is reel-
to-reel you have only to put your
original tape on B and record direct).

Now put some clean tape on
machine A and record layer 1 on track
1. In the same way put layer 2 on
machine B and record on track 2 of
the same tape on machine A. You
should now have a new tape, which I
will call copy 1 with layer 1 on track 1
and layer 2 and track 2. Now repeat
this process putting layers 3 and 4
onto tracks 1 and 2 of a new section of
clean tape (probably further on the
same reel) which I will call copy 2.
Note that, at this stage, no actual
mixing has yet occurred; all we have
done is arrange two separate layers
onto one tape so that they can be
played simultaneously on one
machine.

There are two important points
that must be made at this stage. First,
always make copies at the highest
level possible without distortion, even
if the sound will end up very quiet. In
this way noise levels can be kept to a
minimum. Remember that noise is
cumulative - it will always be in-
creased at each stage of the pro-
cess, and once there it cannot be re-
duced. So the trick is to keep it to a
minimum at every stage. If a sound is
going to end up quiet try to reduce its
level at the latest possible stage, as
the accumulated noise will then be
reduced with it. If you have to increase
a low level later, the noise will be
increased too, and you may have the
accumulated noise of many layers to
worry about.

Secondly, it is often very tricky to

get good synchronisation between
layers using this method. Sometimes
this may not matter, but often it is
essential. If you mark the start of the
sound on each (reel-to-reel) tape very
carefully and make a start mark on
the new tape you are recording on,
then always line up these marks in
exactly the same place you should,
with practise, be able to start both
machines consistently together. If it
doesn't line up exactly the first time,
slightly shift one of the tapes forward
or backward, as appropriate, and try
again. If you are careful and patient
you should be able to get it right.
Remember, be sure to get the first
ones really accurate or you'll have
more and more trouble later on.

Now for the second stage, which is
almost a repeat of the first. Put copy 1
onto machine B and mix both tracks
of machine B into track 1 of machine
A. At this stage it will be necessary to
get the relative levels of layers 1 and 2
correct, but still keep the overall level
as high as possible. Now repeat the
process, mixing layers 3 and 4 onto
track 2 of the same section of tape.
You should now have a tape (I'll call it
Mix 1) with layers 1 and 2 mixed onto
track 1 and layers 3 and 4 mixed onto
track 2 - note that we still have control
over the relative levels of these two
pairs of layers. Now repeat the whole
process so far with layers 5 to 8
replacing layers 1 to 4 to make a new
tape (Mix 2) with layers 5 and 6 on
track 1 and layers 7 and 8 on track 2
(the intermediate stages will be copy
3 and copy 4). Now repeat from the
second stage using Mix 1 and Mix 2 in
place of Copy 1 and Copy 2, so that
now you have all eight layers on one
tape (Mix 1) divided into two groups of
four on tracks 1 and 2. If you want to
keep it as a stereo mix, with dif-
ferent material on left and right
tracks, then that is your finished
product; otherwise you can mix the

Lawrence Casserley
two tracks as necessary onto another
tape. If you have more than eight
layers the whole process can be
repeated using the other layers so that
you end up with two tapes equiva-
lent to Mix 1 which can then be
combined in exactly the same way as
Mix 1 and Mix 2 were; and this can go
on indefinitely, with the proviso that
noise will increase relative to the
number of stages involved. I've suc-
cessfully done "montages" with as
many as sixty layers this way - it can
be done if you're careful.

Essentially the process consists of
one procedure that can be repeated
again and again like a sub -routine in a
computer program. I have given a
diagram of the basic procedure in
Figure 1. Just select the appropriate
inputs each time and note that in the
first stage, combining two "layers" to
-make a "copy", the instruction "mix
onto track n of machine A" is only a
copy as there is only one signal to mix
each time.

You will have noticed that I have
been very careful to give each stage a
clear identifying label. As I've said
before it is very important to be meti-
culous about all this. Always label the
tapes and keep notes on what each
one contains, otherwise confusion is
inevitable. The use of different col-
oured leader may also help to distin-
guish the different stages. The best
thing is to evolve a consistent system
which you always use.

Finally, a few hints about specific
points. First, try to work out the best
order of combining sounds before you
start. For example, if you want to end
up with a background texture plus a
couple of more prominent "voices",
do the background as one part of your
mix and get that right on its own, then
combine your main voices in the
correct balance, and, finally, put the
two parts together, when all you need
to do is get the right relationship
between background and foreground.
You'll find this sort of thing, both the
planning and successful execution, a
lot easier when you've had some ex-
perience. Don't get discouraged if it
all comes out wrong the first time - it
can be done if you persevere. Another
point, try to work with the shortest
possible sections and edit them to-
gether after they're mixed. It will be
much easier to get it right if you do a
short section each time, and there
won't be so much work wasted if it all
goes wrong. Exactly how to divide it up
will depend on what you're doing, but
some specific examples will be dis-
cussed over the next few months,
when I plan to go through the whole
process of making a short piece of
"Musique concrete" from recording
the original material through to the
finished master. A lot of the things I've
talked about so far will be included.

I'll leave you with a little problem
which will crop up in the piece. A
number of layers start at different
times but all finish together with an
exactly synchronised chord - what do
you think is the best way to do it?

E&MM
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The WERSI Concept
Build your own electronic organ with the WERSI system

WERSI presents their new generation of electronic organs and
accessories to you, the do-it-yourselfer. All the tools you need are

illustrated left. The electronics involved is very revolutionary,
making it very easy to understand. Every non -specialist who can
read is able to do it. Building a WERSI organ from a kit can save

you more than half the cost of a similarly equipped ready-
made instrument and that means with WERSI and your own

initiative and involvement you can afford a sophisticated
electonic organ.

Do you have to be a virtuoso or a
music lover to benefit from building a

WERSI organ? No . . . this would mean
failure to recognize the sense of the

hobby. Even after your project is
completed you will be able to discover

new excitement from the world of
music.

Whether you play haunting blues,
stomping disco, liturgical hymns or

classic renditions the new generation
of WERSI organs will make your

life more enjoyable.

AURA SOUNDS LTD
are the first company to
successfully market WERSI
organs and kits in the U.K.
We have three modern show-
rooms where we pride ourselves
you will receive a friendly welcome
Why not pop in and see the WERSI
range for yourself - we can always
arrange a free demonstration. We
also offer a free technical telephone
support service which is second to none.

Alternatively, fill in the coupon below
for the full colour catalogue. For
immediate action telephone 01-668 9733
24 hour answering service quoting Access/
Barclaycard Number.

AURA SOUNDS LTD.
14-15 Royal Oak Centre, Brighton Road, Purley,
Surrey.
Tel: 01-668 9733
17 Upper Charter Arcade, Barnsley, Yorkshire.
Tel: (0226) 5248
1729 Coventry Road, Sheldon, Birmingham. Tel:
021-707 8244

Want to know more? Just
fill in the coupon below,

enclosing £1.00, and we'll
send you the big, full

colour catalogue. It will
answer all your questions.

r
Please send me the full colour WERSI Catalogue.
I enclose cheque/P.O. for

NAME

ADDRESS

Send to
Centre,

L
WERSI and AURA The Winning Combination
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Aura Sounds Ltd., 14/15 Royal Oak
Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey.

Access/Barclaycard 24 hr telephone service.
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NEWS

Tim Schneckloth
An electric piano is an electric
piano is an electric piano ...
Right? Well, maybe not. Ameri-

can manufacturers are always rack-
ing their brains trying to think of
innovations or modifications that will
make their products just a bit more
successful in a competitive field. By
the same token, there area number of
clever, independent entrepreneurs
scattered over the North American
continent who have an idea for
improving the electric piano, and
these people are busily putting
devices together in their garages and
cellars.

They all appear to be making some
progress, though. Wurlitzer, for in-
stanc,-, a company that has been
cranking out electric pianos since,
1955 (as long as Chuck Berry has.
been playing rock and roll), recently
modified its well-known electronic
piano for professional use. The new
model is called the Model 200B
Professional, and it can now be
operated from either battery power
(DC) or conventional AC current. The
instrument can be used with any
external amplifier system; it has no,
internal speakers. According to Wur-
litzer, the Model 200B puts out
undistorted, clean signals with "the
lowest possible signal to noise ratio
for recordings and large halls." A
carrying case is available for trans-
porting the piano and everything that I
goes with it - music rack, sustaining,
pedal assembly, legs, bench ...every-:
thing but the piano player. !

One of those independent com-
panies that feels the need to improve
existing pianos goes by the name of
Samson Music Products. They are
offering the Samson WY Frequency
Booster, which they call "an inexpen-
sive and very effective device to
improve the sound of a Rhodes Stage
piano."

The booster is intended to en-
hance the natural, bell -like tones of
the Rhodes while providing a nice
bottom and eliminating the dreaded
mushy mid -section. The device con-
sists of a preamp with controls and
battery. It can be installed by the
player in about ten minutes; solder-
ing or drilling is unnecessary. The
controls include one for volume and a
double -knob pot for bass and treble.
The suggested list price is $89.95.

As i* that weren't enough, the same
company (Samson Music Products, in
case you weren't paying attention)
has come out with a low-cost wireless
guitar system that consists of a small
broadcast unit (which is plugged into
the guitar and clipped to the player's
belt or shoulder strap) and a small FM
receiver that connects to the ampli-
fier. It operates on a fixed band, has a
range of about 200 feet, and features
special noise squelch circuitry to
reduce that hideous background
noise. The model number is TR-2 and

America

Samson Wireless guitar unit.

Dod Flanger/Doubler.

it carries a suggested retail price of
$265.00.

Another entrepreneurial American
enterprise is marketing a program-
mable compositional aid. I haven't
actually seen this in person, but it
seems to be a useful device for those
who would like to have something like
the Roland MicroComposer but don't
need all the features and capabilities
it offers.

The company is called the Micro -
Tune Corporation and their new pro-
duct is called, surprisingly enough,
the MicroTune IV. The company de-
fines the unit as 'a portable micro-
processor -controlled electronic musi-
cal instrument capable of producing
chord progressions and simple tunes
of arbitrary tonality and tempera-
ment.' I couldn't have said it any
better.

The user may select from three
fixed scale temperaments, or he can
program an original set of notes by
specifying frequencies at will. Chords
of up to four notes can be defined, and
tunes of up to 16 chords of program-

mable duration can be defined and
synthesised. Notes can be selected
from a group of 80 per octave over a
three octave range, and chord dura-
tions range from 50 milliseconds to
one second. All user -defined notes,
chords and tunes are stored in non-
volatile memory, and are retained
indefinitely until redefined. Sixteen
tunes can be stored in the memory,
which displays the tune definitions in
bright, seven -segment characters.

The unit incorporates an integral
loudspeaker and rechargeable batter-
ies and charger. The suggested list
price is $950, for the time being.

Rack mountable effects units
seem to be here to stay, and DOD
Electronics, an enterprising young
firm on the shores of the Great Salt
Lake, is meeting the demand with a
new flanger/doubler, the Model 870.
It's a full featured short to medium
delay device that incorporates all the
features necessary for studio use or
live performance: flanging, doubling,
ADT and stereo chorus. It has in/out,
invert and delay time switches; input

level control with clip indicator; stereo
outputs with dual mix controls; LED
status indicators on all switches.
Suggested list price is $299.95.

Speaking of effects, at least one
company is trying to miniaturise them
as much as possible. This company -
with -a -mission is Zeta Systems (Ana-
log/Digital Associates, Berkeley, CA),
and their latest innovation is called
the 'Little Feanc.'

Little Feanc? What's a Little Feanc?
Well, the company obligingly explains,
it's 'five guitar effects in one noise -
free, on board, active package.' Oh,
that Little Feanc!

The unit consists of a fuzz tone,
equaliser, amplifier, noise gate and
compressor in a small package, small
enough to be easily installed in most
guitars. FET technology gives it a wide
range of compression, with minimum
pop and noise. The switchable noise
gate silences output when no signal is
present, and the two -band equaliser
will filter either the guitar signal or the
fuzz tone. The signal passes through a
master volume control and exits the
guitar as a high level low impedance
source capable of driving long cables
without signal loss.

Another new rack mountable pro-
duct from the States comes from
Sunn, a well -respected sound equip-
ment firm from the Pacific -North-
west. They have recently introduced a
new dual 10 -band equaliser suitable
for many different applications. It has
two identical channels with 15dB cut
or boost at ten ISO centre frequencies,
a level control with 40dB range, dual
LED level sensing, balanced and un-
balanced inputs, and a bypass switch
that completely disconnects all elec-
tronics from the signal path, allowing
level matching between equalised
and unequalised signal.

And finally, Octave -Plateau Elec-
tronics, the people who market CAT
Synthesisers, have updated models to
tell us about: the revised CAT SRM II
and CAT Kitten II. Both units have
digital keyboard circuitry, greater
back panel patching capabilities,
redesigned internal circuitry, and
keyboard tracking on the VCF, allow-
ing the VCF to track the keyboard at
greater than one volt per octave as
well as less than one volt per octave.
List prices are $799.00 for the SRM II
and $499.00 for the Kitten II.
Companies and manufacturers mentioned:
Wurlitzer, U.K. Distributor: Alfred Smith,
Parkgate Industrial Estate, A16-8, Knuts-
ford, Cheshire WA16 8DU.
Samson Music Products, 249 Glen Cove
Road, Old Westbury NY 11568.
MicroTune Corporation, 104 Charles St.,
Boston, MA 02114.
DOD Electronics, 2953 South 300 West,
Salt Lake City, UT 84115.
Analog/Digital Associates, 2316 Fourth St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710.
Sunn Musical Equipment Company, 19350
S. W. 89th Ave., Tualatin, OR 97062.
Octave -Plateau Electronics, Inc., 928
Broadway, 7th floor, New York, NY 10010.
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BECOME AN INSTANT MUSICIAN
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

The success story of 1981. Hundreds sold already!
As featured on "Tomorrow's World"

Create your own music with a VL-Tone. You combine the
sound, rhythm and tempo and the VI -1 plays it back...
beautifully!
CASIO VL-TONE (VL-1)
Electronic Musical Instrument
and calculator

(RRP L39 95)
ONLY £35.95

Nil -1 records and plays back up to 100 notes as a melody.
One Key Play or Auto Play of Piano, Violin. Flute, Guitar
and Fantasy, or create your own unique sounds with
A.D.S.R. 10 built-in Auto Rhythms and Tempo control.
LCD digital readout of notes and tempo. Also a calculator.
Battery powered with memory and program retention.
Integral amplifier/speaker. Output jack. With Song Book.
Dims: 11/2 x 11 x 3".

CASIOTONE POLYPHONIC
KEYBOARDS

With built-in amplifier and loudspeaker

MT -30

(RRP 1'1151

ONLY f95
22 instruments over 3 octaves. 4 -position sound memory.
Battery or mains. 0/P jack. Dims: 21/2 x 223A x 61/2". 61b.

NEW CASIOTONE CT -202
"Son of success...The two harpsichords demonstrate
the Casiotone's talent for sparkling, crystal clear tones...
Even more impressive is the clay..." (Melody Maker).

(RRP £3251

DISCOUNT PRICE £275
49 instruments over 4 octaves. 4 voice memory function
with push button selection. 3 vibrato settings and sustain.
Pitch control. 0/P lacks. AC only. 3% x 341/8 x 11 3/16".
15.8 lbs.

CT -301

(RRP L285)
ONLY £245

14 instruments over 4 octaves. 8 x 2 rhythm accompani-
ments. Vibrato and delayed vibrato. Start/stop, synchro
start, tempo control, tempo indicator, and rhythm volume.
Pitch control. AC only. 0/P jacks. 4% x 313/8 x 121/2". 27
lbs.

CT -401

(RRP £345)
ONLY £295

As 301 plus following: 16 rhythm accompaniments, with
fill-in. Casio Auto Chord for one finger or auto accompani-
ment. Plays major, minor and 7th chords with bass.
Balance control, C.A.C. lever, chord lever, memory lever
and octave switch. Dims as 301. Weight 28.2 lb.

THE LAST WORD IN POCKET
PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATORS

Ultra -high speed ultra -capacity calculator with "Computer Talk" programming via upper and lower case
dot matrix scrolling display

CASIO FX-602P PROGRAMMABLE

* 88 memories, up to 512 functional steps.
* Up to 10 programs, or exclusive commands.
* A variety of "Jump" commands.
* Up to 9 subroutines, up to 9 levels.
* 86 character dot matrix scrolling display with

upper and lower case alphabet.
* A variable range of input capacity from 32 program

steps with 88 independent memories, to 512 steps
with 22 memories. The data memory expands as
required, 1 data memory = 8 steps.

* The most powerful programmable in its class,
since 1 -step equals 1 -function in principle.

* Memory and program retention when switched off.
* Up to 10 pairs of unconditional jumps (GOTO).
* Conditional jumps and count jumps.
* Up to 9 subroutines, nesting up to 9 levels.
* Password function to protect stored programs.
* Ultra high speed calculations, 5 to 11 times faster

than the opposition. (Decomposition of 379721
into prime numbers in 37 seconds.)

* PAM (Perfect Algebraic Method) judges priority
with 33 parentheses nestable up to 11 levels.

* 50 built-in functions, all usable in programs.
* An almost infinite number of programs can be

stored on standard cassette tape using the optional
FA -1 adaptor. (Price £19.95).

* Compatible with FX-502P and FX-501P.
* Two lithium batteries give approx. 660 hours

continuous use, with battery saving Auto Power
Off after approx. 6 minutes non-use.

* Thin and lightweight - easy to carry around.
Dims: 9.6 x 71 x 141.2mm (3/43 x 23/4 x 51/2").

* Program manual, batteries and wallet included.

ONLY £74.95 (RRP £84.95)

CASIO
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FX550

RRP
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ONLY
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CASIO LCD SCIENTIFICS

FX3500P

RRP
£25.95

ONLY
£22.95
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FX5 - Junior scientific (RRP £ 0.95) ONLY £8.95
FX7 - Junior scientific with trigs (£12.95) £10.95
FX81 - 30 scientific functions AA batteries (1'14.95) £12.95
FX100 - 10 digits. 44 sci. funct. AA (£18.95) £16.95
FX550 - 10d. 50f. Wallet size. Lithium. (f21.95) £19.95
With clock, alarm, countdown alarm and stopwatch
FX6100 - 39 scientific functions. AA (£22.95) £17.95
FXB100 - 46f. Calendar. Wallet size (t27.95) £24.95
Programmables with Integrals and Regressional Analysis
FX18OP - 10d 38 steps 7 memories. 55f. (£22 95) f 19.95
FX3500P - Wallet version with Hyps. 61f. (£25.95) £22.95

SPECIAL SUMMERTIME OFFERS

FX601P - Alpha/numeric dot matrix scrolling display. 50f.
11 memories. 128 steps. FREE MASTERPACK * 3 cubiks.
£54.95. MASTERPACK Software for FX501P, FX502P.
£7.50 to clear.

TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

MG880. The very successful basic calculator with Digital
Space Invader Game plus CUBIK for ONLY £10.95.

All items subject to availability

CA90 - NEW LOWER PRICE
THESE SPACE INVADERS WILL ALARM YOU -

THE NEW REDUCED PRICE WON'T
Casio's most amazing watches ever!

CA90 (left)
NOW ONLY
£19.95

CA901 (right)
RRP £34.95
E29.95

Time and auto calendar, calculator, alarm, hourly chimes,
stopwatch, dual time. DIGITAL SPACE INVADER GAME.

There is still time to buy one of these watches for
SUMMERTIME SPORTS AND LEISURE

100m water resistant with alarm and stopwatch

W100 (resin)
£19.95

W150C (s/s)
£25.95

W1508 (s/s)
£32.50

Time and auto calendar, alarm, hourly chimes, countdown
alarm timer with repeat memory function, stopwatch. Time is
always on display, regardless of mode.

SEND 20P FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

Price includes VAT and P&P. Send
your company order, cheque, P 0 or
phone your ACCESS or BARCLAY
CARD number to TEMPUS Dept. E&MM 9, FREEPOST,

164-167 East Rd, Cambridge CB1 1DB
Tel 0223 312866
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SIGNAL GENERATOR

LSG-16 SIGNAL GENERATOR
Sinclair Electronics Ltd have re-

cently introduced the LSG-16 - a new
wideband, mains -operated, signal
generator, covering the frequency
range 100kHz to 100MHz (300 MHz
on harmonics) in six ranges. It has
internal modulation of 1kHz, or can
be modulated externally between

50Hz and 20kHz. A crystal oscillator
facility is provided for the range 1MHz
to 15MHz.

The LSG-16 is housed in a sturdy
case and is priced at £55 plus VAT.

Further details may be obtained from:
Sinclair Electronics Ltd., London Road, St.
Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. Tel.
(0480) 64646.

FIDELITY CB
Some time ago Fidelity Radio Ltd.

anticipated the choice of FM trans-
mission, for Citizens Band radio, and
they went ahead with development
of suitable new hardware. Now
that the government has announced
its intention to establish a CB radio
service in the autumn, and has re-
vealed the approved specifications,
Fidelity have unveiled their new CB
systems.

Two units will be marketed from
September - subject to the timing of
government legislation. Both operate
on 27MHz FM, have 40 channels, and
have an output of 4 watts. Both
conform to the required UK speci-
fications.

The CB -1000 FM is described by
Fidelity as "The ideal starter unit.' It is
a basic model intended for first-time
buyers and has separate rotary

11

volume and squelch controls, a forty -
channel LED indicator and a signal -
strength meter. There is a screw fixing
for the microphone, which is pro-
vided; fixing brackets for the unit itself
and the microphone are also included
together with fused connecting leads.
The price will be around £60.

The CB -2000 FM is a more sophisti-
cated design, costing around £80.
This model incorporates (in addition
to the features of the CB -1000 FM'
above) rotary tone and RF gain con-
trols, switches for PA, Channel 9 - the
emergency channel, and external
speaker. There is an LED -dimmer
control and a power microphone with
microphone gain control.

Further information may be obtained
from: Christopher Wright/Therese Pickard,
MBP Marketing and Promotional Services,
25 Heddon Street, London W1R 7LG.

DC -DC FOR PCB
Gresham Lion Ltd have five new

additions to their 'Gemini' range -
they are subminiature DC -DC conver-
ter modules, designed for PCB
mounting and offering very wide input
voltage tolerances with high conver-
sion efficiency.

These new 25 Watt units are de-
signated the 'Gemini 2000 series';
the range has nominal outputs of
3V 6A, 5V 5A, 6V 4.5A, 12V 2.5A and
15V 2A. Conversion efficiencies are
between 72% and 85%, all units are
fully regulated and all have current
limiting. Although nominal input volt-
age is 48V in all cases, the converters
work well on any input voltage be-
tween 20 and 72V, so that one unit is

suitable for all commonly used volt-'
age standards (for example, 24, 28,
36, 48 and 60V) and will give only
minimal variations in operating per-
formance over this range.

The outputs may be switched on
and off remotely with a logic com-
patible signal or a relay closure. When
modules are used in multiple or
parallel configuration, the remote on/
off input controls may be individually
commanded or paralleled for com-
mon control. The temperature range
for normal operation is -25°C to
+75°C. Case size is the same for all
units in the range - 116 x 65 x 20mm
(excluding mounting pins).

More information may be obtained from
Mike Brooks, Gresham Lion Ltd, Gresham
House, Twickenham Road, Feltham, Mid-
dlesex TW13 6HA. Tel. 01-894 5511.

ESP -1 PORTABLE PRINTER
Weyfringe have released a new

portable electro-sensitive printer in-
corporating the Olympia NMP20 print
mechanism which generates full al-
phanumeric output at fifteen lines per
second (twenty characters per line).
The printer was designed to be small
and lightweight for use in mobile data
capture systems or small data
terminals.

The ESP -1 is versatile since the
100 electrodes in the printhead may
be programmed to print a range of
options - for example, graphic sym-
bols, histograms or curves. The
printer is controlled by a Z80 proces-
sor which can respond to data input
rates of up to 9K6 baud and format the
information as dictated by the host
microprocessor. The matrix print
mechanism gives a full ASCII 5 x 7
character set and interfaces are
RS232/V24. This is compatible with
20mA current -loop requirements and
bit -parallel serial character data is
entered by an externally generated
strobe signal. A throughput rate of 1K
characters per second can be
achieved using the internally gene-
rated busy line for handshaking.
Metallised paper rolls, width 60mm,

are used and these are easily loaded
without threading.

Retail price is around £320 per
unit (with a discount for large orders).

Further information is obtainable from:
Mr. R. Landray, Weyfringe Limited, Long -
beck Road, Marske, Redcar, Cleveland,
TS11 6HQ.

CABLE GLANDS
West Hyde continue to extend

their range of products and they have
now made available a comprehensive
new range of Bopla cable glands.

They are moulded from high
quality glass -filled nylon (from
Bayer), have high chemical and im-
pact resistance, and suit a wide range
of cable diameters from 4mm to
24mm. All except the basic gland type
incorporate the Bopla strain -relief
mechanism which should ensure a
firm grip on the cable with mini-
mum risk of conductor damage.

The glands have a light -grey colo-
ration which matches many West
Hyde housings; they are normally
supplied with a PVC sealing ring and
locknut, but large quantities can be
supplied without the locknut for any-

one who prefers to tap a hole in the
housing wall.

The whole range appears in the West
Hyde catalogue and is now available for
immediate delivery. For further information
please contact: Chris Long, West Hyde
Developments Ltd., Unit 9, Park Street
Industrial Estate, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20
1 ET.
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OUT NOW!
AMBIT'S NEW CATALOGUE

In an attempt to collate and organize our burgeoning ranges
of 'stock' components (now over 7000 line items, we have
at last produced a 'concise' 80 page parts catalogue to
supplement the popular 'Tecknowledgey' series of 'wordy'
applications catalogues, which now lists a wide range of basic
components - as well as our unique RF and Communications
components. The World of Radio and Electronics contains
everything the informed electronics user needs, at prices
which we guarantee will match the lowest on the market for
equivalent product.
Prices appear on the page alongside the part numbers, and
the catalogue is now updated quarterly - available either
direct from here ( 60p all inc) or at most newsagents and
bookstalls where you can find electronics publications. So
as well as all the 'run -of -mill' items like resistor, capacitors,
hardware, solder etc - you now have the first genuinely
complete parts source for the radio, communication, elec-
tronics, computer user.

Ambit International
200, North Service Road,

Brentwood,
Essex CM14 4SG

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL OFFERS
Each month, Electronics & Music Maker
gives special offers to its readers that
represent a substantial saving on normal
retail prices.

MULTIMETER
A quality test instrument for the
electronics constructor - the Hills
HT -320 Multimeter, a combined
multimeter and transistor tester.
The meter has a 20,000 ohms/volt DC
and 8000 ohms/volt AC movement and
the accuracies are +3% FSD on DC,
+4% FSD on AC and +3% of arc for hFE
measurements. There are 7 DC ranges,
4 AC ranges and 4 resistance ranges. The
meter scale is tri-coloured and mirrored
to eliminate parallax errors.
The instrument comes complete with
one pair of test leads with probes, one set
of leads terminated with croc clips for use
with the transistor tester, two 1.5V cells
(HP7 type), one 9V battery (PP3 type) and
a comprehensive instruction manual.

Normally £15.49
Offer Price £11.49

PSP PROFESSIONAL & HOME RECORDING
& EFFECTS GUIDE
Here's the first volume of an invaluable book
for the keen electro-musician. Over 200 rack/
cabinet effects devices illustrated in
comprehensive directory format.
Its 135 pages cover Compression, Delay,
Equalisation, Image Placement & Pitch -Change,
Reverberation, Synthesis (Vocoders), Rack Systems
- with articles on effects usage, glossary of terms
and manufacturers addresses.

Normally £4.50
Offer Price £3.50

Complete this Order Form for either or both of our Special Offers.
Closing date 30th September - Subject to availability.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.
Overseas (Europe only) please add £1.40 extra for airmail postage.
Overseas payments including Republic of Eire should be covered by Bankers draft in pounds sterling

11111 NM MI INN NMI NM MIN

Send this coupon and cheque/P.O. to:I ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER (Special Offers)
I 282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7.1G.
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Please send me:

Quantity Item Item Price
£

lotal
£

Hills HT -320 Multimeter £11.49

PSP Effects Guide £3.50

I enclose a cheque/P.O. payable to:
Electronics & Music Maker for: £
PLEASE PRINT

Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

E&MM9/81

All prices shown include VAT, postage and packing
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Movies
by Holger Czukay
EMC 3319

Czukay describes Movies as a
musical voyage along directions
and parameters that are simply

'different' to those of conventional
rock. Certainly, a listener to this
intriguing album is immediately cap-
tured by a fascinating collage of
sounds interspersed with bizarre
fragments of recorded speech.
Czukay's composition technique in-
volves recording sounds (either from
conventional instruments, or abstract
sources such as telephones, radio
broadcasts or even animal noises), on
to a length of tape lasting, when re-
played, anything from a few seconds
to several hours. Each track is then
edited and mixed with other tapes to
arrive at desired melodic and rhyth-
mic patterns. He estimates that
Movies represents the outcome of
repeating the cutting/rejoining pro-
cess more than ten thousand times!

Movies consists of four tracks
which encompass a wide scope from
a tongue-in-cheek disco fantasy en-
titled 'Cool in the Pool' (listen for the
frenzied brass playing at the begin-
ning and the Chicken Organ played by
Reebop Kwaku Baah!) to a track
called 'Persian Love' which features
the music of an unknown Persian
musician recorded from a short wave
radio transmission. 'Hollywood Sym-
phony' combines the voices of an
unknown weather forecaster with a

woman broadcaster from Shanghai,
to tell the story of a dream of
Czukay's. 'Oh Lord Give Us More
Money' was inspired by the Reverend
Ike after a documentary programme
featuring this black priest from New
York who simply prays for money
when he needs it.

This album should interest con-
noisseurs of avant-garde Musique
concrete, electronic music and con-
temporary rock alike.
Graham Hall

Floating Music
by Robert Schrader
KS 80 001

This is the first record to be
released on the new IC (Innova-
tive Communication) label

which has been organised by Klaus
Schulze to operate as an Independent
(distributed in Germany by Deutsche
Austrophon GmbH, Diepholz).

There is little information given on
the sleeve but a chat with Dave

Robert Schriider

Lawrence of Pulse Records (who is
handling UK distribution) provided a
few more details.

Schroder is a technician and
musician and has written a number of
technical books in Germany. He has
been in contact with Klaus Schulze for
seven or eight years. Schulze was
impressed, and aided and encour-
aged him in his musical endeavours;
his confidence in Schroder now evi-
dent in this recording. The synthe-
siser modules were designed by
Schroder and the recording took
place at Schulze's IC studio. Some
extremely realistic drumming was
provided, says Dave Lawrence, by a
real drummer, although this is not
credited on the sleeve.

Schroder has already had one
album released, not apparently avail-
able now, which was number two in
Germany's 'List of Best' as Schulze
says. SchrOder seems to be getting a
lot of support both in Germany and in
the UK and all concerned are confi-
dent of great things from him. Now
you know as much about the man as
anyone. On to the album.

The record, like all IC releases, is
to be played at 45 RPM which,
Schulze is careful to explain, is not a
gimmick but an aid to sound quality.
'Floating Music,' he says, 'can also be
played on 33 - with a different effect.'
I stuck to 45.

There are 3 tracks on side one and
5 on side two, all of which merge into
each other. The music is a curious
amalgam of styles. Perhaps, not
surprisingly, Klaus Schulze seems to
have been an influence somewhere
during the composition and, in fact,
he produced the album.

Side one begins with layers of
sound under which a sequenced
bass -line fades up a la Tangerine
Dream. (Now, comparisons may be
odious but 'nothing is good or bad but
by comparison' so suspend judge-
ment and read on.)

The last title on side one, Pastimes,
is very much in the Tangerine Dream
style, including an improvised melody
line using a 'telstar/pulsar' sound.
Side two fades in with another
sequenced bass -line and several
(live?) percussive sounds are intro-
duced with a solid drum beat behind
and a weaving solo line in between.

Separating the rhythmically active
sections, the slower movements con-
sist of a series of shifting layers of
sound over which various electronic
sounds burst, sweep and swirl.

The whole album is lyrical in the
manner to which we have become

accustomed from the German school.
It lacks the melodic sparkle of, for
example, Jean Michel Jarre or
Vangelis on a good day (I still haven't
forgiven him for Beaubourg) but its
heritage would suggest it is intended
to be lyrical rather than overtly
melodic, in which case it succeeds
admirably.

Comparisons to Tangerine Dream
are made only because they are so
obvious. Whether or not Tangerine
Dream originated the 4 -note bass -line
is irrelevant - use has made it their
domain and in order to use it success-
fully, another musician must at least
equal the Tangerine Dream effect.
Schroder just about does that.

The album will appeal to Tangerine
Dream and Klaus Schulze fans and,
hopefully, many others too. It did not
strike me as being as innovative as I
had hoped from the support Schroder
is getting but perhaps future albums
will show his talent to greater effect,
perhaps with less influence from his
producer. He is a very capable syn-
thesist and will, hopefully, go on to
better and more original things.
Meanwhile, this album is still worth a
close listen; the sounds and effects
are well handled and the composi-
tions flow easily from start to finish.
Ian Waugh

Switched on Brandenburgs
by Wendy Carlos
CBS 79227

The name 'Carlos' is probably
linked by many people to their
first experience of synthesised

music. Previous records by Carlos,
particularly Switched on Bach I and II,
did much to establish the synthesiser
as an instrument in its own right; even
in the face of great opposition to the
new technology. The release by CBS
of a complete set of the Bach
Brandenburg Concertos performed
by Carlos on mainly Moog instru-
ments is very welcome indeed. Work
on these concertos started around the
time of Switched on Bach II and has
continued right up to the release.
Indeed, some of the pieces on this
album have been released before
(such as the Fourth Concerto which
appeared on 'The Well -Tempered Syn-
thesiser') and others have been re-
mixed and updated in parts (most
notably the Second Concerto, first
movement which now sounds much
smoother than the original on 'By
Request').

It is interesting to look back at
some of the historical background to
these recordings. Carlos, a graduate
of Music Studies in Classical Electro-
Music Studio Technique, read about
the now familiar work of Robert Moog,
and as a consequence they met in
1965. Carlos was immediately inter-
ested by what Moog proposed, and
ordered several Moog modules and
set about the task of building an 8 -
track electro-music studio. Later on
several more Moog modules were
added; many of these being instigated
by Carlos. A Moog catalogue of this
era lists the modules available, and

probably the first synthesiser, which
' was referred to as 'an integrated
system of voltage controlled modular
instruments'. In 1968 the turning
point in electro-music was reached
when Moog presented a paper to the
Audio Engineering Society (a society
which is still in the forefront of audio
today) on 'Recent Trends in Elec-
tronic Music Studio Design' - playing
as an example an excerpt from the
Carlos Brandenburg Third Concerto.
It was from here on that the synthe-
siser started to gain support and
develop into the advanced instrument
we know today, some of which, like the
Yamaha Polyphonic, appear on this
album.

In some ways the limitations of
instruments available around 1974
show because the sound is some-
times a little thin and reedy. This does
not detract from the overall product,
and when the record sleeve an-
nounces 'Virtuoso Performances' it is
not far wrong.

This double album contains all six
Brandenburg Concertos, and the
treatment given to each is very
tasteful and yet unique. Comparisons
with a favourite orchestral recording
of the same pieces (Academy of St.
Martin in the Fields) revealed the
amount of care that has been taken.
The sound is obviously different, as is
the tempo (but never up -beat), yet all
the sense of the originals has been
transferred to the electronic version;
not an easy task considering the
amount of string dominance in the
originals to be converted into key-
board formats. While all the pieces
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are obviously keyboard based, the
strings and the flute seem to come
over as they should, and listening to
the music as a whole is very satisfy-
ing. At the same time Carlos has not
been afraid to interpret the score
distinctly - in the same way one would
expect two conductors to produce
different versions of the same piece.

For those people who are familiar
with the previous Carlos albums it
merely remains to say that this record
follows the same format and is well
worth buying to fill in the gaps left by
the earlier records, at the same time
offering improved versions of several
of the pieces. The few people who
have missed the name 'Carlos' should
look out for it and have a listen; the
records are unlikely to offend even
ardent Classical listeners, although
Heavy Rock lovers would probably do
well to give them a miss. These two
records will undoubtedly join the
others in what must be a monument
to what can be done with enough skill,
care and patience.
Chris Lare E&M M
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Learning Music with Synthesisers
by David Friend, Alan R. Pearlman
and Thomas D. Piggott
Published by Hal Leonard
Publishing Corporation
Available from Music Sales
Price £5.25

Amore accurate title perhaps
would be "Learning Synthesis
with the ARP Odyssey" fdr the

book is primarily concerned with the
Odyssey and how to use it. Having
said that, it does a remarkably com-
prehensive job and no Odyssey owner
should be without it. (Perhaps it is the
owner's manual).

The book is divided into three
parts. Part 1 describes the basis of
sound: pitch, timbre and volume and
the synthesis and control of these
parameters. Part 2, the practical
chapter, demonstrates, on the Ody-
ssey, how the various synthesiser
functions actually operate. This is the
longest section of the book and it is
minutely explicit regarding the func-
tion of the controls. Part 3 suggests
experiments to demonstrate further
the aspects of timbre, melody, har-
mony and transposition and also
gives some basic hints regarding tape
techniques and the utilisation of a
tape recorder.

The book has a few quirks. Tre-
molo is described in one part as "a
form of timbre modulation" (it is
correctly described in the glossary
and later in the book as "amplitude
modulation") probably because the
Odyssey does not permit LEO control
of the VCA, and tremolo is produced
by LEO control of the VCF. The des-
criptions of vibrato, tremolo and en-
velope generation are scant in part 1
and section 2 must be read to form a
clear understanding of these.

Good points include the expla-
nation of gate and trigger signals from
the keyboard along with semi -exotic
niceties such as micro -tones, sample
and hold, ring modulators and VCO
synchronisation.

Apart from Odyssey owners, other
potential readers include: (1) anyone
wishing to learn how synthesisers tick
(they oscillate, actually), and (2) any-
one wishing to expand their working
knowledge of their particular synth.
Readers in category (2) should be
able to transfer the functions to their
own synthesisers without difficulty

and may well discover more about
their instrument. There is no substi-
tute, of course, for hands-on ex-
perience and readers in category (1)
may have more problems but the
book is very clear with numerous
front -panel diagrams and the logic is
easy to follow.
Ian Waugh

Making & Using Electricity From
The Sun
by the Technical Staff of
Solarex Corp.
Distributed by W. Foulsham &
Co. Ltd.
Price £4.70

n days when the more obvious of
the world's power -supplying
natural resources, such as the

fossil fuels, are slowly dwindling away,
it is only common sense to look for
other energy sources, and what better
endeavour than trying to harness the
true source of all power - energy
from the sun.

When solar cells were invented in
the early 1950's, their applications
were struggling against available
cheap power. Indeed solar energy as a
serious power source may never have
come about if it had not been for the
space programme.

Here is a fascinating book
designed to stimulate the mind of
anyone who is interested in the use of
solar cells as a source of electricity for
any requirement.

The first three. chapters explain
the workings and the potential of the
solar cell and is intended for readers
who are not as yet familiar with solar
energy or the photovoltaic effect. The
ensuing three chapters go on to deal
with the more practical aspects of
solar cells including many typical
applications. Individually, chapters
describe many projects and home
experiments that can be put to use by
the reader and includes information
on many commercially available
accessories to simplify the installa-
tion and use of the particular solar cell
system. (This is an American book
however and much of the informa-
tion, especially concerning items
commercially available, is not applic-
able to this country.)
Nigel Fawcett

Introducing Amateur Electronics
Second Edition
by Ian R. Sinclair
Published by Keith Dickson
(Publishing) Ltd.
Price £3.50

This is a book for the complete
novice and has been written by
an author whose name will be

known to almost everybody interested
in electronics. The book has been
updated since its original publication
in 1975 to bring it in line with the
advanced electronics of the 1980's.

I could not possibly assess or
outline the contents of this book in a
more comprehensive or better man-
ner than the write-up on the rear fly-
leaf, so I quote:-

"One of the most popular and
fascinating hobbies is the building of
radio and electronics projects: and it
has been from the days when the
'wireless' fan made his own crystal set
to the modern enthusiast who makes
his own hi-fi and electronics gadgets.
However, the intending constructor is
often puzzled as to how to make a
start in this seemingly complicated
business. For, although electronics is
now covered in many schools, many
would-be hobbyists have not had the

opportunity to learn the fundamental
technicalities.

Here, then, is the book for the
complete novice of any age, in which
author Ian Sinclair assumes no pre-
vious knowledge of the subject by the
reader. He explains how to learn the
skills of constructing electronic
circuits, giving details of a number of
actual practical experiments to show
how components and circuits work
and behave.

It is a simple introduction which
will take the reader to the stage when
he can move on with confidence to
one or more of the several magazines
which specialise in publishing con-
structional projects for radio, audio,
television and electronics equipment
for the home enthusiast. It is, in fact,
the gateway to a great hobby - or
even profession."
Nigel Fawcett

Elements of Electronics
Book 5 - Communications
by F.A. Wilson
Published by Bernard Babani
(Publishing) Ltd.
Price £2.95

This is the fifth book in a series
published under the generic title
"Elements of Electronics". The

series is not produced as a set of
books for experts and is primarily for
those who don't know, not those who
do. However, they are also useful 'aide
memoires' for people at all levels of
expertise.

Book 5 is, as its title implies,
devoted entirely to communications,
covering all the electronics funda-
mentals related to this subject and
dealing with them in a simple but non -
patronising manner. Whilst the more
complicated theory and mathematics
are not dealt with in depth, the basic
premises are and appendices are
provided to help the less mathe-
matically minded reader to cope with
some of the 'heavier' theory.

The book is divided into seven
sections; Communications; Trans-
mission quality assessment; Net-
works; Transmission system tech-
niques; Signal processing; the elec-
tromagnetic wave in communication;
Optical transmission. Each section is
well covered and contains a balanced
mixture of descriptive, illustrative and
mathematical matter. I was particu-
larly impressed by the lucid treatment
of networks (Section 3) and signal
processing (Section 5) but must
admit that the remaining sections
were just as well documented and
equally informative.

Mr Wilson not only understands
his subject, he also appreciates the
problems or problem areas likely to
be encountered by many newcomers
to the subject and sets out to mini-
mise these by attention to detail
particularly in the areas he has
recognised as being potentially
difficult.

All in all, the book content is well
presented, copiously illustrated and
very readable. At a price of £2.95 it is a
good investment for students and
anyone with an interest in acquiring a
good technical understanding of the
world of communications.
Brian Searle
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NEXT MONTH October Issue
on sale at your newsagent from September 14th

SECURIGARD
A high quality system for your protection. Features include:
delayed operation for entry and exit zone, personal attack
alarm, anti -tamper alarm and mains/rechargeable battery
operation.

HARMONY GENERATOR
Make harmony from your mono single oscillator synthesiser.
Generates its own unison, 3rd and 5th pitches which can be
transposed up or down 3 octaves.

SOUNDBOOSTER
Boost the output of your car sound system or CB receiver with
this remote controlled unit, for stereo or mono operation.

EFFECTS PEDAL FX-1
Even though many effects devices are now available, we have
designed a special unit that will be useful for any electro-musician.

MODEL TRAIN AUTOMATIC SIGNAL
Any hobby train set will become more authentic with our signal on
the line.

Plus our regular articles covering Electronics, Computing and
Electro-Music.

EVENTS
Aug. 15th -18th: HARROGATE INT. FEST. OF SOUND.
Royal Hall Exhibition Centre & Hotels. Free Entry. Open
to the public on 15/16th. Trade only 17/18th. 11.00
a.m.-8.00 p.m.
Aug. 18th -22nd HOME, LEISURE AND MOTOR SHOW,
Leisure Centre, Haslet Ave, Crawley. Entrance 50p.
Aug. 28th -31st HOME ORGAN SHOW, Crest Hotel,
within Wembley Stadium complex. Displays include
makes of Lowrey, Yamaha, Hammond, Elka and many
more. Open from 12-10 p.m. For further information
phone: City Electronics (01) 427 4511.
Aug. 29th -Sept. 5th NATIONAL ELECTRONIC ORGAN
FESTIVAL, Pontins Tower Beach, Prestatyn, North
Wales. The programme for this residential event will
include: daily concerts by "star" organists - teach -in
sessions - sheet music and book sales - exhibitions
and demos by leading manufacturers - synthesisers,
rhythm units and rotary speakers. Accommodation
from £78 for two people. Ring (07456) 2244.
Sept. 3rd -7th Int. Exbn. of MUSIC & HI-FI EQUIPMENT,
Milan Fairgrounds. Gen. Secretariat: Via Domenichino,
11-20149 Milan, Italy.
Sept. 7th -8th MICROPROCESSOR WORKSHOP.
University of Liverpool.
Sept. 15th -17th WEST OF ENGLAND ELECTRONICS
SHOW. Bristol Exhibition Centre. Ring: 09274 28211.
Sept. 10th -12th PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD SHOW,
Cunard Hotel, Shortlands, Hammersmith, W6 8DR.
Something for everyone! 10/11th commences
10 a.m.-7 p.m. 12th commences 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sept. 13th -16th BADEM DISCOTEK '81 Bloomsbury
Centre Hotel, Coram St., London WC1. Complete range
of disco equipment: lights, amps, decks etc. Open to
trade Sunday 13th. Tickets at door.
Sept. 28th -Oct. 4th IMAGE, SOUND & ELECTRONICS
Exbn. 'SONIMAG' Barcelona. Ferial Oficial de Barcelona,
Av. Maria Critina, Palacio No 1, Parque de Montjuich,
Barcelona, Spain.
Oct. 16th -18th VIDEO SHOW, West Centre Hotel,
London. 9.00 a.m.-5 p.m. Free Entry.
Oct. 21st -24th Int. COMPUTER & TECHNOLOGY Exbn
& SEMINAR 'COMPUTA' Singapore. Not for the leaflet
collector! For further details phone Bob Hackett -
021-705 707.
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Oct. 21st -25th HOBBY ELECTRONICS & MINI
COMPUTERS Exbn Stuttgart, Germany. Exhibits ranging
from electronic games/kits - hi-fi - amateur radio.
Special travelling arrangements by Peter Chipperfield
Travel Ltd (01) 837 7555. For further details of the fair
and other events in Stuttgart, including the annual
Hobby Elektronic, phone (01) 236 0911.
Oct. 27th -29th COMPUTER GRAPHICS, Bloomsbury
Centre Hotel, London. 09274 28211.
Nov. 6th -8th VIDEO, HI-FI - CB RADIO SHOW, Deeside
Leisure Centre, Surrey. Exhibits ranging from electric
can openers - the latest in Hi-Fi. Open 12.00-6.00 p.m.
Entrance 50p. For further details ring Deeside Leisure
Centre, 0244-812-311.
Nov 11th -15th BREADBOARD, Royal Hort. Halls,
London. Home electronics exhibition.
Nov. 17th -20th PROFESSIONAL VIDEO SHOW, Wembley
Conference Centre. 01-686 2599.
Nov. 17th -20th COMPEC, Olympia, London. Trade
only. Small computers for business and all back-up
systems. Opens 10.00 a.m. each day.
Nov. 25th -27th PROFESSIONAL SOUND RECORDING
EQUIPMENT EXHIBITION, West Centre Hotel.
01-340 3291.
Dec. 1st -3rd SOFTWARE INFO INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION AND CONFERENCE, Wembley Conference
Centre.
Dec. 15th -19th GULF COMPUTER EXHIBITION, Dubai.
Trade. For further details phone Clive Lowe 01-930 3881.

Courses
Sept 12th -19th STUDIO ENGINEERS COURSE,
University of Surrey, Guildford. This residential/non
residential course provides information on a wide range
of technical subjects relating to recording operations
and by bringing together engineers of differing skills
and specialities from all over the world, create a forum
for interactive discussion in the exchange of ideas and
experience. Further information from The Secretary,
APRS, E1L. Masek, 23 Chestnut Avenue, Chorleywood,
Herts WD3 4AH.

Sept. 1981 '0' LEVEL ELECTRONICS, St. Vincent Centre.
Gosport, is offering a one year '0' Level Electronics
course beginning in September 1981 and leading to the
A.E.B. examination in June 1982. The course, which is
on Wednesday evenings 7-9 p.m., is suitable both for
those who are interested in electronics as a hobby, and
wish to pursue their interest and share their enthusiasm,
and those who wish to gain a qualification. The course
fee is £20.75 (£10.38 for under 18's and O.A.P.'s).
Leaflets with full details are available from Mrs Thorpe,
St. Vincent Centre, Mill Lane, Gosport.
THEATRE SOUND ENGINEERS COURSE, Paddington
College, London W2. This is a one year full time course
in association with ABTT, leading to a college diploma,
and with a general aim of producing a competent
sound technician. Further information from The
Secretary, Department of Engineering Technology,
Paddington College, Paddington Green, London W2
1NB. Tel: 01-402 6221 ext. 52 or 54.
THANET ELECTRONICS CLUB is for young people to
gain a feeling of membership of an on -going group that
they run themselves. Based on electronics, a wide
range of awareness of technology, sometimes critical,
becomes part of the experience. 1981/82 session a
GCE Electricity/Electronics examination is arranged.
Contact the club direct for more information: Quarter
Deck, Zion Place, Margate, Kent.
INTERNATIONAL SYNTHESISER TAPE CONTEST.
Roland (U.K.) Ltd. are currently holding their 5th
Synthesiser Tape contest. This contest is open to anyone
interested in synthesiser music. Full details can be
obtained from Roland (U.K.) Ltd., 983 Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DN. Tel. 01-568 4578.
Closing date is August 31st 1981.
DENNIS EMSLEY presents a small item about electronic
music every Wednesday evening on the local community
radio station in Milton Keynes on cable radio. The item
lasts about 15 minutes and goes out at approximately
5.15 p.m. as part of the programme 'Ad Lib'.

We shall be pleased to publish news of forthcoming
electronic and eletro-music exhibitions, clubs - also
special electronic music concerts.
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Electronics & Music Maker is the first
monthly publication to produce its
own cassettes that will provide a
unique aural complement to the
magazine. Produced in our own re-
cording studio, these C60 cassettes
will allow you to hear the sound of
instruments and electro-musical
effects in our projects and reviews.
Demo Cassette No. 1 (March/April
issues) contains:
1. The sounds of the Matinee Organ.
2. Musical extracts played on the
Yamaha SK20 Synthesiser reviewed
last month. 3. Examples of the basic
waveforms and effects discussed in
'Guide to Electronic Music Techni-
ques'. 4. Music and sound effects
played on the Sharp MZ-80K Micro-
computer. 5. Warren Cann demon-
strates the Syntom Drum Synthesiser.
6. The PAIA8700 Computer/Control-
ler. 7. Frankfurt Music Fair: the Yama-
ha GS -1, Electro-Harmonix Clock-
works Controller.
Cassette Price: £2.45 inc. VAT and
p&p.
Demo Cassette No. 2 (May/June
issues) contains:
1. Tim Souster 'feature' ex-
amples from his electronic music
studio. 2. Electronic Dream Plant:
Adrian Wagner plays the Wasp/
Spider and some of his music. 3.
Lowrey MX 1 Electronic Organ - the
essential music complement to the
review! 4. Apple Music System -
polyphonic computer music. 5.
E&MM Word Synthesiser - speech
from our friends in Texas. 6. Fair -
light Computer Musical Instrument

ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER
DEMONSTRATION CASSETTES
review - because of its price, very few
have heard this amazing instrument.
7. Sharp 'Composer' and 'Morse' pro-
grams. 8. Yamaha PS20 keyboard -a
complete piece on this portable play
anywhere instrument. 9. Vero pro-
jects: Radio/Metronome/Oscillator
10. Some extraordinary sounds from
the creative David Vorhaus.
Cassette Price: £1.99 inc. VAT and
P&P -
Demo Cassette No. 3 (July/August
issues): 1. The unique sounds of the
new PPG Wave 2 synthesiser. 2.
Synwave sea effects and other sound
possibilities. 3. Wersi Pianostar - the
versatile kit instrument demonstrated
by German demonstrator Hady Wolff,
who also shows some of the special
sounds from the Wersi organ range. 4.
Musical examples of the immense
possibilities from the Alphadac 16
synthesiser controller. 5. Atari's new
Music Cartridge programming 4 -part
compositions. 6. Duncay Mackay
makes creative sounds from his 'Visa'
LP keyboard set-up. 7. Dynamic
bongo sounds from the Hexadrum. 8.
MTU Music Synthesis in action. 9.
Casio VL-Tone. 10. Extracts from
Irmin Schmidt's 'Toy Planet'.
Cassette Price: £1.99 inc. VAT and
p&p.
Demo Cassette No. 4 details will be
published in October issue.

Please allow 28 days for delivery

r"n.
E&MM Cassettes Dept., Maplin Publications, 282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SS0 7JG

Please send me the following Demonstration Cassettes:

Cassette No. Quantity Price Total

Demo Cassette 1 for (March/April issues) £2.45

Demo Cassette 2 for (May/June issues) £1.99
Demo Cassette 3 for (July/August issues) £1.99

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to: Electronics & Music Maker
PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

E&MM9/81

IttwPOWER DIMMING
MODULES

* Fully isolated.
* Multi channel common wiring lines.
* Master dimming over banks.
* Remote override.
* Dead "kill" and "all on."
* Low voltage feed lines.

Power Dimming Modules
A range of isolated, digitally controlled
dimming modules, complete with panels.
Each type requires connection to the
supply/reference board.

Slave Power Controller (SPC)
Controls up to 1000W via the slider.
RFI suppressed/fused.
Slave Power Unit (SPU)
Controls up to 1000W via signals
from Remote Slaves.
Master Controllers (MC)
Will master dim from 1 to 20
SPC or SPU units.
Remote Slaves (RS)
Will override an SPC or control
a SPU at a remote location. Any
number may be used as presets.
Supply/Reference Board
Provides all necessary supply voltages
and signals to all units (max 50 modules).
Facilities for "Kill" and "all on".

PRICES (1 of)
SPC-f11.90
SPU-19,90
MC -f7.20
RS -f 8.50
Supply/reference
-f 18.20

NB
We offer very attrac-
tive quantity discounts

L&B Electronic Modules
Professional Engineering by Professionals

Dept E&MM '9, 45 Wortley Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 3EB
Tel: 01-689 4138
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MULTI -4
4 channel Sound modulation " Forward/

reverse chase  Random direction chase 
Sound on chase modulation  Audio AGC or

level control.

The Multi -4 is a comprehensive sound and chase
module, offering a wide range of forward reverse or
random effects, with additional sound modulation
facilities. Modes of operation are set on control
pots which act as electronic switches. The unit has
a wide speed range and will accept virtually any
sound level input. The multi -4 also provides moni-
tor circuits for LED driving. The triac outputs may
be used to drive up to 4000W of lighting or up to 70
metres of rope lights.

f 54.90
p&p 50p

Multi -4 panels 19.70
Attractive blue panels with white letters, complete
with LED monitors, knobs and mains illuminated
switch.

f114.90
p&p ins
f1.50

PROGRAMMABLE -8
Complete with blue panel/white letters

 8 channel -400W each
" 16, 32, 64, 128 patterns

" Automatic program recycle
 Adjustable cycle on/off speed
 Optically isolated, suppressed

" Either common neutral or live lamps

An advanced lighting module allowing any chase or sequence effects to be
programmed stored and recalled. Up to 128 patterns can then be replayed in the
stored order, with control over the cycle on and off time. At the end of the
program the system re -cycles to the start to maintain a continuous display. Full
monitoring on the control panel over and outputs and control status is provided,
and the program may be halted at any time. Although removing the mains supply
to the module will delete the stored patterns the use of calculator type push
buttons allows speedy programming ready for the following nights performance.
The module obviously provides unlimited effects and is a must for all serious
lighting shows.

Each module is manufactured from the highest quality components t,
connection diagram and guaranteed for twelvemonths All prices shown VA T
include 50p post packing except where otherwise stated To mail order send
order, cash (registered) or Access number COD service f1 extra rFor further info please send a SAE
Please note this company has no connection with 16 Electronics ol
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SUBSCRIBE!
to ELECTRONICS & MUSIC MAKER -

the No.1 Monthly for the Electronics and
Music Hobbyist
For 12 issues:

UK and overseas surface £9.90
Europe £11.64
Airmail (excluding Europe) £25.20

Overseas payments including Republic of Etre should be covered by Bankers draft in
pounds sterling.

Subscriptions normally commence from the current issue of E&MM.
Back copies can be obtained from E&MM at £1 each inc. postage.

E&MM Subscriptions Dept., Maplin Publications
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

E&MM Subscriptions Dept.. Maplin Publications, 282 London
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex SSO 7JG.

Please send me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker.
I enclose a cheque/postal order* for £9.90/£11.64/£25.20*
made payable to Electronics & Music Maker.
*DELETE AS APPROPRIATE

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

L E&MM/9J

LOOK TO THE FUTURE
by wearing a T-shirt with the special Electronics & Music Maker symbol.

These superior quality T-shirts
have our symbol printed in white
on the front, and come in red or
black and S, M, L or XL sizes, price
£2.75 inc. VAT & p&p. Sweatshirts
are also available in the same
colours and sizes, price £5.99
inc. VAT & p&p.

Overseas payments including Republic
of Eire should ha made by Bankers
Draft in Pounds Sterling.

T -Shirt size guide:
S 28-34, M 34-36, L 3640,XL 40 44
Sweat Shirt size guide:
S 30-34, M 36-38, L 38-42: XL 40.44

E&MM T -Shirts Dept.,
Maplin Publications,
282 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea,
Essex SSO 7JG.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Subject to availability.

Please send me:

Red/Black S/M/L/XL Quantity Price Total

T-shirt

Sweatshirt

£2.75

£5.99

I enclose a cheque/postal order' payable to: Electronics & Music Maker
PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

E&MM9/81
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CORRIGENDA
The following errors and omis-

sions have been noted in previous
issues of E&MM and are brought to
your attention:

APRIL ISSUE
WORKSHOP POWER SUPPLY UNIT. Page
19, Figure 2, RV3 should be 10k and RV4
1 kO, R21 should be 22k and R22 220R.
Parts list R7, R21 220R should read R7, R22
220R, R22 22k should read R21 22k. Page
21, setting up step 3 RV4 should read RV3,
step 4 RV3 should read RV4.

JUNE ISSUE
WORDMAKER. Page 10, Figure 4. IC10 pin
7 should be connected to OV. Page 14,
Figure 10. IC3a pin 1 should read pin 3 and
pin 3 should read pin 1, IC3b pin 4 should
read pin 6 and pin 6 should read pin 4. Page
16, Subroutines Line 3 REM A=OUTPUT
(DO -D7), B=CONTROL (DO=LDAO, D1=
LDA1, D2=CO3 D3=C1, D4=CCLK) should
read REM A=OUTPUT (D0 -D7), B=CON-
TROL (D0=CO3 D1=C1, D2=CCLK, D3=
LDA0, D4=LDA1).
MOSFET AMPLIFIER. Page 21, Figure 4 and
Parts List TR5 2SC1085E should read
2SA1085E.

JULY ISSUE
CAR DIGITAL PETROL GAUGE. Page 45,
Parts List RI 1K2 (M1K2) should read RI
390R (M390R), R2 100R (M100R) should
read R2 1K (M1K), R3 390R (M390R)
should read R3 680R (M680R), R4 1K
(M1K) should read R4 100R (M100R), ABS
Box MB1 (LH2OW) should read Verobox
211 (LLO8J).

AUGUST ISSUE
Page 1, Editorial Offices. Tel: (0702)
338878 should read Tel: (0702) 338878/
338015.
PA SIGNAL PROCESSOR. Page 8, Limiter
pin connections, pin view of TR101 d,g,s.

should read s,d,g. Parts List R121 2M2 is
10%, C12, 14 100u 16V should read 25V,
D103 0A91 should read 0A90.
POWERCOMP. Page 15, regulator and.
transistor pin connections, REG 3 in should
read corn and corn should read in.
HEXADRUM. Page 22, Figure 2(d) C2
DRUM 4 68nf should read 22nf and C2
DRUM 6 15Onf should read 47nf. Page 24,
Parts List C247u, 10V axial (3838R) should
read C2 47u, IN axial (FB38R). B1
Veropins type 214S should read B1 Vero -
pins type 2145.
CAR RACE STARTER. Page 39, Figure 2,
upper lead of battery clip -ve terminal,
lower lead +ve terminal.
SOFTWARE. Page 58, Flow diagram for
colour code program, add the number 3 to
the circle leading into the input function F.
MUSIC MAKER EQUIPMENT SCENE. Page
80, Sequence Synthesiser SQ-01 is avail-
able from Firstman Corporation, 1, Hachi-
mancho, Higashi kuru me-Shi, Tokyo, Japan
not John Hornby Skewes of Leeds.
CORRIGENDA. Page 95, July issue, SYN-
WAVE, Page 21, Figure 2. Insert C12
between junction of C6, R12 and junction of
R16, TR4 base and TR1 collector should
read insert C12 between junction of C6,
R12 and junction of R16, TR4 base,
deleting existing connections to TR1
collector.

The Editorial staff apologise for
any inconvenience that may have
been caused to our readers. E&MM

Thanks to Trident Audio Develop-
ments Ltd for providing the front
cover picture in the August issue
and to CEL Electronics for the
background Chromascope pic-
ture on this month's front cover.
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CLASSIFIED THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL

15 WORDS FREE!

Rates: Semi -display £4.00 per scc, £8.00 per 2 cm sc; £12.00 per 3 cm sc; Display: £25.00 per 3 cm x 2 columns; £33.00 per
4 cm x 2 columns and 8 cm sc

All advertisements must be pre -paid. Closing date: 21st August for October issue.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

DIGISOUND '80 MODULAR SYNTH
M. Lloyd. (Ext. 3781061-228 6333 off ice hours

only - £325 ono
e

VOCODER
16 -channel custom-built vocoder with design
manual £75 Telephone. Grays Thurrock

(0375) 891597.

FOR SALE
Transcendent DPX, Touch piano -
synth. - £300.

TAYLOR, 15 Petrel Close
Bamford, Rochdale, Lancs.

QU'APPELLE STUDIOS LTD.
£50 Der 12 -hour day including use of
V, -tape, synthesiser, Farfisa organ,
basic drum kit, Wem + Fender amps,
spice echo, Roland stereo finger
chorus, reverb, AKG, Beyer, Shure
mica; sessions; musicians by arrange-
ment.

Telephone: Newport Gwent
0633-412415

TRANSTAPE DRUM -PERCUSSION &
INSTRUMENTAL ACCOMPANIMENT TAPES
High Quality C60 Cassettes in various formats:
Drum -Percussion Rhythms: Range of 8 cas-
settes featuring rock, reggae, single instru-
ments, effects, ballroom, Latin American, New
Wave, in many tempos.
Instrumental: Recorded 12 -bar rhythms using
piano, guitar. poly -synth etc., in different keys
and tempos, for recording or practising.
SAE for free details, including other information
on reel -reel tape, and range of products -

-TRANSTAPE", 24 Richmond Road
Rubery, Birmingham

P.E. Minisonic Mk II £250; P.E.
String Ensemble £250; 128 Note
Sequencer £50; all in cases with
keyboards.

Tel: PETERBOROUGH 73184

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES

Mail Order Services

For all your flight case
fittings, coverings & frets.

Celestion speakers, Emilar
Drivers & AKG Mics.

Send 30p Post Order/or
cheque for illustrated

catalogue to:-

ADAM HALL
SUPPLIES

Unit M, Carlton Court
Grainger Road

Southend-on-Sea

Maplin 4600 Synthesiser 75% complete inc all
major parts, £150 ono. Delivery considered
Write 0 MARSH, Tabernacle Lane. Forncett
End. Norwich.

All types of kits constructed. MAPLIN, POWER-
TRAN, WERSI. etc. For competitive quotations

telephone. NEWTOWN 10686) 28646.

ZX81 (1k). Six games Send £1 plus s.a e for
listings. J. HUTCHINSON, 337 Tamworth

Road, Long Eaton. Nottingham.

"fli-

U) E Protect your motorcycle & acces-
pie --, ., sories with the latest electronic
%if E.;-Te> techniques. Send f24 to:

e86'2 FORMOST Electronics Div.
-E -0 p Price includes. Alarm module, hard -
2 ,S' E ware, instructions, P&P, 6 -month

in 7a; ,--; 2 guarantee.

0 irii2 E5 Terms: C.W.O. Allow 21 days for
rim' delivery.

Alarm Thieves

PRE -PACKED screws, nuts, washers, solder tags,
studding. Send for price list. Al Sales (MP), P.O.
Box 402, London SW6 6LU

MZ8OK numeric keypad and cursor controls;
monitor modification Eprom. S.A.E. 1, Cairnhill
Gardens, St. Andrew's KY16 8QY.
MAPLIN MES53 ORGAN complete in cabinet
including rhythm unit; £300 or will consider sellirig
boards, keyboards, tabs, etc. separately. Telephone:
01-904 2545 (Wembley).
SINCLAIR ZX81. Beat Uncle Clive's Waiting List,
Buy Mine! no. Brian (Basildon) 558389.
MAPLIN ORGAN BUILDERS. - Must sell com
ponents, PCB's, keyboards, etc. Details send SAE,
Ken Whittaker, Flat 2. 20 Glenmanus Village.
Portrush, Co. Antrim, N.I.
F. Jones (Mr) - Organ, beginner, classical,
experimental. Organ, multitrack, recording, various
- 40, Auckland Rise, Upper Norwood, London
SE19.
S.S.P. present the Cybernetic's single, £1 .00.
S.S.P., 34 Bassingham Road, Wembley, Middlesex.
ELEMENTS OF CHANCE a cassette of electronic
music by Ian Boddy. Good quality recording £3.00
inc. p&p. 221 Mortimer Road, South Shields, Tyne
& Wear.
3 -MANUAL organ, constructed, playing, twenty
voices on two keyboards (harmonies), no voicing
yet electrolytic keyboard, vibrato, variable speed,
depth £195. 027-976 324 (evenings).
TI99/4 ASSISTANCE: Advice, debugs, lists,
bespoke programs. SAE to Stephen Shaw, 10,
Alstone Road, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 5AH.

ELECTRO
MUSICIAN'S
DIRECTORY

`4,ELECTRO-MUSICIANS DIRECTORY
FREE FOR OCTOBER!!

We have had many requests from readers to run a column that enables musicians interested in making electronic music to contact
each other. E&MM invites you to submit your contact information in a way that should allow us to insert a large number of musicians
names each month.

To fit the maximum information on a line please use the following codes: Inst. categories (except MCI imply the use of electronics
with inst. specified.

INSTRUMENT
K=KEYBOARDS
O=ORGAN
G=GUITAR
E=ELECTRIC BASS
M=SOUND ENGINEER

D=DRUMS
V=VOCALS
S=STRINGS
W=WOOD
B=BRASS
C=COMPOSER

LEVEL
B=BEGINNER
M=AVERAGE
A=ADVANCED

TYPE OF MUSIC
C=CLASSICA L
J=JAll
P=PROGRESSIVE
R=ROCK

E=EXPERIMENTAL.
B=BEAT
G=REGGAE
O=ORGAN
V=VARIOUS

ELECTRONICS
D=DESIGNER
C=CONSTRUCTOR
N=NEITHER

Send your information in the format for your FREE directory ad next month (closing date 21st August)

(Fictitious example)

NAME (TOWN
BILL JONES SOUTHEND

Offer sublect to available spar e

COUNTY
ESSEX

TELEPHONE [INSTRUMENT LEVEL
0524-61232 1 M

STD Code no

rCLASSIFIEDS ORDER FORM

TYPE OF MUSIC
E

ELECTRONICS
C

Kevin Lark, Sutton, Surrey. 01643 3141, KG, BA. PRE.
Paul Walker, Birkenhead, Merseyside, 051.644 9915, 0, M, PRE.
D. A. Parvaz, Henley, Oxfordshire, 073522.3766, KDS, MMB. V.
Robert Garton, Framlingham, Suffolk, 072-876-468. K, B. E.
Andrew Cox, Launceston, Cornwall, 0566-3782, KG, M, E.
Michael Surtess, Lanchester, Durham, 0207520847. K. A, R
Neil Irani, Dunstable, Beds, 05255-2817, KD, M. E.
Mark'Adams, Chatham, Kent, 0634-64533, K, M, E.
Peter Hickman. Kingston, Surrey, 01549 8559, KGE, M, E.
Mark Rutherford, Ipswich, Suffolk, 0473-79555, K, M, CREV.
Ken Chollerton, Nottingham, 0602-893637, G, M, ER.
J. Graham, Glasgow, 041-771-6590. KB, M, JBE.
David Pletts. Shrewsbury, Shropshire, 0743-68889, K. M. V.
Dave Rogers. Walton, Liverpool, 051-525-6152, GKE, MA, REV.
Derek Tallent, Langport, Somerset, 0458-250-985. M. V.
Mark Barnes, Penzance, Cornwall, 07365569, D, M. R.
Gareth Hughes, 406 Carnarthen Road, Swansea, G, B, E.
Ian Boddy. South Shields, Tyne & Wear, 0632-554086. K. A, E..
Rich Wilde, Hull, N. Humberside. 0482-702850, KDV, M, RE.
Key Tweedy, Woolwich, SE. London. 01-854 4033, K. M. BERG.
David Jones, Bangor on Dee, Clwyd, 0978-780762, K, B. E.
Paul Williams, Stevenage, Herts, 0438-50471, K, B. E.
Keith Bottomley, Oldham, Lancs. 061-6246343, G, B, E.
David Steel, Leeds, Yorks, 0532673251, KOGE, B. V.
Peter Dome. Sheffield, Yorks, 0909567151, KO, M, V.
Frank Warby, Rainham, Essex, 0402753873, KEGV, M, V.
David Hunt, Sheffield, S. Yorks, 0742-307949, K. M, EV.
P. Chegwin, Prescot, Merseyside, 430-7312. K, M, ER.
Martin Naylor, Wembley, Middx., 01902 2941, GED. A, E.
John Sands. Middlesbrough, Cleveland. 0642211934, K. M. PEV.
Gary Masters, Acton, London. 01993 2894. KW. A, V.
Chris Varnam, St Albans, Herts, 0727-55005, KO, M, R.
Peter Musk, Leicester, Leics., 0533896033, K, B, E.
Michael Mercer, 4 Binsey Close, Millbrook, Southampton, -, K, M, CJR.
Eddie F. Dagenham, Essex, 01-595 2409, G, A, REP.
Roy McBridge. Forfar, Angus, 030-781-405, G, B, R.
Dave Stobie, Edinburgh. Midlothian, 031-334-3944. K. M, V.
Robert MacKenzie. Billericay, Essex, 0277459949, K, B. V
Paul Miller.fortadown, Armagh, NI, 0762-35525, K, M, V.
Clive Allen. Llandudno, Gwynedd. 0492-82930, G, M, B.

Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of E&MM for insertions

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to Maplin Publications)

1 2 3Acel

4 5

7 8 0 g, 9\.__s

10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20 21

22 23 24

Enter each
word of
your
classified
lineage in
each block

E&MM9r 81 1

Name

Address

Tel. No. (Day)

Send together with your cheque to:
Sue Forster
E&MM Classified
282 London Road, Westcliff-on-Sea
Essex SSO 7JG

Up to 15 words free on any classified lineage (i.e. run-on advert). Thereafter, 20p per word. Underline words required in bold. Add 5p extra per word.

LAll adds to be received by 21st August for October issue. Classified Lineage only. Submit Semi and Full Display separately with this Order Form
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114 SIOCIt THE NEW ft140Vg
WE ARE NOW STOCKING THE
APPLE II AT REDUCED PRICES

AUTOSTART
EURO PLUStvitt;

Itf
48K

E.0101 599

Getting Started APPLE II is faster, smaller, and more
powerful than its predecessors. And it's more fun to use too
because of built-in features like:
 BASIC - The Language that Makes Programming Fun.
 High -Resolution Graphics lin a 54,000 -Point Array) for
Finely -Detailed Displays.  Sound Capability that Brings
Programs to Life.  Hand Controls for Games and Other
Human -Input Applications.  Internal Memory Capacity of
48K Bytes of RAM, 12K Bytes of ROM; for Big -System Per-
formance in a Small Package.  Eight Accessory Expansion
Slots to let the System Grow With Your Needs.

You don't need to be an expert to enjoy APPLE II. It is a
complete, ready -to -run computer. Just connect it to a video
display and start using programs (or writing your own) the
first day. You'll find that its tutorial manuals help you make it
your own personal problem solver.

ATARI CARTRIDGES
IN STOCK Phone for
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MI EXCITING
TRS80

% , MEMORY UPGRADES
SP' 16K (8 x 4116) 1E15 90 . VAT

4K Compaq (8 x 2114) £15.90 . VAT

MODEL
III

lePt The
PEDIGREE 1..

PETS
.....,

RRP £795 ' 4114110111p
411P.fot 32K

Very popular for home Et business use. 8K Microsoft
ROM. 32K with new improved keyboard.brains"

Cassette Deck E55 extra Interface PET

Centronics Parallel Decoded E77.00

32K
ONLY

£549
+ VAT

Basic in

IEEE

.- VAT

41111111111111111A

48K £619  VAT

The Radio Shack TRS-80TM Model III is a ROM -based
computer system consisting of:
 A 12 -inch screen to display results and other information
 A 65 -key console keyboard for inputting programs and data
to the Computer  A Z-80 Microprocessor, the " of
the system  A Real -Time Clock  Read Only Memory
IROMI containing the Model III BASIC Language (fully
compatible with most Model I BASIC programs)  Random
Access Memory IRAMI for storage of programs and data
while the Computer is on (amount is expandable from "16K"
to "48K", optional extra)  A Cassette Interface for long-term
storage of programs and data (requires a separate cassette
recorder, optional 'extra)  A Printer Interface for hard -copy
output of programs and data (requires a separate line printer.
optional 'extra)  Expansion area for upgrading to a disk
based system (optional. extra)  Expansion area for an RS
232-C serial communications interface (optional. extra)
All these components are contained in a single moulded case,
and all are powered via one power cord.

Disc Drives Kit with 2x40 Track Drives - £599 + VAT
Disc Drives Kit with 2x80 Track Drives - £729 + VAT

Add £25 for Installation

8032ef',..%ctrict q 80 COLUMN PET
-..

4,/
ONLY £826 .VAT

..... The reliable value for money
system with after sales support,

instruction and training facilities
and a wide range of

programmes.

APPLE DISC II
3.3 Dos .

Disc with

00,0 Controller
£34,4+ VAT

Additional Drives
Eng VAT

 Powerful Disk Operating Software Supports up to 6
drives  Name Access to Files for Ease of Use  BASIC
Program Chaining to Link Software Together  Random
or Sequential File Access to Simplify Programming
 Dynamic Disk Space Allocation for Efficient Storage
 Individual File Write -Protection Eliminates Accidental
File Alterations  Loads an 8K Byte Binary Image in 6.5
sec. 11.2 sec. in Pascal)  Storage Capacity of 116
Kilobytes 1143K Bytes with Pascal) on Standard 5'."
Diskettes  Powered Directly From the APPLE (Up to 6
Drives) for Convenience and High Reliability  Packaged
in Heavy -Duty, Colour -Coordinated Steel Cabinet

Colour Monitors for Apple - E295 - VAT

#.11., GET YOURSELF GZEP,cri,
V*-GnV.O A NEW MX70 -Q11Z8v

-J sc `.., PRINTER AND SAVE
A FORTUNE

ONY £249 VAT

Interface Cards for Apple

 80 Column,  Upper Et
lower case  Apple dot Graphics
 Centronics Parallel  Uni-dimensional. EX -

STOCK
TX80 .- E226 -VAT MX80 - E299 - VAT

ACORN ATOM
I UNIQUE IN

THE HOME
THAT GROWS

Fully Assembled

CONCEPT -
COMPUTER

AS YOU DO

£149 - VAT

('''E'lS6'°.61. ATARI PERSONAL
COMPUTERS IN COLOUR

Special features include Full Sized Keyboard
Assembler and Basic  Top Quality Moulded Case  High
Resolution Colour Graphics  6502 Microprocessor r ----

V! "111 COMMODORE ONLY

VIC-20 £159
- VAT.

.....
0,--

'f:CetYit"

 16 foreground colours
 8 background colours

 Real typewriter keyboard with full graphics
Music in three voices and three octaves

 Language and sound effects

TV GAME BREAK OUTp
Has got to be one of the 44 P.

world's greatest TV games.
You really get hooked, As

imfeatured in ETI. Has also 4
other pinball games and lots

of options. Good .kit for
up -grading old amusement

games. -
MINI KIT - PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip
and de -code chip Very simple to construct. £14.90 - VAT

OR PCB E2.90 MAIN LSI E1.50 Both plus VAT

..

_

Atari 400 Console Atari 800 Console
(with cover removed)

Consoles available: -
Atari 400 with 8K RAM - f225
Atari 400 with 16K RAM - f295
Atari 800 with 16K RAM - f625
Atari 800 with 32K RAM - f649
Atari 800 with 48K RAM - f659

,
<
>
-

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
Ideal for small businesses, schools, colleges, homes, etc
Suitable for the experienced, inexperienced. hobbyist.

teacher, etc. _ EG3000
-N Series

A\ WITH
NEW

EXTRA
\ KEYS!

16K
 16K user RAM

£279 plus extended 12K Microsoft
BASIC in ROM  Fully TRS-80 Level II

software compatible  Huge
range of software already available  Self contained, PSU,
UHF modulator, and cassette  Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV  Full expansion to disks and printer
 Absolutely complete - just fit into mains plug.
The Video Genie is a complete computer system, requiring
only connection to a domestic 625 line TV set to be fully
operational; or if required a video monitor can be connected
to provide the best quality display. 51 key typewriter style
keyboard, which features a 10 key rollover. Supplied with
the following accessories:-  BASIC demonstration tape;
 Video lead;  Second cassetee lead;  Users manual;
 BASIC manual;  Beginners programming manual. Write
useful programs in the BASIC computer language yourself

G,4 -v,.46
TANTEL

ONLY

£169
-i- VAT

Demonstation available
at our showroom'

PRESTEL BY TANTEL The greatest thing since television &
telephones. Communications at your fingertips for business
& home. 180,000 pages of up-to-date information on travel,
news, investment, holidays, hotels etc etc. Ask Prestel a
question and you have your answer in seconds in full colour
on your own TV. Only requires a telephone jack socket
available from the PO.

CENTRONICS 737
DOT MATRIX

... PRINTER

.4:::1111011.11111 'n', £369
including cables

Standard Features
 80 CPS - Proportional

Spaced Mode 550 CPS --

Mois-paced Mode  Proportional Spacing, Plus 10 CP1
and 16.7 CP1 IN x 9 (Proportional) or 7 x 8 (Monospaced)
Dot Matrix 7 x 8 Dot Matrix 3 Way Paper Handling
System  96 Character ASC11 plus 6 European character
sets  Microprocessor Electronics  Expanded Print  Right
Margin Justification  Print Underlining 9 -Wire Free Flight
Print Head  Bidirectional Stepper Motor Paper Drive  Full
One Line Buffer  21 LPM With 80 Columns Printed  58
LPM With 20 Columns Printed 6 Lines Per inch Vertical
Spacing  Paper Tear Bar  Centronic Colours and Logo

HITACHI

 Reliability
transistors
resolution
achieved
back
 Looping
with
Lion
construction

PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS

9 - -1-29" £99.95
1 2" - f--1-99" £149

Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
ensures high reliability.  500 lines horizontal
Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is

in picture center.  Stable picture Even played
pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.

video input Video input can be looped through
built-in termination switch.  External sync opera-
lavailable as option for U and C types)  Compact

Two monitors are mountable side by side in a
standard 19 -inch rack.

MICROLINE 80 .

only
£299

: VAT

VIDEO GENIE /.._
/0444.0

EXPANSION BOX
Q.,, -

BYComplete with RS232 interface and floppy disc A /i.t.

controller. 0 memory. £225 + VAT.
Memory expansion card (S100) 16K £110 32K £159 + VAT

Further S100 cards available later in the year.

,--- i'idtp,--era. 1----CA
ogizc..:010 \\

-------

 9 x 7 dot matrix  96 ASC11 and 64 graphic character set
 Selectable line spacing  Condensed, double width print
 Friction or pin feed  40/80/ 132 columns  Upper and
lower case  Centronics parallel interface

80 SEPTEMBER 1981 E&MM
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YOUR ZX80 IS
NOW NO LONGER

REDUNDANT
Upgrade your ZX80 to the full animated graphic,. ,,f
the ZX81. (No screen flicker).

FOR ONLY £12.95 VAT IN KIT FORM

Works only in conjunction with NEW 8K ROM from
Sinclair (Not Included).

ZX81 part -exchanges accepted -
GOOD PRICES OFFERED

SINCLAIR 16K RAM PLUS
EXPANSION BOARD

3 SLOTS WITH EXTRA POWER SUPPLY

16K ONLY £79 VAT 4K ONIc £59 VAT

COMP PRO MIXER
Professional
audio mixer
that you can
build yourself

and save
over f100.

Only

£99.90
plus VAT for
complete kit -

Plus FREE
power supply

valued at
£25.00

ACCESSIT AUDIO ADD-ONS

! TEACDISK

mewe
......ip

DRIVES

TEAC FD -50A has 40 tracks giving ,25K Bytes
unformatted single density capacity.
The FD -50A can be used in double density recording
mode.
The FD -50A is Ihugart SA400 interface compatible.
Directly compatible with Tandy TRS80 expansion
interface.
Also interfaces with Video Genie, SWTP, TRS80,
North Star Horizon, Superbrain, Nascom, etc, etc.
Address selection for Daisy chaining up to 4 Disks.
Disks plus power supply housed in an attractive grey
case.

40 TRACK
Single £225 ! VAT
Disk Drive

Double c38u  VAT
Disk Drive A-

77 TRACK
Single £299Disk Dm,

Double £49., VAT

FANTASTIC FOR FILE HANDLING

ACULAB
FLOPPY

TAPE
The tape that behaves

like a disc, for TRS-80
LEVEL 2.

only £169 - VAT
The Aculab Floppy Tape for the TRS-80 and Video Genie is a
highly reliable digital storage system that provides many of
the advantages of floppy disks at less cost. Automatic
debounce routine for the Level 2 keyboard.
Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating
and file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12
powerful functions to Level 2 BASIC.

EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER

*6502 based system best value for
money on the market. * Powerful 8K
Basic Fastest around *Full Qwerty
Keyboard * 1K RAM Expandable to 8K
onboard. *Power supply and RF
Modulator on board. * No Extras
needed Plugin and go *Kansas City
Tape Interface on board. * Free
Sampler Tape including powerful
Dissassembler and Monitor with each
Kit. *If you want to learn about
Micros, but didn't know which machine
to buy then this is the machine for you.

Build, Understand
and Program your

own Computer
for only a small outlay.

KIT ONLY £99.95 - VAT

COMPUKIT
WITH ALLTHE FEATURES

THATMADE IT THE MOST
PROFESSIONAL

COMPUTER
KIT ON THEMARKET. Now WITH FREENEW EXTENDED

MONITOR (a saving),which includes FlashingCursor, Screen Editing,
EtSave Data on Tape.

DEALER ENQUIRIES
INVITED

NEW MONITOR IN ROM - available separately at E7.90 + VAT.
Improved Basic function - revised GARBAGE routine Allows correct use of STRING ARRAYS E4.90
This chip can be sold separately to existing Compukit and Super board users. VAT

Fully Assembled - f149 VAT

FOR THE COMPUKIT - Assembler Editor £14.90 Screen Editor Tape £1.90
GAME PACKS 11 Four Games £5.00 21. Four Games £5.00 31 Three Games 8K only £5.00

Super Space Invaders 18K1 £6.50 Chequers E3.00 Realtime Clock £3.00
Case for Compukit E29.50 40 pin Expansion Jumper Cable £8.50 All PricAr - r, lirsive VAT

74LS00
74LSO4
74LS05
74LS10
74LS32
74LS74

TTL SALE
£0.10
£0.10
E0.15
£0.15
£0.20
£0.25

74LS86
74LS93
74LS157
74LS165
74LS365
74LS373

Minimum Order

£0.30
£0.50
£0.60
£0.90
£0.40
£1.20

Low Profile Sockets
14 PIN £0.05 18 PIN E0.10
16 PIN E0.06 20 PIN £0.15

£5

z80
6502 E4.90
ACIA 6850 E1.90
OP -AMP
CA3130 E0.45
REG.
7805 5V £0.75

24 PIN E0.20
40 PIN £0.27

OUR NEW SUPER LOCATION
IN IRELAND

19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2.
Telephone: Dublin 604165

HEAR OUR ADS ON
RADIO NOVA 88.1 VHF Stereo

NEC
SPIN WRITER

only
£1490

VAT

NEC's high quality printer uses a print "thimble" that has
less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel, giving a quieter,
faster, more reliable printer that can cope with plotting and
printing (128 ASCII characters) with, up to five copies, fric-
tion or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be changed in
seconds. 55 characters per second bidirectional printing -
with red/black, bold, subscript, superscript, proportional
spacing, tabbing, and much, much more.

8MHz Super Quality Modulators E4.90

6MHz Standard Modulators £2.90

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes 10 for E4.00

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets E15.00

Floppy Discs 53/4" Hard and Soft S9ctored E2.90

Floppy Disc Library Case 5 £3.50

Ribbons DP8000
DP9500 9501

£3.50
E12.50

All Prices exclusive VAT

PANASONIC KX-T1520
AUTOMATIC

TELEPHONE
ANSWERING

SYSTEM

£190
VAT

Ow of the most technically advanced telephone
answering units available, the KX-T1520 features a double
cassette system. a C60 cassette for incoming calls, which

 can be limited to 30 secs each or recorded in their entirety,
and a 20 sec continuous loop cassette for your outgoing
messages which are recorded through the built-in
--iicrophone. Your telephone conversations can also be
.'corded after a bleep tone has notified your caller they are

curing taped. Incoming calls can be monitored and the ring
control is adjustable.

The remote call -in pick-up with Playback Reset Repeat
and Skip controls. activates the system to play back your
messages to you over the phone wherever you are in the
world

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST
COLLECTIONS OF COMPUTER BOOKS

UNDER ONE ROOF, ALONG WITH
RACKS OF SOFTWARE FOR

THE GENIE AND TRS80.

SHARP
PC1211

COMPUTER
POWER THAT

ONCE FILLED A ROOM
CAN NOW BE CARRIED IN YOUR POCKET'

 Programs in BASIC "OWERTY" Alphabetic
Keyboard  1.9K Random Access Memory
 Long Battery Life.

We give a full one year's guarantee
on all our products, which

normally only carry 3 months guarantee.

A SELECTION OF APPLE INTERFACES
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR
EDGWARE ROAD SHOWROOM

mum

"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Stores"

Delivery is added at cost. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP LTD., or phone your order
quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E. for application form.
DEPT E&MM.,' 9

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW (Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line).
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday

MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:

NEW WEST END SHOWROOM:
311 Edgware Road, London W2. Telephone: 01 262 0387
OPEN (LONDON) - 10am - 6pm - Monday to Saturday
* IRELAND: 19 Herbert Street, Dublin 2. Telephone: Dublin 604156
* COMPSHOP USA, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California. Zip Code 92705

Telephone: 0101 714 5472526

TELEPHONE SALES
OPEN 24 hrs. 7 days a vi,eek

01-449 6596
MAJKLAWAND

NSA ID I
0041116 CV.
.01.04.00.1N.
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For personal service visit one of our stores.

Our new store at Hammersmith is conveniently situated near the end
of the M4 and the North and South Circular Roads.

There is excellent street parking on meters a few steps away and
Hammersmith Underground Station is nearby. Call in and see us soon.

320 big pages packed with 
data and pictures of 
over 5,500 items

Over 100,000 copies sold already!

Don't miss out on your copy.

On sale now in all branches

WH Smith kti price El.

In case of difficulty check the coupon below.

make it easy...
77tittitztew with fmaromin
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lOs
w,a"\2c Easy to build,Woo.

superb specification.
Comparable with organs selling for

up to £1,000. Full construction details
in Electronics & Music Maker commencing

March, 1981 issue. Back numbers available.

ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.

All mail to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR.
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Same day service on in -stock lines

Very large percentage of our stock lines in stock

* All prices include VAT

* Large range of all the most useful components

* First class reply paid envelope with every order

* Quality components-no rejects-no re -marks

*Competitive prices

* Your money is safe with a reputable company

On price, service, stock, quality and security it makes
sense now more than ever to make 111111PILIOrt your
first choice for components every time!

r mg 1m m no = m in um m mi mim Nom= imi In I
: Post this coupon now. I
ow Please send me a copy of your 320 page catalogue. I enclose £1.25 N

II1 (incl. 25p p&p). If I am not completely satisfied I may return the
II catalogue to you and have my money refunded. If you live outside the

U.K. send £1.68 or 12,International Reply Coupons.I I
Name I
Address I

I
I

Lii...miam............mmmses..11
Tel: Southend (0702) 554155 Sales: (0702) 552911


